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Abstract 
The Govan Mbeki Mathematics Development Unit (GMMDU) provides additional 
mathematics content to learners via mathematics workshops and DVDs. Mathematics is 
presented in PPT format. The prominence of feature phone usage has been confirmed 
amongst learners in socio-economic disadvantaged schools, specifically those learners 
participating in the GMMDU mathematics workshops. Feature phones typically contain 
limited device resources such as memory, battery power, and network resources. Distributed 
computing provides the potential to facilitate a new class of mobile applications with the 
provision of off-device resources. The objective of this research was the design of an 
architecture using Cloud Computing for the provision of mathematics in the form of PPT 
slides to feature phones. The capabilities of typical feature phones were reviewed as well as 
various distributed computing architectures that demonstrate potential benefit to the mobile 
environment. An Architecture using Cloud Computing for Content Provision (AC3P) was 
subsequently designed and applied as a proof of concept to facilitate the provision of 
mathematics in the form of PPT slides to feature phones. The application of AC3P was 
evaluated for efficiency and effectiveness. It was demonstrated that the application of AC3P 
provided efficient and effective provision of PPT to feature phones. The successful 
application of AC3P provided evidence that Cloud Computing may be used to facilitate the 
provision of mathematics content to feature phones.  It is evident that AC3P may be applied 
in domains other than the provision of mathematics.  
Keywords: mathematics, PowerPoint, PPT, feature phones, distributed computing, Cloud 
Computing, architecture using Cloud Computing   
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Chapter  1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 
South African learners perform poorly in mathematics and science, and there has been no 
reported improvement despite various commercial and government projects (Coetzee 2008). 
One of the main contributing factors to the poor performance in mathematics is the lack of 
time spent on mathematics in many South African schools. Another major contributing factor 
is the shortage of qualified mathematics teachers in South Africa. A compulsory 
mathematical literacy subject has recently been introduced for learners who do not take 
mathematics as a school subject. Although this is done in order to address mathematics 
literacy in South Africa, it was found that the compulsory subject has exacerbated the 
shortage of qualified mathematics teachers. 
The Eastern Cape province in South Africa is experiencing a crisis due to the high Grade 12 
failure rate and the gradual drop in performances when compared to other provinces in 
South Africa (Nohiya 2009). Teachers are reported to be fighting over positions and not 
attending classes in certain schools. Learners are reported to be sleeping during classes as 
they have nothing else to do. It is feared that the few learners that do pass Grade 12 will not 
have a certificate strong enough to allow them admittance into higher education. Secondary 
schools, particularly in socio-economic disadvantaged regions, suffer from an ongoing crisis 
in the teaching and understanding of mathematics and science in South Africa (GMMDU 
2010). 
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The Eastern Cape province in South Africa is reported to be the province containing the least 
number of computers in schools (Adebisi 2008). It is reported that 8.8% of schools in the 
Eastern Cape region provide access to computers and 4.5% make use of computers for 
teaching and learning. The lack of computers and other requirements such as physical 
infrastructure in schools is said to be attributed to poverty and lack of qualified educators. 
A survey was conducted in 2008 to capture information pertaining to the mobile phone 
usage in a township school in Cape Town, South Africa (Kreutzer 2008). The learners selected 
as participants for the study were Grade 11 learners and were categorised as being 
disadvantaged in terms of their socio-economic status. Survey results confirmed that the 
majority of the participants used mobile phones. Results also indicated that most learners 
used mobile phones for features that would require the Internet. Information pertaining to 
the Java and mobile browser capabilities of the surveyed mobile phones implied the 
potential for mobile learning. A similar survey was conducted to evaluate the mobile phone 
usage of learners in disadvantaged schools in the Eastern Cape, South Africa (Foster 2009). 
The survey yielded results supporting the prominence of mobile phone usage amongst 
learners from socio-economic disadvantaged areas. The surveys conducted by Kreutzer 
(2008) and Foster (2009) indicated the prominence of mobile phone usage despite the 
apparent lack of computers and adequate infrastructure in socio-economic disadvantaged 
schools. 
The prominence of mobile phone usage amongst learners from disadvantaged schools 
provides potential for the provision of learning resources to them despite the lack of 
computers in their schools. The surveys conducted by Kreutzer (2008) and Foster (2009) do 
however indicate that the mobile phones used by the learners are typically low-end mobile 
phones. These low-end mobile phones may be regarded as feature phones, and are mobile 
phones more resource constrained than the smartphone successors (Quirk 2009). 
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The feature phones used by the surveyed learners were found to be Java enabled and 
capable of Internet connectivity (Foster 2009). This finding motivates the development of 
applications for learning resources. Furthermore, the availability of Internet, although 
limited, provides the potential use of the cloud to facilitate off-device storage and 
computation. The use of off-device storage and computation attempts to alleviate the use of 
the limited storage and computation resources available on low-end mobile devices. 
Cloud Computing is the term used to describe a distributed computing paradigm that 
involves the shift from using local resources to using remote resources as a service (Kumar 
and Lu 2010). In Cloud Computing, resources are typically made available by the provision of 
virtualised infrastructure (Aversa et al. 2010). Although Cloud Computing offers various types 
of resources, the main resources offered include computation, storage and network 
resources (Kumar and Lu 2010). Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) is a term used to describe 
the extension of computation and storage to off-device infrastructure which in turn supports 
the development of a wider range of mobile applications (Kovachev et al. 2010). The wider 
range of potential mobile applications is attributed to the fact that Cloud Computing offers 
resources that might not be available on mobile devices. The use of Cloud Computing 
provides potential to facilitate the development of comparatively energy-efficient mobile 
applications due to the offloading of resources (Kumar and Lu 2010). 
The survey conducted by Foster (2009) focused on learners participating in the Govan Mbeki 
Mathematics Development Unit (GMMDU) workshops. Many of the learners participating in 
GMMDU workshops are from disadvantaged schools, and typically have difficulty grasping 
mathematics. Additional mathematics resources are provided by GMMDU in the form of 
workshops and DVDs. It is proposed that the provision of resources may be extended to the 
mobile environment of the learners, thus providing mathematics to learners on demand. The 
key element in this proposition is the low-end mobile phones. Because feature phones are 
resource constrained when compared to desktop computers or smartphones, there is a need 
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for off-device resources. Because Cloud Computing offers off-device resources as a service, it 
is proposed that Cloud Computing may be used to facilitate the provision of mathematics 
content to feature phones, and hence provide mathematics to learners on demand. 
1.2 Govan Mbeki Mathematics Development Unit (GMMDU) 
The Govan Mbeki Mathematics Development Unit (GMMDU) was formed by the Department 
of Mathematics and Applied Mathematics at Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University 
(NMMU), South Africa (GMMDU 2010). GMMDU is referred to as an entity formed in Honour 
of the late Dr Govan Mbeki who voiced a concern on the growing crises in Mathematics and 
Science education in South Africa. The goal envisioned by GMMDU is to address the 
mathematical needs of communities in the Eastern Cape region by consolidating numerous 
Mathematics projects into an expanded Mathematics development programme. 
Special interest is taken in a project being undertaken by GMMDU – the Science, 
Mathematics and Technology (SET) Mathematics Learner Project (MLP) for potential Grade 
12 mathematics learners (GMMDU 2008). The MLP programme lasts for 14 weeks and is 
offered to pre-selected disadvantaged Grade 12 learners. A 7-week programme is also 
offered to pre-selected Grade 11 Mathematics learners. The MLP programme is held at 5 
centres in NMMU and George areas. The objectives of the MLP programme are: 
 To improve insight, understanding and problem-solving skills. 
 To facilitate smooth transition of Grade 11 and 12 learners into higher education 
institutions. 
 To attract, nurture and support learners as prospective new Mathematics and Science 
educators at a Further Education and Training (FET) level (Burger 2010).  
 To improve the quantity and quality of Grade 11 and 12 mathematics success. 
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The NMMU Missionvale campus in Port Elizabeth hosts workshops that are made available to 
Grade 12 learners that have been selected for the MLP programme. The presentation of 
mathematics as well as the assessment of learner progress occurs within the workshops. The 
Grade 12 learners participating in the workshops may also purchase DVDs containing 
mathematics content covered in the workshops. DVDs are formatted as DVD-Video (Dixon 
2002), and contain a series of movie files. The movies contained on the DVDs attempt to 
present mathematics to learners by having a presenter narrate over PowerPoint (PPT) 
presentation slides. The PPT slides typically contain text, graphical images and animations 
related to the mathematics topic being covered by the DVD. 
1.3 Relevance of Research 
Mathematics resources are made available to learners participating in the GMMDU 
workshops via the workshops, the DVDs containing lessons on the mathematics covered in 
the workshops and their schools. The availability of mathematics is therefore restricted in 
terms of time since learners need to attend workshops on Saturdays, venue since learners 
must attend school or the workshops and budget since learners need to purchase the DVDs 
containing mathematics. Furthermore, only learners with potential are pre-selected to take 
part in the GMMDU programmes which places a further restriction on the availability of 
mathematics to the broader community (GMMDU 2010). 
Owing to the prominence of mobile phone usage amongst learners participating in the 
GMMDU workshops (Foster 2009), it is proposed that the PPT slides presented to the 
learners may be provided to them on their mobile phones on demand. Because the mobile 
phones used by these learners are expected to be feature phones (Foster 2009), it is evident 
that most of the target mobile phones do not support PPT slides (Shah, Kalbande and P Shah 
2011). The provision of PPT slides to mobile phones that are resource constrained implies the 
need for off-device resources. The use of a distributed computing architecture such as Cloud 
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Computing is therefore considered appropriate for facilitating the provision of PPT slides to 
feature phones. 
The use of Cloud Computing for PPT slide provision should not only facilitate the provision of 
mathematics to learners on demand, but also demonstrate a number of benefits that Cloud 
Computing provides to the feature phone environment. The use of Cloud Computing as a 
distributed computing architecture may demonstrate how resource-intensive processes are 
handled off-device for resource-constrained feature phones.  
1.4 Focus 
The main objective of this research is the design of an architecture that facilitates the 
provision of mathematics in the form of PPT slides to feature phones. The mathematics 
content is that provided by GMMDU to Grade 12 learners participating in the GMMDU 
workshops. The scope of feature phones is that used by the learners participating in the 
GMMDU workshops. The technological domain of the architecture is the use of Cloud 
Computing to provide the required off-device computation and storage needed to achieve 
content provision to feature phones. The application of the architecture must facilitate the 
processes required to provide mathematics in the form of PPT slides to feature phones. 
1.5 Thesis Statement 
The aim of this research is to establish how an architecture making use of Cloud Computing 
may be designed and applied to achieve the provision of mathematics in the form of PPT 
slides to feature phones. The thesis statement that guides the achievement of this objective 
is therefore: 
An architecture making use of Cloud Computing can be designed to facilitate the provision of 
mathematics in the form of PowerPoint (PPT) slides to feature phones. 
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1.6 Research Objectives 
The main objective depicted by the thesis statement may be broken down into separate 
research objectives:  
O1. To confirm the capabilities of mobile phones used by learners participating in the 
GMMDU mathematics workshops. 
O2. To gain a comprehensive understanding of distributed computing architectures and 
their potential benefit to the mobile environment. 
O3. To determine how an architecture making use of Cloud Computing may be designed 
to facilitate the provision of content to feature phones. 
O4. To determine how the architecture may be applied for the provision of PPT slides to 
feature phones. 
O5. To determine the efficiency and effectiveness of the application of the architecture 
at providing mathematics in the form of PPT slides to feature phones. 
The achievement of all research objectives proposes to confirm the thesis statement (Section 
1.5).  
1.7 Research Questions 
For each research objective (Section 1.6), a research question is proposed. The research 
questions are therefore: 
R1. What are the capabilities of mobile phones used by learners participating in the 
GMMDU mathematics workshops? 
R2. What is distributed computing and what potential benefit does it provide to the 
mobile environment? 
R3. How can Cloud Computing be used for the design of an architecture that facilitates 
the provision of content to feature phones? 
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R4. How can the architecture design be applied to facilitate the provision of PPT slides to 
feature phones? 
R5. How efficient and effective is the application of the architecture at providing 
mathematics in the form of PPT slides to feature phones? 
Addressing each of the research questions determines the extent to which each of the 
research objectives (Section 1.6) are achieved. Addressing all research questions therefore 
determines whether or not the thesis statement (Section 1.5) is confirmed. 
1.8 Research Method 
The research methods outlined in the subsequent sections are made use of to address the 
research questions (Section 1.7) and hence achieve the corresponding research objectives 
(Section 1.6). For the purpose of this research, a case study approach is used to achieve the 
research objectives. More specifically, GMMDU and Cloud Computing are used as case 
studies for the provision of mathematics. 
 A preliminary survey (Section 1.8.1) and literature review (Section 1.8.2) are conducted to 
address R1 and R2. The design of an architecture and the application thereof (Section 1.8.3 
and 1.8.4) proposes to address R3 and R4 respectively. An evaluation of the architecture 
application (Section 1.8.5) is proposed to address R5 and hence confirm the thesis statement 
(Section 1.5). 
1.8.1 Preliminary Survey 
Previously conducted surveys indicated the prominence of feature phone usage amongst 
learners from socio-economic disadvantaged areas (Kreutzer 2008, Foster 2009). Foster 
(2009) particularly demonstrated the prominence of feature phone usage amongst learners 
participating in GMMDU workshops. Owing to the increasing usage of smartphones (Entner 
2010), it is considered necessary to reaffirm the prominence of feature phone usage amongst 
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the learners. A preliminary survey is therefore conducted to capture information on the 
types of mobile phones used by a sample of learners that participate in the GMMDU 
mathematics workshops. The preliminary survey also collects additional information such as 
the mobile phone usage behaviour of the learners. 
1.8.2 Literature Review 
The objective of this research, as depicted by the thesis statement (Section 1.5), is the design 
of an architecture using Cloud Computing to facilitate the provision of mathematics in the 
form of PPT slides to feature phones. Since Cloud Computing and feature phones are the 
main influences of the architecture, a literature review is conducted in order to provide 
understanding on feature phone capabilities (R1) and Cloud Computing with its related 
distributed computing architectures (R2). 
1.8.3 Architecture Design 
A distributed computing architecture namely Cloud Computing is proposed to facilitate the 
provision of content to feature phones (R3). Cloud Computing, and the feature phones of 
learners participating in the GMMDU mathematics workshops, are therefore used as a case 
study. An Architecture using Cloud Computing for Content Provision (AC3P) is designed by 
employing a number of Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) architectural considerations for the 
resource-constrained mobile environment. Amazon’s cloud infrastructure (Amazon 2011g) is 
used for the design of AC3P. 
1.8.4 Application of the Architecture 
Since GMMDU provides mathematics in the form of PPT slides, the design of AC3P (Section 
1.8.3) is applied for the provision of mathematics in the form of PPT slides to feature phones. 
The application of AC3P is demonstrated as a proof of concept and indicates its feasibility for 
the feature phone environment. AC3P’s application entails the development of applications 
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hosted on the cloud and feature phone environments that provide functionality for the 
provision of PPT slides. 
1.8.5 Evaluation 
The application of AC3P is evaluated in order to determine the efficiency and effectiveness of 
PPT slide provision to feature phones. The following requirements are proposed: 
I. Cloud Computing should facilitate the off-device processing required for the 
conversion from PPT to a format compatible with feature phones. 
II. Off-device processing should be efficient and effective. 
III. Feature phones should facilitate efficient and effective retrieval of the converted 
content produced by off-device processing. 
Resource utilisation measures indicate the cloud and feature phones’ ability to host the 
applications required for PPT slide provision. Performance and resource utilisation measures 
indicate the efficiency of the applications hosted on the cloud and feature phone 
environment. Inspections are conducted to determine the effectiveness of PPT slide 
provision. For the purpose of this research, effectiveness is indicated by the quality of 
converted content and the compatibility of converted content with the feature phone 
environment. 
1.9 Scope and Constraints 
The design of AC3P requires the use of a Cloud Computing provider. For experimental 
purposes, the Cloud Computing provider to be used in this research is Amazon Web Services 
(Amazon 2011g).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
The mathematics focused on for provision to learners is a representative sample of 
mathematics provided by GMMDU. The mathematics presented by GMMDU is in the form of 
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PPT slides and typically includes a combination of text, drawings and animations. GMMDU 
additionally provides Video DVDs that provide a narrative over the PPT slides. This research 
will focus only on the original PPT files containing mathematical content. Neither animations 
nor streaming media will be addressed by AC3P and the application thereof. 
The purpose of AC3P and its application is the provision of the PPT slides to feature phones. 
No roll-out is performed to evaluate the usefulness of AC3P and its application. More 
specifically, the impact that mathematics provision has on learner performance in 
mathematics is not investigated. Furthermore, no attempt is made to address the mobile-
learning (m-learning) issues involved with the provision of mathematics to feature phones. 
For the purpose of this research, the mobile phones focused on are feature phones (Quirk 
2009). More specifically, this research focuses on feature phones used by learners 
participating in the GMMDU mathematics workshops. Feature phones require Java and 
Internet connection capabilities to support online mobile applications. 
1.10 Conclusion and Dissertation Outline 
This chapter presented a brief introduction on the shortcomings of science and mathematics 
education in the Eastern Cape region. The Govan Mbeki Mathematics Development Unit 
(GMMDU) was introduced as a case study for facilitating the need of additional mathematics 
resources to learners.  It is proposed that the prominence of feature phone usage amongst 
learners participating in the GMMDU workshops may facilitate provision of mathematics on 
demand. Cloud Computing may address the resource constraints of feature phones by the 
provision of off-device resources and is therefore used as a case study to facilitate 
mathematics provision.  
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The remainder of this dissertation is structured in such a way as to achieve the research 
strategy (Section 1.8) by addressing the corresponding research questions (Section 1.7). This 
section provides a brief outline on the remaining chapters in this dissertation (Figure 1). 
Chapter 2 
(Learner Mobile 
Phones)
Chapter 5 (The 
Provision of PPT 
to Feature 
Phones)
Chapter 4 
(Architecture for 
Content Provision 
to Feature 
Phones)
Chapter 7 
(Conclusions and 
Future Work)
Chapter 6 
(Evaluation and 
Findings)
Chapter 3 
(Distributed 
Computing)
Chapter 1 
(Introduction)
 
Figure 1: Dissertation Outline 
Chapter 2 (Learner Mobile Phones). This chapter provides an overview on the typical 
capabilities of feature phones due to the prominence of feature phone usage amongst 
learners in socio-economic disadvantaged regions (Foster 2009). A preliminary survey is 
conducted on learners participating in the GMMDU mathematics workshops in order to 
confirm the prominence of feature phone usage. 
Chapter 3 (Distributed Computing). This chapter provides background on various major 
distributed computing paradigms and their potential benefit to the mobile environment. The 
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correlation between each of the distributed computing paradigms is also presented. For the 
purpose of this research, emphasis is placed on Cloud Computing architecture and its 
relevance to the mobile environment. 
Chapter 4 (Architecture using Cloud Computing for Content Provision). This chapter presents 
the design of an architecture using Cloud Computing for content provision (AC3P) to feature 
phones. The design of AC3P is guided by using a number of existing Mobile Cloud Computing 
(MCC) architectural considerations. The goal of AC3P is to facilitate the provision of off-
device resources to support the off-device processing required for the provision of content to 
feature phones. 
Chapter 5 (The Provision of PPT to Feature Phones). This chapter discusses the application of 
AC3P as a proof of concept to facilitate the provision of mathematics in the form of PPT slides 
to feature phones. 
Chapter 6 (Evaluation and Results). This chapter describes the evaluation of the application 
of AC3P and discusses the results thereof. The evaluation determines the efficiency and 
effectiveness that the application of AC3P provides for mathematics provision to feature 
phones. 
Chapter 7 (Conclusions and Future Work). This chapter discusses the achievement of the 
research objectives derived from the thesis statement. The shortcomings and potential 
future work in the area of research covered by this dissertation is also discussed. 
14 
 
Chapter  2 Learner Mobile Phones 
2.1 Introduction 
The surveys conducted by Kreutzer (2008) and Foster (2009) confirm the usage of feature 
phones amongst learners in socio-economic disadvantaged schools. Foster (2009) confirmed 
the prominence of feature phone usage amongst learners participating in the GMMDU 
mathematics workshops (Section 1.1). Feature phones may be regarded as low-end mobile 
phones when compared to smartphones (Nusca 2009, Quirk 2009). These low-end mobile 
phones are relatively more resource constrained and support fewer features than 
smartphones.  
Owing to the advances in mobile technology (Huerta-Canepa and Lee 2010), it is necessary to 
conduct an additional survey on learners participating in the GMMDU workshops to confirm 
the current status of their mobile phone usage. The primary goal of the survey is to collect 
information pertaining to the capabilities of the mobile phones used by learners. 
The feature phones used by learners, as indicated by Foster’s survey, require further 
understanding on their capabilities. For the purpose of PowerPoint (PPT) slide provision, the 
capabilities of interest include the network, internal storage memory, battery, display, Java, 
heap memory and Bluetooth capabilities. An understanding of the typical capabilities of 
feature phones provides the basis for conducting an additional survey that reaffirms the 
prominence of feature phone usage amongst learners participating in the GMMDU 
workshops. 
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The goal of this chapter is to provide an understanding on the typical capabilities of feature 
phones (Section 2.2) and reaffirm the prominence of feature phone usage amongst learners 
participating in the GMMDU workshops (Section 2.3). The survey, as well as the review on 
typical feature phone capabilities, addresses R1: What are the capabilities of mobile phones 
used by learners participating in the GMMDU mathematics workshops? 
The advances of mobile technologies (Huerta-Canepa and Lee 2010), and the rate at which 
smartphones are overtaking feature phones (Entner 2010), may indicate that the prominence 
of feature phone usage amongst learners will diminish in the future. It is therefore necessary 
to be aware of the potential mobile phone capabilities of learners participating in the 
GMMDU mathematics workshops (Section 2.4). 
Information pertaining to the mobile technologies used by learners plays an important role 
when designing and applying AC3P (Section 4.4). The mobile technologies are in fact one of 
the main influences of AC3P. This chapter therefore reviews one of the main influences of 
AC3P – the mobile component. 
2.2 Feature Phone Specifications 
The survey conducted by Foster (2009) indicated that learners participating in the GMMDU 
mathematics workshops typically use feature phones (Section 1.1). This result was 
determined by examining the mobile phone makes and models used by learners participating 
in the survey. Feature phones are considered the predecessors of smartphones and are 
relatively limited in terms of their capabilities (Quirk 2009). The capabilities of feature 
phones are indicated by their specifications, which are derived from the feature phone 
makes and models. 
This section provides a comprehensive understanding on the typical specifications of feature 
phones. For the purpose of the design of AC3P (Section 4.4) and the application thereof 
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(Section 5.2), the specifications deemed most relevant for review are the network, internal 
storage memory, battery, display, Java, heap memory, and Bluetooth specifications.  
The network specification (Section 2.2.1) indicates the network technology and data services 
supported by feature phones. Network and data service technology specifications indicate 
Internet accessibility and network capacity which influences the design of mobile 
applications requiring Internet connectivity for functionality. The feasibility of AC3P is 
therefore dependent on the Internet connectivity of feature phones since cloud computing is 
used for the provision of mathematical content (Section 4.4). 
The internal storage memory (Section 2.2.2) indicates the storage capacity of feature phones 
without the addition of storage expansion cards. Storage capacity influences mobile 
application functionality such as buffering, downloading of content and application size. In 
order for AC3P to be effective, feature phones host an application that retrieves content via 
the Internet. Internal storage memory is therefore used to store the application (Section 4.4). 
Furthermore, AC3P facilitates the downloading of content, and therefore requires internal 
storage memory for potential buffering functionality. 
The battery specification (Section 2.2.3) indicates the battery life of feature phones. Owing to 
the various features on feature phones that may influence battery life, battery life is 
demonstrated as standby hours. The design of AC3P (Section 4.4) indicates that mobile 
phones host an application responsible for content retrieval. Since battery life is influenced 
by the execution of applications, it is necessary to indicate the battery life of various feature 
phones. 
The display specification (Section 2.2.4) indicates the display technology as well as the screen 
resolution of feature phones. The display technology and resolution are important 
considerations for the presentation of content on feature phones. Since AC3P (Section 4.4) 
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and its application (Section 5.2) require feature phones to retrieve and present content, the 
display specifications of feature phones are significant. 
The Java specification (Section 2.2.5) indicates the Java capabilities of feature phones. 
Feature phones require Java to host Java mobile applications. The Mobile Information Device 
Profile (MIDP) defines the class of Java mobile applications supported by feature phones. The 
application of AC3P (Section 5.2) partially entails the development of Java mobile 
applications and therefore require Java capabilities of feature phones. 
Heap memory (Section 2.2.6) indicates the amount of runtime memory used for the storage 
of Java objects. Heap memory is an important design consideration as mobile applications 
may only make use of the maximum heap memory allocated by the Java Virtual Machine 
(JVM). Since the application of AC3P partially involves the development of a Java mobile 
application to be hosted on feature phones, Java heap memory provides an indication to the 
efficiency of AC3P’s application. 
The Bluetooth specification (Section 2.2.7) indicates whether mobile phones are Bluetooth 
enabled or not. Although Bluetooth is not directly applicable to AC3P (Section 4.4), there is 
potential for Bluetooth’s incorporation for possible future work (Section 7.5). 
2.2.1 Network Specifications 
The wireless network specification indicates the network technology and mobile data 
services supported by feature phones. The network technology commonly used by feature 
phones is Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) (Section 2.2.1.1). The mobile 
data services commonly used by feature phones are General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) 
(Section 2.2.1.2) and Enhanced Data Rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE) (Section 2.2.1.3). Since 
the use of these technologies are required for the feasibility of AC3P (Section 4.4), a 
comprehensive discussion is provided. 
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2.2.1.1 Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) 
Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) is a second generation (2G) digital wireless 
network standard for mobile telephony systems (Lin 2005). GSM was designed by 
standardisation committees from major European telecommunications operators and 
manufacturers. One such telecommunications operator or manufacturer is the European 
Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations (CEPT).  
Although originating in Europe, the GSM standard provides a set of services and capabilities 
to all mobile users in order for them to successfully make phone calls via a wireless medium. 
The basic requirements of GSM are described by four aspects (Lin 2005). 
I. Services. Service portability, which entails the accessibility of mobile phones in all 
participating countries, is important. Services should be provided to both wired and 
wireless networks and be available to pedestrians, vehicles and ships. 
II. Quality of services and security. The quality of voice telephony of GSM should be at 
least as good as previous analogue systems. Information encryption should also be 
facilitated without any significant compromise to network costs. 
III. Radio frequency utilization. GSM should provide frequency spectrum efficiency and 
appropriate subscriber facilities that are capable of operating within the entire 
allocated frequency band. GSM should successfully co-exist with earlier systems in 
the same frequency band. 
IV. Network. Identification and numbering plans which are used to identify a cellular 
network in a specific area should coincide with International Telecommunication 
Union (ITU) recommendations. Internally standardised signalling systems should be 
used for switching and mobility management. Any existing fixed public networks 
should be modified to cater for GSM. 
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The broad architecture of GSM (Figure 2) can be divided up into four main components 
namely the Mobile Stations (MS); the Base Stations Subsystems (BSS); the Network Switching 
Subsystems (NSS) and the Network Management Subsystems (Nokia 2002). The Mobile 
Station (MS) consists of the Mobile Equipment (ME) and the Subscriber Identity Module 
(SIM). The Mobile Equipment (ME) represents the subscriber’s mobile device and the SIM 
stores subscriber’s data for identification purposes. The NSS and BSS form the network 
needed to establish calls. The BSS is responsible for radio path control and the NSS manages 
call control functions. The Network Management Subsystem (NMS) is responsible for 
operations and maintenance in the GSM network and is required for control of the entire 
GSM network. A network operator observes and maintains the network quality and services 
that are offered via the NMS.  
 
Figure 2: Broad GSM Architecture (Nokia 2002) 
The three major subsystems of the GSM network are linked by the Air, A and the O&M 
interfaces (Nokia 2002). The Air interface lies between the Mobile Station (MS) and the Base 
Station (BS) and acts as a radio-based communication link. The A-interface is located 
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between the BSS and NSS acts as a link between the Base Station Controller (BSC) of the BSS 
and the Mobile Services switching Centre (MSC) of the NSS. 
2.2.1.2 General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) 
General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) is considered a 2.5G network data service for wireless 
communication and is delivered as a network overlay for the GSM network (Tanenbaum 
2003). The components of GSM, such as the base stations, are enhanced to support GPRS.  
GPRS allows the reservation of time slots on certain frequencies for packet data 
transmission. The base station is responsible for managing the number and location of 
timeslots allocated for data traffic. Timeslots are allocated to logical channels which are used 
for different purposes such as the downloading and uploading of packets. The GPRS data 
service facilitates efficient transfer of data packets between GSM mobile stations and 
external packet data networks such as the Internet (Usha_Communications_Technology 
2000). GPRS supports packet based internet communication protocols such as Internet 
Protocol (IP) and X.25. 
2.2.1.3 Enhanced Data Rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE) 
The number of mobile phone users that take advantage of the data capabilities in wireless 
networks is continuously increasing (RysavyResearch and 3GAmericas 2007). Increased data 
transfer rates are required to support the increasing demands for data services. Enhanced 
data rates for GSM evolution (EDGE) or Enhanced GPRS (E-GPRS) is an extension to the 
packet-data services for GSM (GPRS) and offers up to a 200% increase in data bit rates 
(Axelsson et al. 2006). EDGE also offers higher data throughput and increased spectral 
efficiency in order to accommodate for the increasing needs for data-based services in the 
mobile environment (RysavyResearch and 3GAmericas 2007). 
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EDGE allows data transfer speeds of up to 384 Kilobits per second (kbps) via a GSM TDMA 
system (RysavyResearch and 3GAmericas 2007). Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) is a 
technology that facilitates the delivery of digital wireless services using Time-Division 
Multiplexing (TDM). TDMA divides a radio frequency into multiple timeslots, having each 
timeslot allocated to multiple calls. Allocation of timeslots to multiple calls allows a single 
frequency to support multiple, simultaneous channels (TechGSM 2010). GSM EDGE 
technology is capable of providing data transfer rates that are a distinctly higher than those 
that are supported by GPRS technology (Radio-Electronics 2010). 
The EDGE evolution extends the GSM enhancements provided by GPRS by upgrading the 
hardware and software components of GSM. One such upgrade is the adaptation of a new 
form of modulation. In contrast to GSM using the Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK) 
modulation, EDGE uses a form of modulation known as the 8PSK which provides a significant 
increase in data rates when compared to GPRS (Locke, Nguyen and Moreuil 2002, Radio-
Electronics 2010). 
Data transfer speeds in both GPRS and EDGE are reflected by multi-slot classes (Sauter 2007, 
Kasera 2008). A multi-slot class indicates the uplink and downlink data transfer speeds. The 
GPRS multi-slot class 10 can use 4 timeslots for downlink and 2 timeslots for uplink with a 
maximum of 5 active timeslots. The network will automatically configure a data stream of 
either 3 + 2 or 4 + 1 for uploading or downloading operations respectively. During a 
download operation, the maximum download speed is 4 x 12Kbps = 48Kbps and the 
maximum upload speed is 1 x 12Kbps = 12 Kbps. The EGPRS multi-slot class 32 allows a 
maximum of 5 timeslots for downlink and 3 for uplink. A maximum of 6 active timeslots are 
allowed at any given time. The network will configure the connection for a 5 + 1 operation 
when downloading and will adjust the constellation to 4 + 2 or 3 + 3 when uploading. The 
maximum download speed is therefore 5 x 59.2Kbps = 296Kbps, and the maximum upload 
speed is 3 x 59.2Kbps = 177.6Kbps. 
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2.2.2 Internal Memory Specifications 
Internal memory used for storage in feature phones is typically Flash memory (Kingston 
2009). Flash memory is electric memory, which implies data is electrically erased and 
reprogrammed (Christy 2007). Flash memory is also non-volatile memory which implies that 
power is not necessary to maintain the data stored within. Flash memory has relatively fast 
access read times when compared hard disks but slower when compared to Random Access 
Memory (Brewer and Gill 2008). Mobile phones use flash memory to store data such as 
mobile application data, messages, contacts, appointments and multimedia (Christy 2007). 
2.2.3 Battery Specifications 
Battery capacity may be specified in battery standby hours and milliampere-hours (FusionTeq 
2010). The battery standby hours indicate the number of hours a mobile phone may function 
without execution of mobile phone functions such as calls, SMS and mobile applications. 
Milliampere-hours (mAh) indicates the rate at which a battery will discharge under specific 
circumstances. The mAh is determined by multiplying the flow of the current (mA) from the 
battery into the circuit by the amount of time the battery is able to provide that current (h). 
Battery capacity in mAh may not directly indicate the number of standby hours a mobile 
phone has due to the possibility of other influencing factors such as the mobile phone 
operating system.  
2.2.4 Display Specifications 
Thin film transistor liquid crystal display (TFT LCD) is an LCD display technology that is 
controlled by electric fields (Chimei-innolux 2010). Liquid Crystals (LCs) lie between two 
transparent layers of the conductive Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) electrodes (Figure 3). LC 
molecules are aligned in different directions by varying the voltage applied to the ITO 
electrodes. The direction of the LC molecules affects the amount of light that passes through 
the LCs, which controls the desired level of brightness on the display. The colour filter 
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substrate is responsible for colour production. To produce real world colour, 3 segments are 
required. Each segment individually passes light through a red, green or blue (RGB) filter. 
Each set of 3 segments are known as RGB pixels. As an illustration, a mobile phone having an 
LCD display with the resolution of 320 x 240 pixels means that there are 240 rows of 320 x 3 
segments (NXP 2009). 
 
Figure 3: TFT LCD Structure (Chimei-innolux 2010) 
Monochrome display technologies (Castellano 1992) are predominant in older mobile phone 
technologies and support the display of characters in a single colour (Quirk 2009). Feature 
phones are typically equipped with TFT LCD display technologies to support features such as 
Web browsing, mobile applications and media content. 
2.2.5 Java Specifications 
Java 2 is divided into three editions namely Java Enterprise Edition (J2EE), Java Standard 
Edition (J2SE) and Java Micro Edition (Xu 2006). J2EE defines a standard for developing multi-
tier enterprise applications. J2SE is a platform for developing and deploying portable 
applications to desktop computers and servers. Java Micro Edition (J2ME) is a platform for 
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developing and deploying applications to resource constrained devices such as PDAs and 
mobile phones (Auletta, Blundo and Cristofaro 2007).  
J2ME is an optimised Java run-time environment that is targeted at a wide range of 
consumer devices. The concept of configurations and profiles were introduced by J2ME in 
order to cater for the diversity of devices. A configuration outlines a set of requirements by 
defining the basic run-time environment and Java Virtual Machine (JVM) for a set of devices 
(Muchow 2003, DeveloperWorks 2005). A profile is an Application Program Interface (API) 
that lies on top of a configuration and provides functionality for a certain range of devices. A 
J2ME profile adds domain-specific classes to the core classes of the J2ME configuration. The 
configuration therefore defines the capability of J2ME while the profiles add additional 
functionality to cater for more specific devices (Xu 2006). 
The J2SE virtual machine is referred to as the Java Virtual Machine (Figure 4). Java Virtual 
Machine (JVM) is a piece of software that intermediates between applications and the 
underlying operating system and hardware (Wright et al. 2006). JVM is particularly 
responsible for executing platform independent Java byte code. 
 J2ME contains two virtual machines that are both subsets of the JVM. These virtual 
machines are known as the K Virtual Machine (KVM) and the C Virtual Machine (CVM). CVM 
is targeted at the Connected Device Configuration (CDC) and the KVM is targeted at the 
Connected Limited Device Configuration (DeveloperWorks 2005). CDC devices are resource 
constrained devices such as pagers and auto telematics (Auletta, Blundo and Cristofaro 
2007). Connected Limited Device Configuration (CLDC) devices are resource constrained 
devices that have limited heap memory (Section 2.2.6). 
There are two J2ME profiles that are built on top of CLDC, namely KJava and Mobile 
Information Device Profile (Muchow 2003, DeveloperWorks 2005, Oracle 2010). The KJava 
Profile contains a Sun-specific API that runs on Palm OS and is similar to the J2SE Abstract 
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Windowing Toolkit (AWT). Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP) defines APIs for an 
application environment that caters for limited resources such as memory, computational 
power and network capacity. MIDP APIs are also targeted at devices with screen and memory 
limitations. A MIDlet is a J2ME application that is built on top of CLDC and MIDP. 
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Figure 4: Java Virtual Machines, Configurations and Profiles (DeveloperWorks 2005) 
Networking management in J2ME needs to be flexible and device specific in order to cater 
for the diversity of CLDC devices (Auletta, Blundo and Cristofaro 2007). In attempt to achieve 
this, the CLDC defines the Generic Connection Framework (GCF), which defines a foundation 
API for packet-based and stream-based input and output.  
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Device manufacturers are responsible for specific implementations using the GCF. The GCF 
consists of a hierarchy of Java interfaces (Figure 5). No implementations are given at the 
CLDC level interfaces namely the Connection, DatagramConnection, InputConnection, 
OutputConnection, StreamConnectionNotifier, StreamConnection and ContentConnection 
interfaces. Implementations are rather left for MIDP’s HttpConnection and the other 
interfaces supported by MIDP version 2.0 and higher. 
StreamConnection
ContentConnection
Connection
InputConnection
DatagramConnection
CommConnectionHttpConnection SocketConnection
StreamConnectionNotifier
OutputConnection
SecureConnection
ServerSocketConnectionUDPDatagramConnection
HttpsConnection
 
Figure 5: Javax.microedition.io Class Structure (Auletta, Blundo and Cristofaro 2007) 
It is required that MIDP supports at least Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) connections 
(Auletta, Blundo and Cristofaro 2007). This implies that MIDP devices are capable of HTTP 
connections which allow them to exploit server-side infrastructure by performing HTTP GET, 
POST, or HEAD operations. 
J2ME and MIDP may not always provide functionality supporting all the required scenarios 
for application development. Additional functionality that is not already supported by J2ME 
and MIDP may come in the form of Java Specification Requests (JSRs) or libraries. The various 
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components of J2ME such as CLDC 1.0 and MIDP 1.0 are defined by JSRs (Rischpater 2008). 
Another example of a JSR is JSR 226, which defines a scalable 2D vector graphics API for 
J2ME, and provides support for rendering Scalable Vector Graphics (JCP 2004). A Java library 
is a collection of resources such as classes, interfaces, subroutines, and types that provide 
encapsulated functionality to aid Java application development (Drepper 2010). An example 
of a Java library not naturally found in the Java Class Library for J2ME is the TinyLine SVG 
library which provides support for SVG in J2ME (TinyLine 2010a). 
2.2.6 Heap Memory Specifications 
The heap consists of runtime data during the execution of an application (YourKit 2003). 
Heap memory refers to the memory allocated to the heap for storing class instances (objects) 
and arrays. For CLDC devices, the KVM (Section 2.2.5) makes use of available heap memory in 
order to execute MIDlets. 
Mobile devices, particularly CLDC and MIDP devices, are constrained in terms of the memory 
available for the execution of MIDlets (Chen et al. 2003). 
2.2.7 Bluetooth Specifications 
Bluetooth is a radio frequency (RF)-based, short-range connectivity technology specification 
designed as an inexpensive, wireless networking system for portable devices such as laptops, 
Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and mobile phones (Bakker and Gilster 2002). Bluetooth 
enables short-range wireless connections between Bluetooth enabled portable devices and 
non-portable devices such as desktop computers. Data transmission is achieved via 
Bluetooth connections at data rates of up to 24 Megabits per second (Mbps) depending on 
the Bluetooth version installed on the connected devices (Murph 2009). Devices using 
version 1.2 may establish connections with data transfer rates of 1 Mbps. Devices using 
version 2.0 support 2 Mbps connections (Auletta, Blundo and Cristofaro 2007). The 
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differences between the Bluetooth versions are also attributed to modulation schemes, 
concurrent connections, error handling, power usage and security (Niazi 2008).  
Bluetooth is considered as a versatile and flexible network technology that operates in a 
license free frequency (Auletta et al. 2006). The speed, versatility, flexibility and free 
transmission of data provided by Bluetooth have resulted in the widespread use of Bluetooth 
amongst a number of different devices including mobile phones. 
2.3 Mobile Phone Usage Survey 
The survey conducted by Foster (2009) on mobile phone usage amongst learners 
participating in the GMMDU mathematics workshops indicated the prominence of feature 
phones (Section 1.1). This information is used to provide an understanding on the capabilities 
of the feature phones used by these learners (Section 2.2). Since the trend in mobile phone 
usage is constantly changing due to the advances in mobile technology (Huerta-Canepa and 
Lee 2010), it is necessary to reaffirm the prominence of feature phone usage amongst the 
learners participating in the GMMDU mathematics workshops.  
A survey was conducted in order to gain information pertaining to the learner’s mobile 
phones (Section 2.3.1), their mobile phone usage (Section 2.3.2) and whether or not they 
accept the idea of having mathematics on their mobile phones (Section 2.3.3)1.  
Information pertaining to the learner mobile phones demonstrates whether learners 
predominantly make use of feature phones or not. Information on learner mobile phone 
usage indicates learner familiarity with the various features available on feature phones. The 
acceptance or rejection of the presentation of mathematics on learner mobile phones 
                                                     
1
 Ethical clearance was obtained to conduct the survey (Appendix C) 
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provides an indication of whether or not learners consider the presentation of mathematics 
on their mobile phones useful. 
During one of the GMMDU mathematics workshops, participating Grade 12 learners were 
approached and 120 self-administered paper-based surveys were handed out (Appendix B).  
Only 29% of the learners (n = 35) returned fully completed surveys.  
2.3.1 Mobile Phone Specification Results 
Information on the mobile phones used by the learners was obtained by capturing the make 
and model of each mobile phone. Hardware and software specifications were derived from 
the make and model, and provide further insight into the capabilities of each mobile phone. 
An online database was used to obtain the retail hardware and software specifications of the 
mobile phones (GSMArena 2010). Heap memory specifications were obtained from 
Tastephone benchmark results (TastePhone 2010). The survey results pertaining to the 
mobile phone specifications are indicated (Table 1) according to the specifications 
considered relevant for AC3P (Section 4.4) and the application thereof (Section 5.2). 
The returned surveys indicate that 100% of the mobile phones use GSM network technology 
(Section 2.2.1.1). 91% of the mobile phones have GPRS data capabilities (Section 2.2.1.2), and 
83% have EDGE (Section 2.2.1.3). Of the mobile phones that have GPRS, 75% have class 10 
GPRS and 25% class 32. Of the mobile phones that have EDGE, 63% have class 10 and 38% 
class 32. 
The majority of the mobiles phones (60%) contain internal storage capacities lying between 1 
and 10 MB. Some of the mobile phones (31%) do however contain internal storage capacities 
of over 30 MB (Table 1).   
Survey results indicate that 92% of the mobile phones contain Java capabilities (Section 
2.2.5). More specifically, 83% have MIDP 2.0 and 9% MIDP 2.1. The remaining 8% of mobile 
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phones have no Java capabilities. All surveyed mobile phones that are Java enabled have 
MIDP and are CLDC devices.  
It is evident that approximately half of the mobile phones (55%) contain maximum heap 
memory capacities of between 0 and 1500KB (Table 1). Three mobile phones (9%) contain no 
heap memory allocated to mobile Java applications. These phones are in fact not Java 
enabled and therefore not capable of hosting Java mobile applications. Approximately half of 
the mobile phones (45%) contain maximum heap memory allocations of over 2000KB. 
The majority of mobile phones (63%) have a battery life of between 200 and 300 standby 
hours. 32% of the mobile phones have a battery life of between 300 and 400 standby hours 
and 6% greater than 400 standby hours. 
Most of the mobile phones (89%) use TFT LCD display technology (Section 2.2.4). The 
remaining 11% of mobile phones make use of monochrome display technologies. Of the 
mobile phones that make use of TFT LCD, 43% have display resolutions of 128 by 160 pixels. 
There is also evidence of mobile phones (29%) having display resolutions of 240 by 320 
pixels. 
Most of the mobile phones (91%) are capable of Bluetooth connectivity. It was in fact 
observed that all mobile phones that are capable of Internet data services contain Bluetooth 
connectivity. 
The survey results indicate that the mobile phones used by the surveyed learners are low-
end mobile phones (Table 1). More specifically, results indicate that these learners 
predominantly make use of feature phones. The survey results therefore reaffirm the 
prominence of feature phone usage amongst learners participating in the GMMDU 
mathematics workshops. 
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Table 1: Mobile Phone Specification Results    
Specification Percentage of mobile phones (n = 35) 
Network 
Network technology GSM 100% 
Data services 
GPRS 91% 
EDGE 83% 
Internal 
memory 
(storage) 
1 - 10 MB 60% 
11 - 20 MB 3% 
21 - 30 MB 6% 
31 - 40 MB 14% 
> 40 MB 17% 
Java 
MIDP 2.0 83% 
MIDP 2.1 9% 
Heap memory 
0 – 500 KB 9% 
501 – 1000 KB 37% 
1001 – 1500 KB 9% 
1501 – 2000 KB 0% 
> 2000 KB 45% 
Battery 
201 – 250 stand-by hours 28% 
251 – 300 stand-by hours 34% 
301 – 350 stand-by hours 6% 
351 – 400 stand-by hours 26% 
> 400 hours 6% 
Display 
TFT LCD 
128 x 160 43% 
176 x 220 11% 
240 x 320 29% 
360 x 640 6% 
Monochrome 11% 
Bluetooth 91% 
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The minority of the surveyed learners (9%) make use of mobile phones that are considered 
more resource constrained than feature phones. These mobile phones may be regarded as 
basic phones and are categorised mainly by their monochrome display technologies and the 
lack of the many features available on feature phones (Quirk 2009). 
2.3.2 Mobile Phone Usage 
The majority of feature phones used by surveyed learners are capable of features such as 
Internet connectivity, Web browsing, Java applications, and colour display. The fact that the 
majority of learners possess feature phones with such capabilities does not imply they use 
them. Information pertaining to the features used by the surveyed learners was collected. 
 
Figure 6: Activities of Learners on Mobile Phones 
The features used by learners are implied by their activities on their mobile phones (Figure 
6). Other than Bluetooth usage, all of the activities require the use of the Internet and mobile 
data services such as GPRS. The observed percentage of learners making use of the Internet 
and MXIT is 78% and 63% respectively. Activities such as the downloading of music and the 
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use of Bluetooth are also evident amongst the majority of learners. The percentage of 
learners making use of Bluetooth is particularly high at 85%, and is attributed mainly to the 
sharing of files and applications amongst peers. 
2.3.3 Learner Acceptance of Mathematics on Mobile Phones 
Since the target audience of AC3P (Section 4.4) and application thereof (Section 5.2) are the 
learners participating in the GMMDU mathematics workshops, the surveyed learners are a 
representative sample of the target audience.  
The prominence of feature phones as well as the exposure of mobile phone features 
requiring the Internet influences the feasibility of AC3P and its application for the provision 
of mathematics content. The feasibility of providing mathematics content to learner feature 
phones does not however fully motivate AC3P and its application. It is necessary to 
determine whether learners would accept the idea of having mathematics on their mobile 
phones. To cater for this consideration, the survey (Appendix B) collected information 
pertaining to whether learners accept or reject the idea of having access to mathematics on 
their mobile phones. 
 
Figure 7: Learner Acceptance of Mathematics on their Mobile Phones 
Accept 
85% 
Reject 
15% 
Learner Acceptance of Having Mathematics 
on their Mobile Phones 
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The majority of learners (85%) favoured the idea of having mathematics presented to them 
on their mobile phones (Figure 7). Learners provided a number of reasons to motivate their 
choice. Three main motivation areas were identified: 
 On demand access to mathematics 
 More time spent on mathematics 
 The lack of computer facilities at home and schools 
A minority of learners (15%) rejected the idea of mathematics on their mobile phones and 
supported their decision with: 
 The input and presentation of mathematics content on a mobile phone would be 
unfeasible 
 Mathematics is better understood when verbally explained 
The motivation for accepting and rejecting the provision of mathematics on mobile phones 
provided a number of valid points. A number of learners that rejected the idea of having 
mathematics on their phones motivated their choice by stating that mathematics should be 
verbally explained. Although this may be true, the purpose of AC3P (Section 4.4) and the 
application thereof (Section 5.2) is not to replace their means of access to mathematics, but 
to provide an option for on-demand access to mathematics. 
2.4 Potential Mobile Technologies 
The increasing usage and decreasing costs of smartphones have lead to forecasting models 
predicting that smartphone usage will overtake feature phone usage by 2012 (Entner 2010). 
The increased usage of smartphones encourages the development of innovative mobile 
applications that cater for customised user needs (Lehman and Dufrene 2010). Such 
applications are made possible by the relatively increased compute power, volatile memory 
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(RAM), storage capacity and network capabilities of smartphones when compared to feature 
phones.  
In addition to being equipped with 2.5G wireless technologies such as GPRS (Section 2.2.1.2) 
and EDGE (Section 2.2.1.3), smartphones are typically equipped with Third Generation (3G) 
wireless network technologies. 3G standards were introduced to cater for the increasing 
demands in network capacity, high speed data transfer rates and multimedia applications 
(Khan et al. 2009). The systems in the 3G standard is an enhancement of the 2G systems and 
are based on backbone infrastructures consisting of circuit and packet switched nodes.  
Although there is no clear specification on the data transfer rates of 3G networks, it is 
evident that transfer rates are generally higher than those in 2G networks (Nicopolitidis et al. 
2003). Transfer rates are at least 144 Kilobits per second (Kbps) for high mobility applications 
(non-stationary devices) and 2 Megabits per second (Mbps) for low mobility applications 
(stationary devices). The evolution of 3G has resulted in a number of different standards such 
as W-CDMA, TD-CDMA and TD-SCDMA (TCOM1010 2006). Universal Mobile 
Telecommunications System (UMTS) is one of the most popular 3G communication 
technologies (Qian et al. 2010). 
Fourth generation wireless network technologies (4G) are proposed to solve some of the 
shortcomings of 3G (Khan et al. 2009). Adopting 4G technology has seen growth due to the 
development of communication networks and significant demand in mobile services and 
network applications (Alzubi and Anan 2010). 
2.5 Conclusion 
The objective of this chapter was to gain a comprehensive understanding on the mobile 
phones currently used by learners participating in GMMDU mathematics workshops. This 
understanding addresses R1: What are the capabilities of the mobile phones used by learners 
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participating in the GMMDU mathematics workshops? Owing to the evidence of feature 
phone usage amongst the target learners (Foster 2009), insight was provided on the 
capabilities of typical feature phones. The capabilities focused on for discussion were scoped 
down to only those considered relevant to AC3P (Section 4.4) and the application thereof 
(Section 5.2). A preliminary survey was then conducted to reaffirm the usage of feature 
phones amongst the target learners.  
Discussion on the relevant feature phone capabilities involved a review on network 
technologies, data services, internal storage memory, battery life, display technologies and 
resolutions, Java, heap memory and Bluetooth specifications. 
A mobile phone usage survey yielded results indicating that the learners participating in the 
GMMDU mathematics workshops do indeed predominantly make use of feature phones. 
Survey results on mobile phone usage indicated that the majority of learners make use of 
mobile phone features requiring the Internet. Activities including Web browsing, MXIT usage 
and the downloading of music are predominant amongst the surveyed learners. Results 
indicated that the majority of learners accept the idea of having mathematics presented to 
them on their mobile phones. In summary, the three main conclusions that may be derived 
from the mobile phone usage survey are: 
I. Learners still predominantly make use of feature phones 
II. Learners are familiar with and make use of mobile phone features requiring the 
Internet 
III. Learners favour the idea of having mathematics on their mobile phones 
This chapter provided an understanding on the mobile component of AC3P (Section 4.4) and 
application thereof (Section 5.2). Another major component of AC3P is the cloud component. 
Chapter 3 discusses concepts on Cloud Computing and its related distributed computing 
architectures and paradigms. 
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Chapter  3 Distributed Computing 
3.1 Introduction 
The mobile phone technologies being targeted are one of the main influences of an 
architecture design for content provision (Section 4.4). Chapter 2 provided insight to the 
mobile phones used by learners participating in the GMMDU mathematics workshops. It was 
concluded that learners are predominantly making use of feature phones. The specifications 
of the typical feature phone (Section 2.2) indicated that feature phones contain limited 
device resources such network capacity, storage memory, battery life, screen display 
resolutions, and heap memory. 
The lack of certain device resources such as compute power may be resolved by what is 
known as the offloading of device resources (Christensen 2009, Zhang et al. 2009, Kumar and 
Lu 2010). The offloading of device resources is the extension of device resources by providing 
virtualised resources located on a distributed computing platform. Providing virtualised 
platform resources as a service forms part of what is known as Cloud Computing (Kumar and 
Lu 2010). 
The objective of this chapter is to provide insight on Cloud Computing and its related 
distributed computing architectures. This chapter also aims to discuss the potential benefit 
that distributed computing provides for the mobile environment. Understanding distributed 
computing and its potential benefit for the mobile environment addresses R3: What is 
distributed computing and what potential benefit does it provide to the mobile environment? 
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There are currently a number of distributed computing paradigms and architectures 
available. The concept of distributed computing is initially addressed (Section 3.2), followed 
by the evolution of distributed computing (Section 3.3). For the purpose of an architecture 
facilitating the utilisation of off-device resources (Section 4.4), service-oriented distributed 
computing, particularly Cloud Computing, is emphasised (Section 3.4). The service-oriented 
distributed computing architectures and paradigms focused on are Grid Computing, Web 
Services, SOA and Cloud Computing. The potential benefits of each of the discussed 
distributed computing architectures for the resource constrained mobile environment are 
finally discussed (Section 3.5). 
3.2 Distributed Computing 
A distributed system generally consists of a collection of individual computing devices that 
communicate with one another via a network (Attiya and Welch 2004). Computing devices 
within a distributed computing system either function together to perform large tasks, or 
function with separate agendas. The separate computing devices share resources such as 
compute power and services such as fault tolerance.  
Distributed computing may be separated into a number of overlapping domains (Figure 8). 
Each domain is defined by aspects such as the implementing technology, architecture and 
framework. Two extremes exist within the spectrum of distributed systems (Foster et al. 
2008). These are application orientated systems namely supercomputing and cluster 
computing, and services orientated systems namely Web 2.0 and clouds. Supercomputing 
and cluster computing are traditional and facilitate non-service applications.  
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Figure 8: Overlap of Computing Domains (Foster et al. 2008) 
Distributed systems have become ubiquitous due to the prevalence of Web and service-
oriented technology (Attiya and Welch 2004). As distributed systems become ubiquitous, 
applications make use of resources that are distributed amongst a number of networked 
physical locations. These applications may be referred to as networked applications and are 
prone to the 8 fallacies of distributed computing (Rotem-Gal-Oz 2006, Palmer et al. 2009).  
These fallacies are: 
I. The network is reliable. The network may be unreliable particularly in wireless 
networking. This fallacy may be more prominent on non-stationary devices. 
II. Latency is zero. Latency is the time taken for data transmission between two points. 
Latency becomes a problem in situations where large amounts of data need to be 
transmitted via the Internet using Web 2.0. 
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III. Bandwidth is infinite. Bandwidth is referred to as the rate of data transfer, and is 
significantly lower in low-end mobile devices with limited network resources. 
IV. The network is secure. The network in a distributed environment may not necessarily 
be secure. Security within a distributed environment must be ensured at an 
architectural level. 
V. Topology does not change. Mobile devices that are non-stationary are likely to move 
into different network technologies or administrative domains which may imply a 
change in network topology. 
VI. There is one administrator. There are a number of different domains with different 
administrators imposing their own set of restrictions for the portion of the network 
they own. 
VII. Transport cost is zero. There are financial and energy costs involved with data 
transportation. Processing costs are also important as computation is needed to 
marshal data from the application layer, and convert data to bits at the transport 
layer. 
VIII. The network is homogenous. Interoperability needs to be ensured in a distributed 
environment due to the diverse set of devices that may be connected. Homogeneity 
may not be evident in networks particularly over the Internet. 
The 8 fallacies of distributed computing provide a representation of the complexities of 
distributed applications and are considered even more important when using distributed 
computing for the mobile environment due to the limitation on network resources (Palmer 
et al. 2009). 
3.3 The Evolution of Distributed Computing 
Traditional computing systems made use of individual data centres within each organisation 
(Prabhu 2008). A data centre may house a number of nodes (compute units) that are linked 
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together to perform computation tasks. An interconnected set of nodes is typically referred 
to as a cluster which functions as a single unified resource to achieve common goals. A 
centralised resource manager and scheduling system facilitates resource distribution 
amongst the separate nodes in a cluster. This method of computing is referred to as cluster 
computing. 
The increasing demands in computation resources and increasing capital expenditure on 
physical data centres resulted in the concept of metacomputing (Prabhu 2008). 
Metacomputing involves the use of remote resources that are distributed amongst a number 
of organisations. An organisation or individual user may utilise resources offered by a 
number of interconnected clusters that are located remotely and may belong to different 
organisations.  The concept of metacomputing is achieved by means of a virtual computer 
which is referred to as a metacomputer and is responsible for providing a single virtual view 
of the several resources that are located remotely. Metacomputing became a popular means 
for handling large resource intensive projects conducted by science and government 
organisations. This led to the evolution of Grid Computing (Section 3.4.1). 
The prevalence of Web technology and the required transparent access to grid resources 
brought about the integration of Web Services (Section 3.4.2) into grid technology (Prabhu 
2008). Grid Computing also makes use of the Service-Oriented Architecture (Section 3.4.3) 
paradigm to offer effective Web Services for resource provision. Innovations in Grid 
Computing continued with the development of grid systems such as TeraGrid, Open Science 
Grid, and Earth System Grid. During such innovations, the demand for computing resources 
and data processing also increased. Clusters became expensive to operate, and virtualisation 
became increasingly cheaper (Foster et al. 2008). Furthermore, major companies such as 
Amazon, Google and Microsoft had the finances to support the creation of large-scale 
systems consisting of thousands of computers. This brought about the evolution of Grid 
Computing to Cloud Computing (Section 3.4.4). 
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3.4 Service-Oriented Distributed Computing 
Traditional computing made use of individual servers, supercomputers and even clusters of 
computers to facilitate organisational computation requirements. As the need for 
information technology increased, so did the need for computation and other resources such 
as data and application resources. This brought about the evolution of distributed computing 
(Section 3.3). Innovations in distributed computing lead to distributed computing 
architectures and paradigms that facilitate resource provision as services. This section 
provides an understanding on various service-oriented distributed computing architectures 
and paradigms. The architectures and paradigms focused on include Grid Computing (Section 
3.4.1), Web Services (Section 3.4.2), Service-Oriented Architecture (Section 3.4.3) and Cloud 
Computing (Section 3.4.4). 
3.4.1 Grid Computing 
Grid Computing is a distributed computing architecture that provides computation resources 
to support the processing of resource-intensive tasks (Foster et al. 2008). It is also considered 
to be a relatively older distributed computing paradigm as it was implemented before the 
development of Cloud Computing (Section 3.4.4). 
The term Grid Computing was initially used to describe technologies that allow consumers to 
access computation power on-demand (Foster et al. 2008). It was proposed that by 
standardising protocols for computation power requests, the formation of a computing grid 
was possible. The computing grid would be analogous to an electrical power grid in terms of 
the provision of resources.  
The standardisation of Grid Computing resulted in ideas for the production of large-scale 
federated grid systems such as TeraGrid (TeraGrid 2011) and Open Science Grid (Gopu, 
Hayashi and Quick 2009). TeraGrid and Open Science Grid are grid systems that provide 
computation power as well as other resources such as data and software resources. One of 
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the main strategies of Grid Computing is to partition a large problem or application into 
segments and distribute the segments among several computers or computer clusters. 
Grid Computing not only offers compute power on-demand to resource intensive 
applications, but also provides resources such as sensors, data storage and applications 
(Educause 2006). Provision of such resources enables the development of projects that 
would have previously been impractical or unfeasible due to limited local resources. Grid 
Computing provides a computing solution to a number of different domains including mobile 
computing; teaching or learning; research projects; virtual world simulations; complex 
genetic problems and Photoshop image manipulation. 
A potential disadvantage of Grid Computing is that it offers only a limited amount of 
computation power available relative to the size of the problems to solve (Palmer et al. 
2009). Furthermore, there is a limited amount of computation power available per node. 
Efficiency may be compromised from load imbalances between nodes in the grid. Load 
imbalances between nodes are typically caused by dependencies between nodes. 
Dependencies may result in idling nodes that require responses from other nodes in order to 
function. 
Another potential problem evident in Grid Computing is that the operational costs of a grid 
infrastructure are increasing and seemingly becoming equal to or greater than the capital 
expenditure on hardware that would be purchased by clients who do not make use of Grid 
Computing (Palmer et al. 2009). Operational costs are increasing due to the greater need for 
physical resources within each cluster or data centre in the grid. These costs include 
(amongst others) electric power and cooling. 
3.4.2 Web Services 
The Web is a large information repository that is both dynamic and distributed worldwide (Yu 
et al. 2005). Organisations are increasingly making use of the Web to facilitate operations. 
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Increased Web usage has resulted in increased popularity of Web applications. The increased 
usage of Web applications has increased the required infrastructure needed to host such 
applications. The development of technologies to meet increased Web usage has resulted in 
a significant by-product known as Web Services. A Web Service is defined as a software 
application or piece of a software application whose interface binding is described, defined 
and discovered as Extensible Markup Language (XML) objects. Web Services allow 
communication between software agents by using XML-based message exchange via Internet 
Protocols. 
The primary goal of Web Service technology is to interrelate distributed functionalities or 
software components (Oh 2006). Web Services achieves this goal in a technology-neutral 
manner as it provides well defined interfaces which are independent of hardware and 
software platforms. Software components running on multiple different platforms may 
therefore communicate via Web Services. The interoperability of Web Services has been 
brought about by the development of standards which are regarded as the key enablers of 
Web Services (Yu et al. 2005). Web Service technology standards provide a solid means of 
implementing other distributed computing architectures and paradigms such as Grid 
Computing, Service-Oriented Architecture and Cloud Computing  (Raines 2009). 
There are a number XML-based standard specifications that have been formed to support 
Web Service deployment (Sahai and Graupner 2005, Yu et al. 2005).  The key XML-based 
standards are Simple Object Access Protocol (Section 3.4.2.1), Universal Description, 
Discovery and Integration (Section 3.4.2.2) and Web Services Description Language (Section 
3.4.2.3). One method for implementing Web Services is by use of the Representational State 
Transfer (REST) architectural style (Han et al. 2009). Web Services that make use of the REST 
architectural style (Section 3.4.2.4) are known as RESTful Web Services and are gaining 
popularity due to the availability of the many Web 2.0 service Application Programming 
Interfaces (APIs). The standard implementation options for Web Services facilitates a 
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standard means of interacting with software components via the Web (Natchetoi, Wu and 
Zheng 2008). 
3.4.2.1 Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) 
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) defines a communication protocol for Web Services 
(Wang and Deters 2009). SOAP Web Services use Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) as a 
transport protocol for Extensible Markup Language (XML) messages and are transported by 
the HTTP POST command. SOAP messages contain information on the Web Services to be 
invoked and all the data for invocation. Using SOAP for the implementation of Web Services 
presents a number of advantages and disadvantages (Pautasso, Zimmermann and Leymann 
2008, Han et al. 2009): 
I. SOAP is transparent and independent as service interfaces are described in an 
abstract manner and applications are built without consideration of the underlying 
protocol complexities.  
II. SOAP message formats can be used across different middleware systems thus 
increasing interoperability. 
III. SOAP may be misused over HTTP when existing software components are converted 
to Web Services. 
IV. SOAP is relatively complex to implement when compared to REST (Section 3.4.2.4). 
Although SOAP message formats are perceivably complex, it has gained widespread adoption 
as the gateway technology for delivering interoperability between heterogeneous systems 
(Pautasso, Zimmermann and Leymann 2008).  
3.4.2.2 Web Services Description Language (WSDL) 
Web Services Description Language (WSDL) is a specification that defines the description of 
XML-based Web Services (Cerami 2002). WSDL defines the public interfaces of Web Services 
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and describes the operations and supported data types for operations of Web Services. The 
purpose of WSDL is therefore to serve as a contract between service consumers and service 
requestors. 
3.4.2.3 Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) 
Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) is a protocol that facilitates the 
publishing and discovery of Web Services (Bellwood et al. 2004). More specifically, UDDI 
provides definitions for the registries of services which may then be made available to the 
general public, or privately provided to partnering organisations (Kanneganti and 
Chodavarapu 2008). The WSDLs of Web Services are published to registries which are then 
discoverable by consumers (Bellwood et al. 2004). 
3.4.2.4 Representational State Transfer (REST) 
Representational State Transfer (REST) is an architectural style for distributed systems and is 
used in conjunction with HTTP as it explains features evident in HTTP 1.0 and HTTP 1.1 
(Pautasso, Zimmermann and Leymann 2008, Han et al. 2009). REST is predominantly used to 
describe interfaces over HTTP without an additional messaging layer. Resources are 
referenced using a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), and are manipulated using HTTP 
methods such as GET, DELETE, PUT, and POST. All interactions with resources are stateless 
which implies that all interactions are independent of one another. 
Similarly to using SOAP for implementing Web Services, using the REST architectural style to 
implement Web Services presents a number of advantages and disadvantages (Pautasso, 
Zimmermann and Leymann 2008, Han et al. 2009): 
I. REST leverages well known World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standards, which 
makes it relatively simpler to implement when compared to SOAP. 
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II. REST is based on HTTP and is therefore available for all major programming languages 
and operating system configurations.  
III. RESTful Web Services scale easily because of Web caching. 
IV. Minimal effort is required to build clients to RESTful Web Services as testing can occur 
via Web browsers. 
V. Deploying RESTful Web Services is similar to building dynamic Web sites.  
VI. Many firewalls accept only the GET and POST HTTP verbs.  
VII. There still lacks commonly accepted practices in developing RESTful Web Services 
The advantages and disadvantages of REST provide a number of technical arguments that 
motivate its choice for the implementation of Web Services.  
3.4.3 Service-Orientated Architecture (SOA) 
Web Services provide a number of standard specifications for the communication of various 
software components (Section 3.4.2). This provides a means of implementing other 
distributed computing architectures and paradigms such as Service-Oriented Architecture 
(SOA). 
SOA is a paradigm that entails the organisation and utilisation of distributed components, 
such as software components, that are each controlled by a separate ownership domain 
(Nickul et al. 2007). The separate components may be implemented using different 
technology stacks. People and organisations are referred to as entities and create 
components capable of solving problems. Each component generally contains one or more 
capabilities which are intended to solve specific problems. It is typical for problems occurring 
in one entity to be solved by a capability from another entity. The granularity of needs and 
capabilities vary from simple to complex, and the relationship between needs and 
capabilities are not necessarily one-to-one. This implies that a single need could require 
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multiple capabilities and a single capability could resolve multiple needs. SOA provides a 
framework that supports the matching of needs with capabilities. 
Because SOA is typically implemented using common Web Service standards, it offers a solid 
engineering prospect for complex Information Technology (IT) portfolios. SOA offers various 
benefits (Raines 2009, Erl 2005): 
I. Language-neutral integration. Because SOA makes use of Web Service standards that 
are XML based, services can be offered and invoked through a common mechanism 
which promotes platform independence. 
II. Component reuse. Provided that the proper trust and security considerations have 
been addressed, current Web Service technology facilitates the sharing and 
reusability of software components as a service. This promotes the effective 
management of organisation portfolios. 
III. Organisational agility. The nature of SOA, which defines the building blocks of 
software capability that is made available as services, allows for rapid integration 
within an organisation’s requirements. 
IV. Leverage existing systems. SOA is commonly used to define functions of existing 
application systems. These functions can be made available in a standard way which 
leverages the investment already made in the existing systems. This leveraging of 
investment promotes the integration between new and old systems. 
SOA, although providing a number of several benefits, provides a number of risks (Raines 
2009): 
I. Dependence on the network. SOA is dependent on the network for communication 
between the service provider and consumer. Poorly performing networks therefore 
have a negative impact on the availability of Web Services to consumers. 
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II. Provider costs. Reusable software components that are available for a broad audience 
are resource-intensive which therefore shifts costs to the service providers. 
III. Enterprise standards. Commonality with regards to interface structure and security 
access is needed between service providers and consumers. Commonality requires 
enterprise standards for a responsible approach to aid enterprise SOA integration 
IV. Agility. Organisational requirements change frequently. It is therefore crucial that 
SOA software components can be reassembled more rapidly to solve new problems 
and meet newly found organisational requirements. 
Although SOA provides a number of benefits and risks, it is perceived as a universal solution 
to a variety of architectural challenges (Senga 2010). 
3.4.4 Cloud Computing 
Web service technology acts as an enabling technology for SOA as it provides standard 
specifications for the implementation of SOA. SOA provides a solid engineering approach to 
software systems by defining separate software components that may be provided as 
reusable services. Another distributed computing architecture that holds significance in the 
Information Technology (IT) industry is known as Cloud Computing. 
The term cloud has been used for many years to refer to the Internet or components of the 
Internet that are managed and maintained outside of an IT environment or organisation 
(Pachwadkar and Joglekar 2006). The term Cloud Computing may therefore be interpreted as 
computing that occurs in the cloud rather than on the organisation side. 
Because Cloud Computing is considered to be one of the latest additions to distributed 
computing, there is no clear definition for Cloud Computing (Wang and Deters 2009). Cloud 
Computing can however be seen as a paradigm that shifts the location of computing 
infrastructure from the client side to the server side in order to reduce the costs associated 
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with organisational capital expenditure on hardware and software. One of the key motives 
for using Cloud Computing is that it is massively scalable and driven by economies of scale 
(Foster et al. 2008).  
There are a number of services offered by Cloud Computing at various levels. These services 
are offered as utilities and are billed on a consumption bases rather than a fixed subscription 
bases. The different levels of Cloud Computing services may be demonstrated as a Cloud 
Computing stack (Section 3.4.4.1). The various levels of Cloud Computing services may be 
provided by a number of organisations. These organisations are referred to as Cloud 
Computing providers (Section 3.4.4.2). The advent of Cloud Computing has seen a number of 
risks and benefits when considering its use as an architectural consideration (Section 3.4.4.3). 
Since Cloud Computing is based on principles from Grid Computing, it is necessary to provide 
a distinction between the two concepts (Section 3.4.4.4). Cloud Computing does not only 
overlap with Grid Computing, but various distributed computing paradigms such as SOA 
(Section 3.4.4.5). 
3.4.4.1 Cloud Computing Architecture 
The various layers of a Cloud Computing stack (Figure 9) may not be distinctive (Tsai, Sun and 
Balasooriya 2010). The characteristics of one layer may overlap with another, and each layer 
need not necessarily be built on top of another layer. Cloud Computing stacks may differ 
slightly or moderately depending on the cloud providers such as Amazon Web Services (AWS) 
and Microsoft Azure (Lenk et al. 2009). A Cloud Computing stack may, however, be defined in 
a manner that coincides with as many Cloud Computing provider architectures as possible 
(Lenk et al. 2009, Tsai, Sun and Balasooriya 2010). 
Clouds are typically built on top of data centres and provide three main services. These 
services are Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a 
Service (Raines 2009, Wang and Deters 2009, Tsai, Sun and Balasooriya 2010). 
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The data centres form the foundation of Cloud Computing and basically consists of the 
hardware on which other cloud services run (Lenk et al. 2009, Tsai, Sun and Balasooriya 
2010). Data centres are usually reliable and often consist of many distributed interconnected 
servers.  
Software as a Service (SaaS)
Platform as a Service (PaaS)
Programming Environment
Execution Environment
Applications
Applications Services
Hardware (Physical data centres)
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
Infrastructure Services
Higher Infrastructure Services
Basic Infrastructure Services
Computation
Storage
Network
Resource Set
Virtual Resource Set
Physical Resource Set
  
Figure 9: Generic Cloud Stack adapted from (Lenk et al. 2009) 
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Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) typically lies on top of the hardware layer and provides 
scalable computing resources such as processing, storage and network connectivity (Lenk et 
al. 2009). The provision of computing resources is achieved by virtualisation of the underlying 
data centres. The lowest level of infrastructure distinguishes two main types of services 
namely the Physical Resource Set (PRS) and the Virtual Resource Set (VRS). These services 
provide a management API for the higher level services. The management API provides 
functionalities such as starting and stopping resources; Operating System imaging; network 
topology setup; and capacity configuration. The PRS layer is dependent on hardware and 
hence tied to a hardware vendor. The VRS layer is independent of the underlying hardware 
vendor and can be built directly on top of the hardware vendor or PRS layer. Splitting the 
resource sets into the PRS and VRS promotes the automated management of physical and 
virtual resources. Another reason for splitting the resource sets is that different types of 
resources such as compute, storage and network resources may be virtualised in different 
ways but still have a common PRS interface. 
Higher up the IaaS layer in the cloud stack are three types of Basic Infrastructure Services 
(Lenk et al. 2009). These services include compute, storage and network services. The Higher 
Infrastructure Services (HIS) lies at the highest level in the IaaS layer and are typically built on 
top of the Basic Infrastructure Services (BIS). 
The layer that is above and adjacent to the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) layer is known as 
the Platform as a Service (PaaS) layer (Pijanowski 2009). Platform as a Service (PaaS) provides 
a development platform to assist application design, development, testing, deployment, 
monitoring and hosting in the cloud (Tsai, Sun and Balasooriya 2010). In a PaaS environment, 
only application code is uploaded, configured and run (Pijanowski 2009). The unit of 
deployment to the PaaS layer is therefore an application package. PaaS provides an 
environment containing all the tools necessary to host an application. The PaaS level services 
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are divided into two main categories of services namely the programming environments and 
the execution environments (Lenk et al. 2009). 
There exists an additional service on the same level as PaaS. This service is referred to as 
Storage as a Service (Raines 2009). Storage as a Service focuses on the incremental renting of 
storage on the Internet and is formally known as utility computing. 
The Software as a Service (SaaS) layer comprises of all applications that are run on the cloud 
and made available to end-users (Lenk et al. 2009). Applications that are provided as services 
require no development, deployment or maintenance by the end-users. The cloud providers 
(Section 3.4.4.2) are responsible for maintenance tasks pertaining to development and 
deployment. Applications running in the cloud are either developed and deployed to the 
PaaS layer or the IaaS layer (Pijanowski 2009). Deploying an application to the IaaS layer is 
similar to deploying an application on local servers. The application is developed using the 
necessary programming languages and tools which are then deployed and installed on a 
virtual machine. The virtual machine is considered a “container that insulates the application 
and its dependencies from the run time environment” (Pijanowski 2009). Deploying an 
application to the PaaS layer is said to be slightly less flexible as application code needs to be 
structured and configured in a manner that suites a specific PaaS provider. 
3.4.4.2 Cloud Computing Providers 
Cloud Computing services or cloud platforms are offered by various organisations. These 
organisations offer Cloud Computing services at various levels in the Cloud Computing stack 
(Section 3.4.4.1). Some of the major Cloud Computing providers of today include (Geelan 
2009, Shroff 2010): 
I. Amazon. Amazon Web Services (AWS) is a cloud services platform that offers 
resources such as compute power, storage and content delivery (Amazon 2010). 
Resources provided through AWS provide organisations a cost-effective means of 
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deploying applications and services with scalability, flexibility and reliability. Amazon 
provides a number of services such as Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) 
for the provision of Infrastructure as a Service, Amazon Simple Storage Service 
(Amazon S3) for the provision of storage as a service and Amazon CloudWatch which 
is a resource utilisation monitoring service that may be attached to Amazon EC2 
instances (Section 4.3). 
II. Microsoft. The Microsoft Windows Azure platform is a group of cloud technologies 
that provide a set of services to application developers (Chappell 2009). The Azure 
platform facilitates the execution of Windows applications and the storage of their 
data in the cloud. Windows Azure platform consists of 3 main components namely 
Windows Azure, SQL Azure, and the Windows Azure platform AppFabric. Windows 
Azure provides a Windows-based environment for running applications and storing 
their data in Microsoft data centres. SQL Azure provides SQL based data services in 
the cloud. The Windows Azure AppFabric provides services for connecting a number 
of applications that run in the cloud, or on premises. 
III. Google. Google App Engine’s Platform as a Service facilitates the deployment of Web 
applications to Google’s infrastructure (Google 2011). App Engine supports 
applications written in a number of different programming environments. Runtime 
environments supported by Google App Engine are the Java, Python and Go runtime 
environments. 
Cloud Computing providers generally provide cloud services that are highly scalable and 
charged on consumption bases. It is evident that some cloud providers offer cloud services 
only at specific layers in the Cloud Computing stack such as Google’s Platform as a Service 
(PaaS). Cloud Computing providers such as Amazon provides cloud services at a number of 
different layers in the Cloud Computing stack. 
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3.4.4.3 Benefits and Risks of Cloud Computing 
The use of Cloud Computing may not provide the best solution for all scenarios. Potential 
clients for Cloud Computing are those that are widespread and require access to services 
from any location. Cloud Computing offers the following general benefits (Raines 2009, 
Kumar and Lu 2010): 
I. Organisation-client contact. When considering the method of working, Cloud 
Computing offers a viable solution to addressing scenarios that require organisations 
to be in close contact with its clients. 
II. Provision of services and resources. Cloud Computing provides facilities that cater for 
the provision of resources which may be used for efficient processing and the storage 
of large amounts of data. 
III. Location independent provision of services and resources. Provided clients have the 
necessary network requirements, access to services and resources are independent of 
time and location. 
IV. Scalability. Cloud Computing makes use of economies of scale and is therefore 
capable of allowing clients to dynamically scale their demand for cloud services. 
V. Leveraging capital expenditure. Cloud Computing allows clients the benefit of 
incrementally leveraging significant capital expenditure made by the Cloud 
Computing provider. 
The risks and limitations associated with Cloud Computing are (Raines 2009, Kumar and Lu 
2010, Tsai, Sun and Balasooriya 2010): 
I. Network dependence. Like SOA, Cloud Computing is dependent on a robust network 
for effective communication between a Cloud Computing provider and its clients. 
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II. Cloud provider dependence. Cloud migration is problematic due to the amount of 
money and effort that is invested in developing applications for specific cloud 
platforms. Migrating applications to a different cloud platform may go as far as to 
require the redevelopment of applications. Furthermore, the Cloud Computing 
components within a single provider are tightly coupled. This implies the lack of 
flexibility for customising particular services. An example of this restriction is evident 
in Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2). The services provided by Amazon EC2 make 
use of other AWS services such as Amazon S3 for storage. 
III. Contracts and service-level agreements (SLAs). Cloud Computing lacks the support of 
Service Level Agreements (SLA) for companies with important deployment 
requirements. 
IV. Multi-tenancy support. Cloud Computing platforms need to provide support for 
multiple clients simultaneously. The lack of multi-tenancy support would inhibit cost 
effectiveness amongst multiple tenants; prevent potential invalid access; and fail to 
support tenant specific services and needs. 
V. User Interface (UI) flexibility. Cloud Computing has limited flexibility for user 
interfaces (UIs). This shortcoming is mainly prevalent in the Software as a Service 
(SaaS) layer. The limitations on UI choices are mainly attributed to the nature in which 
SaaS services are provided to clients. SaaS facilitates provision of software 
applications in a transparent manner. More specifically, clients do not have 
knowledge of the underlying implementation details of the software applications, and 
therefore have limited control over the user interfaces. 
VI. Information Assurance (IA). Federal consumers may not have their needs met from 
the security solutions provided by commercial cloud providers. These federal 
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consumers often need to understand and specify what operations occur within the 
black box of cloud offerings in order to ensure the security of operations. 
The benefits and risks of Cloud Computing provide an indication towards its potential use in 
the IT industry. There are a number of different scenarios that may require the use of Cloud 
Computing infrastructure. One such scenario is its use for the mobile environment (Section 
3.5.4). 
3.4.4.4 Cloud Computing and Grid Computing 
Because Cloud Computing has evolved out of Grid Computing (Foster et al. 2008), there is a 
significant overlap between the two architectures. Cloud Computing and Grid Computing are 
similar in that they strive towards the same goal: to reduce the cost of computing, increase 
reliability and increase flexibility. Both paradigms envision the partial or total elimination of 
capital expenditure on hardware by providing computing resources operated by a third party.  
Cloud Computing and Grid Computing may be compared using a number of criteria such as 
the business model, architecture, compute model, data model and virtualisation (Foster et al. 
2008). Cloud Computing provides resources that are seemingly unlimited and charged on a 
consumption bases. The business model of Grid Computing is project-oriented whereby users 
are provided with a certain number of service units such as CPU hours. The generic 
architectures of Grid Computing and Cloud Computing differ in terms of the layers of 
protocols and services provided. Cloud Computing architecture specifically addresses 
Internet-scale problems with assumptions that may differ from those of grids. The grid 
compute model typically facilitates the allocation of dedicated resources as requested by 
users. Resources are allocated by the use of a queuing system and are not shared amongst 
multiple users. In contrast to the grid compute model, resources provided by clouds are 
shared amongst multiple users. The compute model of Cloud Computing is achieved by the 
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virtualisation of resources. Grids do not rely on virtualisation as much as clouds do due to the 
policies of having individual organisations maintain full control over their resources. 
3.4.4.5 Cloud Computing and SOA 
SOA is implemented using common Web Service standards such as Simple Object Access 
Protocol (SOAP). SOA not only overlaps with Web Services, but also holds a certain amount of 
significance in Cloud Computing (Raines 2009). 
Both Cloud Computing and SOA use the concept of service-orientation. Cloud Computing has 
a slightly different emphasis in that it focuses on turning aspects of the Information 
Technology (IT) stack into commodities such as online storage or Web servers (Raines 2009). 
Services within Cloud Computing cover the entire IT computing stack, which is from the 
hardware layer to the presentation layer. SOA is typically implemented as components or 
software services. The components or software services of an SOA may be combined 
together to execute over a number of platforms across a network for the purpose of solving a 
business problem (Wang and Deters 2009). 
SOA and Cloud Computing also overlap when considering their respective benefits and risks 
(Raines 2009). Both SOA and Cloud Computing are heavily dependent on a robust network in 
order to provide expected functionality. SOA and Cloud Computing are therefore subject to 
the first two distributed computing fallacies: latency is zero and bandwidth is infinite (Section 
3.2). Both SOA and Cloud Computing make use of contractual relationships between service 
providers and clients. The outsourcing of reusable capabilities occurs in SOA as well as Cloud 
Computing. Cloud Computing outsourcing, however, is on more of a commercial level, having 
resources such as storage and servers rented out to clients. Both SOA and Cloud Computing 
provide common architectures and standards for communication such as Representational 
State Transfer (REST) and SOAP. 
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3.5 Distributed Computing for the Mobile Environment 
The main purpose for the adaption of distributed computing amongst organisations is to 
decrease capital expenditure on physical resources. Service-oriented distributed computing 
offers resources and services that are highly scalable and charged only for the resources 
used. Distributed computing may not only offer the benefit of scalable resources to large 
organisations, but may also offer benefit to the mobile environment. The mobile 
environment may benefit particularly from service-oriented distributed computing 
architectures such as Web Services, SOA and Cloud Computing as the limitation on mobile 
phone resources may be extended to the cloud. 
3.5.1 Relevance of Grid Computing 
The principles adapted in Grid Computing are valuable considerations for the mobile 
environment (Palmer et al. 2009). These principles take interest in the goal of throughput 
and efficiency. The main objective of Grid Computing is to realise efficiency associated with 
computing. Compute efficiency is important for the mobile environment due to the 
limitations on compute resources. The shortcomings in Grid Computing are similar to the 
shortcomings in mobile networks. This implies that addressing the issues found in Grid 
Computing may be a stepping stone to addressing similar issues found in the constrained 
mobile environment. 
3.5.2 Web Services for Mobile Devices 
The interoperability of Web Services and the growth of mobile technologies have promoted 
the use of mobile devices as Web Service clients (Natchetoi, Wu and Zheng 2008). Web 
Services, however, may not be feasible for feature phones due to the verboseness of XML 
and SOAP. 
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The main benefit that Web Services offers the mobile environment is that software 
components may be accessed via the Web (Natchetoi, Wu and Zheng 2008). This promotes 
off-device computation which helps cater for mobile devices with limited computation 
resources. Innovations in mobile phone technologies have resulted in mobile applications 
that are designed to make use of Web Services. Companies like IBM, Microsoft and Nokia 
develop software that enables mobile phones as Web Service clients. 
There exists a widely used set of Web Service APIs for J2ME platforms (Section 2.2.5) that 
facilitate the provision of Web Services on certain low-end mobile phones (Tergujeff et al. 
2007). This specification is referred to as the Java Specification Request (JSR) 172. 
Software based solutions for mobile consumption of Web Services such as MIRAE and kSOAP 
have also been developed (Tergujeff et al. 2007). MIRAE is an Apache software foundation 
project implementing JSR 172 and provides Web Services connectivity on any MIDP platform. 
kSOAP is an open source SOAP library available for restricted Java environments such as 
J2ME.  
3.5.3 SOA for Mobile Devices 
The constant advancement of technological capabilities increases the prominence of 
ubiquitous computing (Tergujeff et al. 2007). The prominence of ubiquitous computing 
provides a driving force towards SOA based solutions. The features of SOA are considered 
essential in environments that depend on non-robust connections and services that allow 
multiple device access. Such environments are typical of the mobile environment. 
Adopting widely supported Web Services for the implementation of mobile SOA solutions 
promotes the interoperability for innovative technologies and newly developed services. 
Mobile phones are expected to be capable of acting as clients for and providers of Web 
Services in an SOA environment. Irrespective of the mobile device resource constraints, the 
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implementation of SOA and Web Services based solutions is considered viable (Natchetoi, 
Kaufman and Shapiro 2008). 
3.5.4 Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) 
When assessing the potential benefit of Cloud Computing for the mobile environment, an 
important consideration is the difference between Cloud Computing and the traditional 
client-server model. One major difference is that Cloud Computing adopts virtualisation 
which means cloud vendors can execute applications via virtualisation of physical resources 
(Kumar and Lu 2010). Programs running on servers are managed by service providers 
whereas cloud vendors provide computing cycles. Mobile users can make use of computation 
cycles and other resources provided via virtualisation to reduce the amounts of computation 
and energy needed by the mobile devices. It is evident that Cloud Computing offers energy 
and computation offloading which in turn provides flexibility and scalability when developing 
and deploying mobile applications. 
The concept of Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) has emerged and intends to provide the 
advantages of Cloud Computing to the mobile environment (Klein et al. 2010). MCC 
particularly attempts to provide mobile devices extra functionality and resources to cater for 
device limitations. MCC provides other benefits such as increased security, provision of 
application services and provision of virtualised resources. Although MCC provides a number 
of benefits to the mobile environment, a number of risks and limitations also exist. Risks and 
limitations are mainly attributed to the limitations of mobile device network capabilities. 
Mobile Cloud Computing requires connectivity that meets the required availability, 
scalability, and energy cost efficiency. Network limitations are significantly more prominent 
in feature phones when compared to smarter devices (Section 2.3). 
There are a number of proposed Mobile Cloud Computing related schemes that have been 
proposed (Christensen 2009, Giurgiu et al. 2009, Kovachev et al. 2010, Zhang et al. 2009, 
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Chun and Maniatis 2010, Huerta-Canepa and Lee 2010). The general idea behind all of these 
schemes is the extension of capabilities available on mobile devices to the cloud. Most MCC 
schemes are targeted at smart devices (Christensen 2009).  
3.6 Conclusion 
Chapter 2 provided insight into the typical capabilities of the mobile phones being used by 
learners participating in the GMMDU mathematics workshops. It was confirmed that the 
mobile phones being used by learners are feature phones. The objective of this chapter was 
to provide insight to the concept of distributed computing and the potential benefits it offers 
to the mobile environment. For the purpose of this research, Cloud Computing was 
emphasised. This chapter therefore addresses R3: What is distributed computing and what 
potential benefit does it provide to the mobile environment?  
Traditional computing systems, which include local computers or clusters of computers, 
provide hardware and software resources to organisations. The increasing demand in 
computation resources brought about the provision of distributed computation resources 
which was achieved by means of virtualisation. Service-oriented distributing computing 
technologies and architectures such as Grid Computing, Web Services, SOA and Cloud 
Computing have hence become a popular means for facilitating the increasing demand in 
computation and service requirements. 
Web Service technology, with its standard specifications, provides an implementation choice 
for other distributed computing architectures such as Grid Computing, SOA and Cloud 
Computing.  Grid Computing was formed prior to Cloud Computing and provides off-device 
computation and service resources to organisations by segmenting application tasks amongst 
a number of interlinked clusters of computers. Cloud Computing has evolved from Grid 
Computing and employs the similar principles and goals evident in Grid Computing. Cloud 
Computing, however, operates at a greater scale than Grid Computing, having major 
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organisations such as Amazon provide highly reliable data centres consisting of thousands of 
computers. Cloud Computing also provides services at a number of different levels. Service-
Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a distributed computing paradigm that entails the 
organisation and utilisation of distributed components. SOA concepts are applied to other 
distributed computing paradigms such as Grid Computing and Cloud Computing.  
Distributed computing may provide a number of benefits to the mobile environment by 
extending limited resources available on mobile devices. Cloud Computing provides a 
number of services that may be provided to the mobile environment. The only problem, 
however, is that the feasibility of accessing cloud services is in doubt mainly due to the 
limitations of mobile device network capacities. It is evident that the feasibility of Cloud 
Computing is more promising for smarter devices rather than low-end mobile devices such as 
feature phones.  
Chapter 4 demonstrates that Cloud Computing may indeed be used to facilitate the provision 
of content to feature phones. More specifically, an Architecture using Cloud Computing for 
Content Provision (AC3P) is proposed to facilitate the provision of content to feature phones. 
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Chapter  4 Architecture using Cloud Computing 
for Content Provision (AC3P) 
4.1 Introduction 
The mobile technologies relevant to the provision of GMMDU mathematics are those used 
by learners participating in the GMMDU mathematics workshops (Section 1.9). The 
capabilities of these technologies suggest that GMMDU learner participants use feature 
phones (Section 2.3). The mobile component considered for an architecture, which is to 
facilitate the provision of content to mobile phones, is therefore the feature phone 
environment. 
Chapter 3 provided an outline and discussion on the concept of distributed computing 
(Section 3.2) and how it may be beneficial for the resource constrained mobile environment 
(Section 3.5). The major distributed computing architectures that were discussed are namely 
Grid Computing (Section 3.4.1), Web Services (Section 3.4.2), SOA (Section 3.4.3) and Cloud 
Computing (Section 3.4.4). All of the described distributed computing architectures offer 
potential benefit to the mobile environment by provision of off-device resources such as 
storage and computation. For the purpose of this research, the distributed computing 
architecture that was emphasised is Cloud Computing. Cloud Computing and the necessary 
supporting technologies such as Web Services is proposed as the cloud component for an 
architecture that is to facilitate the provision of content to the feature phone environment 
(Section 4.4). 
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The objective of this chapter is to propose an architecture that facilitates the provision of 
content to the feature phone environment by making use of Cloud Computing. This 
architecture proposal addresses research question R3: How can Cloud Computing be used for 
the design of an architecture that facilitates the provision of content to feature phones? The 
use of distributed computing architectures such as Cloud Computing, Web Services and SOA 
is not a novel approach to addressing the resource constrained mobile environment. Cloud 
Computing architectural considerations have been proposed to integrate mobile computing 
and the cloud (Section 4.2). Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud infrastructure is discussed as 
the cloud infrastructure used for the proposed architecture (Section 4.3). By making use of 
the architectural considerations (Section 4.2) and the AWS architecture (Section 4.3), an 
Architecture using Cloud Computing for Content Provision (AC3P) is presented for the 
provision of content to the feature phone environment (Section 4.4).  
4.2 Mobile Cloud Computing Architectural Considerations 
Architectures have been proposed for the extension of resources and services to the mobile 
environment by use of Web Services, SOA and Cloud Computing (Tergujeff et al. 2007, 
Christensen 2009, Aversa et al. 2010, Huerta-Canepa and Lee 2010). Although the majority of 
these architectures focus on the smartphone environment, there are a number of 
architectural considerations that may play a role in the design of a distributed computing 
architecture that focuses on the provision of content to feature phones. 
A framework has been proposed that allows easy and intuitive modelling, implementation 
and maintenance of wireless mobile online applications (Xu 2006). The relevance of this work 
is the suggested three-tier architecture that facilitates wireless mobile online applications 
(Section 4.2.1).  
A number of architectural considerations have been proposed for the use of Cloud 
Computing (Section 4.2.2) and RESTful Web Services (Section 4.2.3) for the development of 
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next generation mobile applications (Christensen 2009). The use of Cloud Computing and 
RESTful Web Services is however predominantly targeted at the smartphone environment. 
Although the smartphone environment is not focused on as the mobile component for AC3P 
(Section 4.4), the architectural considerations regarding Cloud Computing (Section 4.2.2) and 
REST (Section 4.2.3) may be applied to the design of AC3P for feature phones (Section 4.4). 
4.2.1 Three-tier Architecture for Wireless Online Mobile Applications 
One architectural approach for wireless online applications is the use of a three-tier 
architecture (Xu 2006). The first tier (Figure 10) is the Client tier which performs tasks on the 
presentation of information. The Client tier is a device holding a MIDlet. MIDlets are Java 
Micro Edition (J2ME) applications that are built on top of the MIDP and CLDC (Section 2.2.5). 
This implies that client devices are likely to be mobile devices with limited resources. The 
Middle-tier holds the business logic which consists of a Web server, Application server, 
Servlets and JavaBeans. Servlets are responsible for accepting client requests; dispatching 
requests to other components for validation, manipulation and confirmation; and then 
generating the appropriate responses that are to be sent back to the clients. The JavaBeans 
are components that are responsible for database access and manipulation. Data storage 
occurs in a separate tier – the data tier. Communication between the Middle-tier and Client 
tier is achieved via the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP).  
Data tier
 
Figure 10: Three-tier Architecture for Mobile Phones adapted from (Xu 2006) 
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The concept being emphasised in the three-tier architecture (Figure 10) is that mobile 
devices, which are restricted in terms of resources, need only handle the presentation of 
information. Most of the processing tasks are handled off-device. A wireless mobile online 
application of this nature is referred to as a thin-client (Xu 2006). 
4.2.2 Extension of Capabilities to the Cloud 
The concept of extending the capabilities of mobile devices is commonly adapted in 
architectures making use of a distributed computing architecture such as Cloud Computing 
(Christensen 2009). Mobile devices that are limited in terms of computation, storage and 
network resources are compensated for by the provision of services offered in a Cloud 
Computing environment. In essence, this may be seen as a mechanism to securely integrate 
the mobile device into a Cloud Computing environment. An example of the extension of 
computation and storage resources to the cloud has already been illustrated (Section 4.2.1), 
where the client requires only the resources necessary for sending requests, receiving 
responses and presenting information. Business logic and data storage are facilitated by 
resources provided by cloud infrastructure. 
The offloading of data storage to a cloud storage service such as Amazon S3 minimises the 
amount of data needed for transmission between mobile devices and the cloud. This has 
been particularly evident in cases where the cloud provides both the storage and 
computation needed for mobile application functionality (Kumar and Lu 2010). A typical case 
study would be that Amazon S3 stores data whilst Amazon EC2 performs computation on the 
data stored in Amazon S3.  
4.2.3 Use of RESTful Web Services 
Representational State Transfer (REST) is used to describe the interfaces over HTTP without 
an additional messaging layer (Section 3.4.2.4). Web Services that are based on REST are well 
suited for resource constrained mobile devices (Christensen 2009). The use of REST for 
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resource constrained mobile devices is motivated by the agreement of invocation and 
response protocols between clients and servers which eliminates the need for excessive 
meta-data parsing. 
REST is made use of as the connectivity layer between mobile clients and the cloud (Section 
4.2.3.1) in the design of AC3P (Section 4.4). To understand REST as a communication layer, 
and hence put it to practical use, requires an understanding of REST processing (Section 
4.2.3.2). 
4.2.3.1 REST and HTTP as a Connectivity Layer 
REST is the connectivity layer of choice between mobile devices and the cloud when used in 
conjunction with HTTP (Christensen 2009, Zhang et al. 2009). REST offers the ease of 
generating requests by simplifying the structure of messages. The simplification of message 
structure reduces the amount of memory and processing required to process messages sent 
between clients and the cloud (Christensen 2009). The responses of REST requests are simply 
determined by the use of standard HTTP error codes, or by examining the body of a response 
and identifying any insufficient data required to satisfy a request. 
The body of a REST response could be encoded by a number of different formats such as 
binary information, text, XML or HTML (Christensen 2009). The format of the body is 
predetermined by the client and cloud server. The predetermination of body formats 
promotes efficient use of time, processor and memory resources as minimal transformation 
is needed in order to make messages understandable between the client and the cloud. 
4.2.3.2 REST Processing 
The generation of REST requests is commonly based on HTTP and the corresponding HTTP 
verbs HEAD, POST, PUT, GET and DELETE (Pautasso, Zimmermann and Leymann 2008, 
Christensen 2009). The use of HTTP is beneficial for the mobile computing environment due 
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to the stateless, discrete, per-request nature of HTTP. The nature of HTTP and REST benefit 
the mobile environment by minimising the impact of network volatility and memory 
constraints. 
Many REST requests return information in XML format (Christensen 2009). XML is commonly 
used because it provides a standard way for communicating complex data structures. The 
use of XML also provides a number of additional benefits such as the flexibility to transfer 
arbitrary data across a number of different communication mechanisms, and the concise 
format it provides at describing data (Jones 2006).  
XML documents need to be processed in order to extract useful information. Using one of 
three approaches involves the use of a Document Object Model (Son and Son 2010), which 
entails the loading of the entire XML document into memory and then processing the loaded 
document. A second approach is an event-driven XML processing approach which entails the 
use of call back methods for start tags, end tags and character data during parsing 
(Christensen 2009). An additional approach to parsing XML documents is the use of the XML 
pull processing model (Harold and Means 2004). XML pull parsing is similar to event-driven 
XML processing in that both methods make the XML document available progressively. One 
major difference is that unlike the event-driven model, the pull processing model requires 
that the client application requests content from the parser at its own pace.  
From an architectural point of view, the use of RESTful Web Services along with any other 
distributed computing technology has a number of considerations that should be taken into 
account (Christensen 2009). One such consideration is the balancing of request frequency 
and request size. Sending large requests will increase the overheads involved with request 
transportation and processing. Sending smaller requests more frequently, however, involves 
increased overheads due to matters such as authentication, authorisation and integration. 
Request size and frequency should be balanced according to the bandwidth and memory 
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constraints of devices. The ultimate goal of balancing request size and frequency is the 
optimisation of user-wait.  
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Figure 11: Structure of HTTP REST Request to Amazon S3 (Christensen 2009) 
 
REST over HTTP may be invoked in a number of different ways. The most common way is by 
use of the HTTP GET verb (Christensen 2009). The structure of a typical HTTP REST request to 
Amazon S3 (Figure 11) differs slightly to other REST invocations. 
The REST request string (A) consists of a concatenation of HTTP REST headers that need to be 
examined and processed by the server. The HTTP-VERB (B) consists of one of the standard 
HTTP verbs such as GET, PUT, POST and DELETE. The Content-Type (D) refers to the format of 
content being transmitted. An example of Content-Type is txt which is of type plain text. The 
date string (F) requires the current date as a string in a compatible format for the server side. 
If any format does not coincide with the server side format, an error will be returned as a 
response from the server. Should the HTTP REST request be successful, the server will 
typically return an XML response which would then need to be processed on the client side. 
The CanonicalizedResource (G) consists of the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) path for the 
object being accessed, created or deleted. The Content-MD5 (C) and CanonicalizedAmz-
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Headers (E) are optional fields that are used for decoded data verification and meta-data 
headers respectively. 
One of the tasks involved with REST processing is authentication. HTTP REST requests are 
authenticated by clients by generating HMAC-SHA1 signatures which are added to the 
authorisation headers of the REST requests. Using Amazon S3 as an example, generating an 
HMAC-SHA1 signature would involve using Amazon S3 credentials and base64 encoding for 
the generation of an HMAC-SHA1 token. The HTTP REST structure depicted (Figure 11) 
contains no authentication header. This REST request would only be successful should the 
resource be publicly accessible (Onjava 2007). 
4.3 Amazon Web Services (AWS) Architecture 
Amazon Web Services (AWS) provides a reliable and scalable infrastructure for the 
deployment of applications, with minimal administration costs and support (Section 3.4.4.2). 
AWS provides a number of different infrastructure services for application deployment 
(Figure 12). The AWS services focused on for AC3P are Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud 
(Amazon EC2), Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3), EBS Volumes and Snapshots 
(Section 4.4.2). 
Amazon EC2 provides compute facilities in the cloud (Varia 2010). EC2 specifically allows 
clients to configure an Amazon Virtual Machine (AMI) which is a virtual machine that 
resembles a server. This virtual machine typically holds an operating system, application 
software and other associated configuration settings. AMIs can be used to provide multiple 
virtualised instances depending on the capacity requirements of clients. The compute, 
memory and storage resources of instances may be configured by clients.  
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Figure 12: Amazon Web Service (AWS) Architecture (Varia 2010) 
Instances, which provide virtualised physical resources, may be launched in one or more 
geographical regions which are referred to as availability zones. Each availability zone is a 
distinct physical location that provides the physical infrastructure for cloud services. 
Availability zones are set out to be insulated from failures and to have low-latency network 
connectivity to other availability zones in the same region.  
Amazon CloudWatch is a useful service that provides visibility to resource utilisation and 
operational performance. CloudWatch provides information on overall demand patterns 
such as CPU utilisation and network traffic.  
AWS provides an additional persistent storage service for Amazon EC2 instances which is 
known as Elastic Block Store (Amazon 2011c). Elastic Block Store (EBS) volumes provide off-
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instance storage, and are not dependant on the life of an instance. EBS volumes are highly 
available and reliable and may be attached to Amazon EC2 instances. 
Amazon S3 is a highly durable distributed data store (Varia 2010), and provides storage 
services at the Platform as a Service (PaaS) layer of the cloud computing stack (Section 
3.4.4.1). S3 provides simple Web Service interfaces for clients to store and retrieve data as 
objects that are contained within buckets. Data are accessible at any time and location and 
are accessed using the standard HTTP verbs such as GET and POST (Varia 2010, Amazon 
2011d). The Amazon S3 Web Service offers both an HTTP REST and SOAP API for developers 
to interact with S3 (Amazon 2006). Content stored in buckets are stored on Amazon’s 
physical infrastructure located in one or more regions. The content physically stored in 
specific regions securely remain in those regions unless moved by a client. Additional 
functionality may be provided for storing content redundantly in multiple facilities within a 
region in order to increase the durability of data storage.  
4.4 Architecture using Cloud Computing for Content Provision (AC3P) 
The proposed solution to dealing with the mobile environment, which is constrained in terms 
of device resources, is to make use of off-device resources. More specifically, the proposed 
solution is to make use of a cloud infrastructure for the provision of resources such as 
storage, computation and network capacity. This concept may generally be referred to as the 
offloading of device resources or the extension of mobile phone capabilities to the cloud 
(Section 4.2.2). An architecture using Cloud Computing for Content Provision (AC3P) is 
therefore proposed to facilitate the provision of content to the mobile environment (Figure 
13). 
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Figure 13: Architecture using Cloud Computing for Content Provision (AC3P) 
AC3P consists of three main components namely the workstation component (Section 4.4.1), 
cloud component (Section 4.4.2) and the mobile component (Section 4.4.3). For the purpose 
of AC3P, the cloud and mobile components are emphasised. The cloud component consists 
of Cloud Computing architecture (Section 3.4.4), and the mobile component consists of the 
feature phone environment hosting a MIDlet (Section 2.2.5). 
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4.4.1 Workstation Component 
For the purpose of the design of AC3P, users that provide content to feature phones are 
referred to as content providers. Since the workstation component and the content 
providers are not primarily focused on as part of AC3P, the following assumptions are made: 
I. The content provided by the content providers is incompatible with feature phones in 
its original format. 
II. It is possible to process the original content to a format compatible with feature 
phones. 
III. The content providers make use of desktop computers with robust Internet 
connectivity. 
IV. Content providers have authorised access to cloud storage responsible for storing the 
original content. 
AC3P (Figure 13) illustrates that content providers upload the original content to cloud 
storage services via HTTP. More specifically, content providers upload the original content to 
an Amazon S3 bucket responsible for holding the original content. For the purpose of AC3P, 
no other tasks are required from the content providers. 
4.4.2 Cloud Component 
One of the common use cases involved with the use Amazon S3 for storage is the storage of 
original media content which may then be used by Amazon EC2 for processing without 
incurring data transfer costs for moving data between devices (Kumar and Lu 2010, Amazon 
2011c). The resultant content may then be stored in an additional Amazon S3 bucket and be 
made available to targeted clients. In AC3P, Amazon provides off-device storage of original 
content and computation for the processing of original content. Amazon also provides 
storage services to hold the processed content. 
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To err on the side of caution, it is assumed that the original content uploaded by the content 
providers is incompatible with feature phones (Section 4.4.1). Additional processing of the 
original content is therefore required. The original content needs to be converted into 
content that is compatible with feature phones. The architecture (Figure 13) depicts that the 
processing of the original content takes place in Amazon EC2. More specifically, conversion 
takes place in an Amazon EC2 instance (Section 4.3). This instance is an instance of an 
Amazon Machine Image (AMI) which is configured with the necessary software and 
hardware. The instance contains an operating system and virtualised CPU, memory, network 
and temporary storage resources. EBS volumes and snapshots are used for persistent storage 
and provide the benefit of creating a number of instances using the same AMI state.  
The instance also contains any necessary runtime environments, libraries, and third-party 
software required during the conversion of the original content to content compatible for 
feature phones. Once the conversion application has been developed, it is deployed and run 
on the dedicated Amazon EC2 instance providing the required hosting environment. Amazon 
EC2 provides Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), and deploying applications to the IaaS layer is 
practically similar to deploying applications to local workstations (Section 3.4.4.1). The 
developer deploys the application, along with all the necessary tools to a virtual machine that 
is configured for the environment needed to run the application.  
An Amazon EC2 instance is launched and has the conversion application run at start-up. The 
conversion application running on the Amazon EC2 instance continues to run until 
terminated by the developer or administrator. For the purpose of AC3P (Figure 13), the 
Amazon EC2 instance hosting the conversion application runs until terminated by the 
administrator.  
The conversion application hosted on an Amazon EC2 instance has access to the Amazon S3 
bucket containing the original content uploaded by the content providers. The conversion 
application periodically checks for the presence of uploaded content. Should the uploaded 
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content be located, the conversion application fetches the content from the S3 bucket, 
converts the content to a format compatible for feature phones, and then stores the 
converted content in an additional Amazon S3 bucket. The Amazon S3 bucket containing the 
converted content is available for access by the mobile environment. 
4.4.3 Mobile Component 
The mobile environment of AC3P (Figure 13) is the feature phone environment (Section 2.2). 
The feature phone environment consists of the typical feature phones used by learners 
participating in the Govan Mbeki Mathematics Development Unit (GMMDU) mathematics 
workshops (Section 2.3). The feature phones considered for AC3P are particularly phones 
equipped with TFT LCD display technologies (Section 2.2.4); at least Class 10 GPRS data 
services for Internet connectivity (Section 2.2.1.3) and MIDP (Section 2.2.5). Internal storage 
and battery life (Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 respectively) of the feature phones provide 
relatively limited storage capacity and battery power necessary for hosting a MIDlet that 
accesses the Internet. MIDlets provide a means of accessing content located online due to 
MIDP and GPRS capabilities. 
Communication between the feature phone environment and cloud storage (Figure 13), at 
the highest level, differs slightly from the three-tier architecture (Section 4.2.1) in that there 
is no middle-tier. A two-tiered architecture (Figure 14) is proposed and simply involves a 
feature phone hosting a MIDlet access storage services residing on Amazon’s cloud 
infrastructure (Amazon S3). The exclusion of a middle-tier is warranted by a number of 
reasons: 
I. A middle-tier typically involves off-device computation which would be dependent 
upon by MIDlet functionality. This would introduce a computation power to 
bandwidth trade-off in AC3P. One of the biggest resource constraints in the feature 
phone environment is network capacity. Increased dependence on off-device 
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computation for application functionality would imply additional data transferral via 
the Internet which would result in additional network costs. 
II. The scenario being addressed by AC3P entails having content providers upload 
content that needs to be made available and compatible for the feature phone 
environment. Having a middle-tier is therefore considered unnecessary as all the 
necessary computation takes place between having the content providers upload the 
content, and having the content made available to the feature phone environment 
hosting the required MIDlet. The only functional dependency for the MIDlet is the 
availability of processed content in the appropriate Amazon S3 bucket. 
III. Accessing content that is made available for the feature phone environment is 
facilitated by storage services offered by Amazon S3. Amazon S3 provides the 
interfaces required by the feature phone environment for content retrieval (Section 
4.3). 
MIDlet
Client tier
Presentation
Storage Infrastructure
Server tier
Data Storage
Web Services
HTTP
REST
 
Figure 14: Two-tiered Architecture between Mobile Client and Cloud 
The two-tiered architecture (Figure 14) is similar to the three-tiered architecture (Section 
4.2.1) in that both architectures propose that all presentation occurs on the mobile client 
side. The mobile clients host MIDlets that fetch and present data. Both architectures use 
HTTP as a communication layer due the support that MIDP provides for HTTP connections. 
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Both architectures involve fetching data that is located remotely to cater for the storage 
constraints of mobile devices. The only computation that is required by the client tier is that 
of XML parsing and possible decompression. 
To support the architectural consideration of using HTTP REST as a connectivity layer 
between the mobile environment and cloud (Section 4.2.3.1), the MIDlet hosted by the 
mobile devices connect to an Amazon S3 bucket via HTTP REST. Amazon S3 typically 
responds with an XML response which may then be parsed by the MIDlet using an XML Pull 
Parser (Section 4.2.3.2). Content retrieval may also be achieved by sending HTTP GET 
requests to Amazon S3. For the purpose of AC3P, it is assumed that MIDlets have public 
access to content stored in an Amazon S3. This implies that no authentication is required by 
the MIDlet.  
4.5 Conclusion 
The main objective of this chapter was to propose an architecture using Cloud Computing for 
the provision of content to the feature phone environment. This proposal addresses R3: How 
can Cloud Computing be used for the design of an architecture that facilitates the provision of 
content to feature phones?  
The design of an architecture using Cloud Computing required knowledge on existing 
distributed architectural considerations for the mobile environment. It was found that most 
of the distributed architectures focused on were intended for the smartphone environment. 
Although these architectures may not be applied directly as the proposed architecture, 
architectural considerations from these architectures may be derived and adapted for the 
feature phone environment.  
By making use of Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) architectural considerations and Amazon 
Web Services (AWS) as the proposed Cloud Computing platform, an Architecture using Cloud 
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Computing for Content Provision (AC3P) was designed to facilitate the provision of content to 
feature phones (Figure 15). The main theme of AC3P is to provide storage services to both 
content providers and the mobile clients whilst having all the necessary processing of 
content seamlessly occur on an Amazon EC2 instance. 
A number of assumptions are made on the workstation component of AC3P. To minimise the 
risk of uploaded content being incompatible with feature phones, it is assumed that 
uploaded content is incompatible with feature phones and that additional processing is 
required and possible in order to convert uploaded content to content compatible with 
feature phones. It is assumed that content providers make use of desktop computers with 
robust Internet connectivity to upload original content to Amazon S3.  
The mobile component of AC3P consists of the feature phone environment and is 
constrained in terms of device resources such as network capacity, battery life, internal 
storage memory and Java heap memory. The mobile component is also limited in terms of 
display, network and Java technologies. 
Two services are used to facilitate the provision of content to the mobile environment. These 
services are Amazon EC2 and Amazon S3. Amazon S3 buckets are used to store the original 
and converted content. Amazon S3 is the only point of entry for the workstation and mobile 
components. Amazon EC2 provides virtualised resources that facilitate the hosting of an 
application to process the original content. The architecture between the mobile component 
and cloud component is that of a two-tiered architecture with HTTP REST as a 
communication layer. 
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Figure 15: Detailed AC3P 
Since the focus of this research entails the provision of PowerPoint (PPT) slides to feature 
phones, AC3P is used to facilitate PPT slide provision. Since feature phones are not capable of 
presenting PPT files, the conversion of PPT to a format compatible with feature phones is 
necessary. Chapter 5 focuses on the application of AC3P by the development of a conversion 
application and MIDlet to facilitate the provision of PPT slides to feature phones. 
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Chapter  5 The Provision of PPT slides to Feature 
Phones 
5.1 Introduction 
Chapters 2 and 3 respectively described the mobile phones, and the distributed computing 
architectures that may provide benefit to mobile phones. The mobile phones being focused 
on are feature phones (Section 2.2), and the distributed computing architecture that is used 
to facilitate provision of content to feature phones is Cloud Computing (Section 3.4.4). 
Chapter 4 proposed an Architecture using Cloud Computing for Content Provision (AC3P) to 
facilitate the provision of content to feature phones. For experimental purposes, Amazon 
Web Services (AWS) is used as the cloud provider to provide the off-device storage and 
computation needed to facilitate the provision of content to feature phones. 
The objective of this chapter is the application of AC3P as a proof of concept by the 
development of applications required for the provision of PPT slides to feature phones. The 
application of AC3P addresses R4: How can the architecture design be applied to facilitate the 
provision of PPT slides to feature phones? The implementation domain of the applications 
(Section 5.2) is initially clarified by discussing the original content; the proposed converted 
content for feature phones; the PPT provision plan; and the implementation tools and 
libraries used. The development of the applications to be hosted on the cloud and mobile 
components of the architecture are then discussed (Section 5.3 and 5.4). 
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5.2 Implementation Domain 
The design of AC3P (Section 4.4) is described in an abstract manner and may be used to 
implement a number of different systems for content provision to mobile phones. Scenarios 
may differ depending on a number of factors such as the mobile environment being targeted 
at, and the type of content being provided to the mobile environment. Different scenarios 
may require different processes to meet specific scenario requirements.  
The scenario addressed as a proof of concept of AC3P is the provision of mathematical 
content presented by GMMDU to learners participating in the GMMDU mathematics 
workshops. More specifically, mathematical content in the form of PPT slides needs to be 
provided to feature phones (Section 1.4). The implementation domain is described by 
addressing the original content (Section 5.2.1); the converted content (Section 5.2.2); the 
processes involved with providing PPT slides to feature phones (Section 5.2.3); and the 
implementation tools and libraries used (Section 5.2.4). 
5.2.1 Original Content 
The content that is made available to learners participating in the Govan Mbeki Mathematics 
Development Unit (GMMDU) mathematics workshops is in the form of video files. These 
videos provide narration over PPT slides and demonstrate mathematical concepts covered in 
the Grade 11 and 12 syllabi. Each set of PPT slides typically represents a single mathematics 
topic. The PPT files created by GMMDU contain a number of different content types such as 
text, graphs, geometry, functions and bitmap images. Most of the PPT slides contain 
animations for narration purposes.  
The content that will be provided to feature phones is the PPT files that are used for making 
videos and providing presentations. The provision of PPT is scoped to providing PPT content 
in a static manner. Consequently, animations will not be accommodated for. Furthermore, no 
video content will be provided to the feature phones. The reason for not providing video 
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content is that the amount of streaming media needed for narration over a single PPT file is 
not considered feasible for transmission over the GPRS data services offered by most of the 
feature phones (Section 2.3). Streaming media also poses a problem to the storage 
constraints of the feature phones.  
PPT content needs to be converted to a format suitable for feature phones as the PPT format 
is generally not supported by feature phones due its complex set of specifications (Microsoft 
2007, Shah, Kalbande and P Shah 2011). 
5.2.2 Converted Content 
The content that is to be made available to feature phones is Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) 
or compressed Scalable Vector Graphics (SVGZ). Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) is used to 
define vector-based graphics in Extensible Markup Language (XML) and is commonly used for 
the Web (w3schools 2011). Because SVG is a World Wide Web Consortium (W3 2011) 
recommendation, it integrates well with other W3C standards. Using SVG over other image 
formats provides a number of advantages including (w3schools 2011): 
I. It is purely XML based and an open standard which works well with Java technology 
II. It can be read and edited by a wide range of tools 
III. It is typically smaller and more compressible than JPEG and GIF images 
IV. It may zoomed without any degradation of quality 
V. It complies with other W3C standards 
The use of SVG for feature phones is a viable solution and has been used in a number of 
different scenarios (Chiang et al. 2007, Mohammed, Fiaidhi and Lam 2007, Chunling, Man 
and Jianwei 2009, Li and Wang 2010). The evaluation of a map-on-demand scheme 
demonstrated that the use of SVG for J2ME technologies is feasible (Chiang et al. 2007). A 
lightweight Geographic Information System (GIS) framework for J2ME demonstrated 
satisfaction in terms of speed and provision of location-based services in the form of SVG 
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(Chunling, Man and Jianwei 2009). The use of compressed SVG (SVGZ) has demonstrated the 
feasibility of providing geographical data to mobile devices (Li and Wang 2010). The benefits 
of using SVGZ instead of SVG are attributed to the reduction in network costs involved with 
the transportation of SVGZ. 
For the purpose of the implementation domain, the converted content is compressed 
Scalable Vector Graphics (SVGZ). The availability of SVG enabled feature phones, that is JSR 
226 enabled feature phones, and the availability of third-party SVG libraries (TinyLine 2010a) 
for the many feature phones that are not SVG enabled, has further motivated the use of SVG 
and SVGZ as the format of content to be provided to feature phones. 
5.2.3 PPT Provision Plan 
The PPT provision plan is divided into three steps, each handled by three different 
applications as supported by AC3P (Section 4.4).  The first step is initiated by content 
providers who upload PPT files. The PPT files are uploaded to an Amazon S3 bucket 
designated to hold the PPT files. The second step is PPT conversion which occurs in an 
Amazon EC2 instance. AC3P illustrates that content processing is always available when 
initiated. This means that although it is referred to as the second step this step continues 
indefinitely until terminated. To elaborate on the second step, an Amazon Virtual Machine 
(AMI) instance runs on Amazon’s infrastructure and holds the conversion application and 
required third-party software (Section 5.2.4). The conversion application continuously runs 
whilst the instance is running and periodically checks for the presence of PPT files in the 
bucket designated for storing uploaded PPT files.  
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Figure 16: PPT Conversion to SVGZ 
 
Should a PPT file be located, the conversion application with the required third-party 
software converts the PPT file into SVG files and then compresses the SVG files to SVGZ files 
(Figure 16). The conversion application then stores the SVGZ files in an Amazon S3 bucket 
designated for storing SVGZ files. The third step is the retrieval of SVGZ files by feature 
phones. Feature phones host a MIDlet that retrieves a list of SVGZ files contained in the 
appropriate Amazon S3 bucket. The MIDlet is also responsible for downloading, 
decompressing and rendering the SVGZ files.  
5.2.4 Implementation Tools and Libraries 
In order to realise the PPT provision plan (Section 5.2.3), two application components 
corresponding to the second and third steps of PPT file provision are developed and hosted 
on the cloud and mobile components of AC3P (Section 4.4). The application components are 
developed to handle the conversion of PPT to SVGZ, and SVGZ retrieval from feature phones. 
The development of such application components requires the use of a programming 
environment (Section 5.2.4.1) and the use of third-party tools and libraries (Section 5.2.4.2). 
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Since the content providers are not focused on as part of AC3P (Section 4.4.1), no application 
is developed to facilitate the first step of PPT provision, that is the uploading of PPT files to 
Amazon S3 (Section 5.2.3). Consequently, no programming environment is required to 
facilitate the uploading of PPT files. There are, however, a number of utilities available to 
facilitate the uploading of content to Amazon S3 buckets. One such utility is S3Fox Organizer 
which is a Mozilla Firefox add-on that enables users to upload and download files to and 
from Amazon S3 (Suchisoft 2008). 
5.2.4.1 Programming Environment 
The development of any application requires the use of a programming language and an 
appropriate application development environment. Java technology will be used for the 
implementation of the application components responsible for PPT provision 
(SunMicrosystems 2011a). The reason for choosing Java as the implementation technology is 
that it provides platform independent application development. Java provides various 
editions of Java technology that each suit a specific environment (Section 2.2.5).  
There are two main environments involved in the provision of PPT to feature phones. These 
are the server and mobile environments. A remote server environment is used for PPT 
conversion to SVGZ and the mobile environment is used for the retrieval of SVGZ. 
Java Standard Edition (SunMicrosystems 2011b) will be used for application development 
and deployment to the server environment as it provides the core libraries required for 
application development for desktop workstations. Java Micro Edition (Oracle 2011) will be 
used for application development and deployment to MIDP enabled feature phones (Section 
2.2.5). Java Micro Edition (J2ME) provides a robust and flexible environment for applications 
running on mobile devices. J2ME also provides important functionality including flexible user 
interfaces; robust security; and built-in network protocols. 
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5.2.4.2 Third-Party Tools and Libraries 
The core libraries and functionality provided by both Java Standard Edition and Java Micro 
Edition do not cater for all the required functionality of the application components involved 
with the provision of PPT to feature phones. Although it is possible to develop libraries for all 
required functionality, such as the conversion of PPT to SVG, it is appropriate to establish 
whether third-party tools or libraries already exist for such functionality. 
The conversion application hosted on cloud infrastructure makes use of an additional 
Software Development Kit (SDK) known as the AWS SDK for Java (Amazon 2011e). This SDK 
provides a java library and API to support the use of AWS infrastructure services 
programmatically. The AWS SDK is used to access data stored in Amazon S3. More 
specifically, the content conversion application makes use of the AWS SDK to transfer 
content to and from the Amazon S3 buckets that store PPT and SVGZ files. 
In addition to the storage and retrieval of content to and from Amazon S3 buckets, the 
conversion application provides functionality for the conversion of PPT to SVGZ. There are 
several third-party utilities and libraries available that either indirectly or directly assists the 
conversion of PPT to SVGZ (PDFTron 2010, Davisor 2011). The third-party utilities and 
libraries that are used for the conversion of PPT to SVGZ in the conversion application 
(Section 5.3) are: 
I. Java OpenDocument Converter (JODConverter) library (JODConverter 2008). This Java 
library provides functionality for the Java Standard Edition (J2SE) environment to 
facilitate the conversion of office documents such as DOC, XLS and PPT to PDF. 
JODConverter also provides functionality for a number of other conversion tasks. The 
functionality of JODConverter is reliant on services from OpenOffice.org 
(OPENOFFICE.ORG 2011). OpenOffice.org is a large open source office software suite 
that may be used for a number of features involving office documents. JODConverter 
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needs to connect to OpenOffice.org services in order to achieve conversion tasks 
(JODConverter 2008). 
II. PDF-Renderer Java library (Java.net 2011). This library provides functionality for the 
Java SE environment to facilitate the conversion of PDF to a number of bitmap image 
formats such as BMP and PNG. 
III. Potrace (Selinger 2010). Potrace is bitmap image tracing utility that supports the 
conversion of bitmap images to vector graphics. Potrace accepts input formats such 
as PBM, PGM, PPM and BMP and produces a number of different output formats 
such as EPS, PostScript, PDF and SVG. Potrace makes use of a polygon-based 
algorithm to convert bitmap images to vector outlines (Selinger 2003). 
IV. GNU GZip (Gailly 2010). GZip is a compression utility that makes use of Lempel-Ziv 
coding (LZ77) to reduce the size of named files. GZip has been used to effectively 
compress SVG to SVGZ (Li and Wang 2010). GZip has an average XML space savings of 
about 70% to 80% depending on a number of factors such as XML document size (Lin 
et al. 2005, Fararjeh and Jabal 2010). 
The third-party tools and libraries from (I) to (IV) are used for the conversion of PPT to SVGZ 
but may not be the best or only way to convert PPT to SVGZ. There are other methods for the 
conversion of PPT and PDF to SVG and SVGZ which are excluded from the conversion 
application (Joubert, Greyling and Cilliers 2011)2. Two alternate methods were initially 
proposed for the conversion of PPT to SVGZ. The first method involved the use of a utility 
known as Davisor Publisher (Davisor 2011), which is a Java based document publishing 
application that supports the conversion of PPT to SVG. The other method proposed involved 
the use of a utility known as PDF2SVG™ (PDFTron 2010), which is a utility specialised in the 
conversion of PDF to SVG or SVGZ. 
                                                     
2
 Full research paper accepted at a peer reviewed conference, SAICSIT 2011 
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Both of the alternate methods were tested in a pilot study that involved testing the 
conversion of a PPT file created by GMMDU (Joubert, Greyling and Cilliers 2011). The SVG 
files produced by Davisor Publisher did not effectively represent the corresponding slides 
from the original PPT file as certain PPT objects such as equation objects were not supported. 
The SVG files produced by PDF2SVG™ were satisfactory in that the SVG files effectively 
represented the corresponding slides from the original PPT file. Both Davisor Publisher and 
PDF2SVG™ produced SVG files that preserved bitmap images. The preservation of bitmap 
images retained quality, but resulted in SVG files that were too large for the GPRS network 
capabilities of feature phones. Embedded bitmap images also compromised GZip 
compression ratios when compressing SVG to SVGZ. The inclusion of embedded bitmap 
images in SVG files was therefore unfeasible for provision to feature phones. The favourable 
conversion method was a method that makes use of bitmap tracing to produce SVG files that 
represents original slide content purely as vector outlines. 
The MIDlet that is hosted on feature phone environment needs additional functionality from 
what is provided by Java ME. Additional Java ME libraries are therefore used to facilitate 
functionality for SVGZ retrieval. The additional Java ME libraries include the XML Pull Parser 
(Slominski 2004) and the TinyLine GZIPInputStream (TinyLine 2010b) libraries. The XML Pull 
Parser is a lightweight XML Parser suited for the Java ME environment. The TinyLine 
GZIPInputStream is a Java ME library responsible for the decompression of GZip compressed 
files such as SVGZ files. 
5.3 Conversion Application 
The conversion application runs on Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) infrastructure and 
provides the functionality for the conversion of PPT to SVGZ (Section 5.2.3). The life cycle of 
the conversion application is dependent on the life cycle of the Virtual Machine (VM) that 
hosts it. More specifically, the conversion application executes at the start-up of the Amazon 
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EC2 instance (Section 4.3) it resides on, and continues to execute for the duration that the 
instance is running. The only functional dependency of the conversion application is the 
content contained in the buckets storing PPT content and SVGZ content. The conversion 
application therefore continues to run irrespective of whether the other application 
components such as the SVG MIDlet are running or not. The conversion application only 
responds to the presence of a PPT file in Amazon S3 storage. 
The conversion application is launched at the start-up of the Amazon EC2 instance (Section 
4.3) and is given read, write and delete rights to the Amazon S3 buckets holding PPT and 
SVGZ content. The Amazon S3 bucket holding PPT content is named bucketdoc, and bucket 
responsible for holding SVGZ content is named bucketz. 
The conversion application continuously monitors bucketdoc for the presence of a PPT file 
(Figure 17). Should the conversion application detect a PPT file in bucketdoc, it transfers the 
PPT file to a virtual machine directory. More specifically, it downloads the PPT file to an 
Amazon EC2 instance directory for temporary storage.  
Once the PPT file has been transferred to the Amazon EC2 instance directory, the conversion 
application makes a call to a function that converts the PPT file to a PDF file. This function 
makes use of functionality provided by the JODConverter library (Section 5.2.4.2). When the 
conversion from PPT to PDF completes, the PDF-Renderer library (Section 5.2.4.2) is used to 
convert the resultant PDF file to a number of bitmap images (BMPs) each corresponding to a 
single page in the PDF file. Upon completion of generating BMPs, the conversion application 
executes Potrace (Section 5.2.4.2) for the batch conversion of the BMP files to SVG files. The 
conversion process is then completed by executing GNU GZip (Section 5.2.4.2) to compress 
the SVG files to SVGZ files.  
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Figure 17: Conversion Application Flowchart 
The SVGZ files which are temporarily stored on Instance storage are then transferred to 
bucketz (Figure 18). The conversion application creates a subdirectory within bucketz which 
is named according to the PPT file that was uploaded. All SVGZ files that correspond to the 
slides of that PPT file are then uploaded to that subdirectory. This arrangement is done in 
order to manage the structure of SVGZ content in bucketz.  
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Figure 18: Amazon S3 Content Arrangement 
Once the conversion application has successfully transferred the SVGZ files to bucketz, it 
deletes the original PPT file and the SVGZ files that are temporarily stored on Amazon EC2 
Instance storage. The conversion application then deletes the PPT file located in the 
bucketdoc. The deletion of PPT files and SVGZ files after conversion is done in order to reuse 
Instance and bucket storage. Once the final deletion task has been performed, the 
conversion application re-enters into the default state of continuously monitoring bucketdoc 
for the presence of a new PPT file. 
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5.4 SVG MIDlet 
Because MIDlets run differently to Java SE applications, it is appropriate to first discuss the 
MIDlet lifecycle (Section 5.4.1). Knowledge of the MIDlet lifecycle is then used to describe the 
application logic of the SVG MIDlet (Section 5.4.2). The main functionality of the SVG MIDlet, 
which is SVGZ menu generation (Section 5.4.3) and SVGZ file retrieval (Section 5.4.4), 
concludes discussion on the SVG MIDlet. 
5.4.1 The MIDlet Lifecycle 
Mobile devices such as feature phones have vendor specific software for managing data and 
applications such as MIDlets. The Application Management Software (AMS) is the software 
responsible for initialising, starting, pausing, resuming and destroying a MIDlet. A MIDlet can 
be in one of three states controlled by the MIDlet class methods (Figure 19). These are the 
active, paused and destroyed states (Goyal 2005). 
A MIDlet enters the paused state upon initialisation by the AMS in order to minimise the 
resources used by the MIDlet. In the paused state, a MIDlet should not be utilising any device 
resources. The AMS allows a MIDlet to enter the active state should there be no higher 
priority tasks such as calls being handled. The MIDlet can be paused from the active state by 
the AMS or by request by the MIDlet itself.  MIDlets also enter the paused state on the 
occurrence of an error (Goyal 2005). 
During the active state, the MIDlet performs its functions and holds device resources. The 
MIDlet moves to the active state when the AMS calls the startApp method on a paused 
MIDlet. If a MIDlet is paused from the active state, it may request the AMS to become active. 
The AMS will either queue the request, or completely disregard it (Goyal 2005). 
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Figure 19: General MIDlet Lifecycle (Goyal 2005) 
A MIDlet is in the destroyed state when the MIDlet’s destroyApp method is called either from 
the paused state or active state. The method destroyApp is called by the AMS to end the 
MIDlet lifecycle. The MIDlet instance will then be destroyed, but will remain installed on the 
mobile device. The MIDlet may wish to end itself in which case it will inform the AMS that the 
MIDlet is ready to be destroyed. It is necessary that the MIDlet performs any last cleanup 
activities prior to informing the AMS that it intends to be destroyed (Goyal 2005). 
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5.4.2 SVG MIDlet Application Logic 
The SVG MIDlet is a mobile application that was developed for MIDP and CLDC devices and 
provides functionality for the retrieval of SVGZ content (Section 5.2.3). The SVG MIDlet is 
responsible for SVGZ menu generation (Section 5.4.3) and SVGZ retrieval (Section 5.4.4). 
MIDlet Paused
SVGMIDlet()
pauseApp()
startApp()
 Constructor
 SVGZ menu generation
 Set commands, command 
listeners
 Render SVGZ menu
MIDlet 
Destroyed
destroyApp()
destroyApp()
 Exit MIDlet
 Exit MIDlet
MIDlet Active
Zoom/Scroll
Request selected SVGZ file
Displaying 
SVGZ Menu
Download, 
Decompress 
SVGZ
Back to SVGZ Menu
Render SVG
 
Figure 20: SVG MIDlet Lifecycle 
Upon invocation of the SVG MIDlet, the default constructor is called which sends an HTTP 
request to bucketz containing the SVGZ files (Figure 20). Should the request to bucketz be 
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successful, an XML response is received and parsed by the MIDlet in order to generate a 
menu of SVGZ content (Section 5.4.3). 
After the construction of the SVG MIDlet and the generation of the SVGZ menu, the AMS of 
the mobile device calls the startApp method which is responsible for putting SVG MIDlet into 
the active state. The startApp method is also responsible for assigning a selection command 
to the SVGZ menu; setting the command listener for the SVGZ menu; and displaying the SVGZ 
menu (Figure 20). Whilst in the active state, the SVG MIDlet allows users to browse through 
the SVGZ menu and select an SVGZ file they wish to view. 
Upon selection of an SVGZ file, the SVGZ file is retrieved from bucketz (Section 5.4.4) and 
rendered by the SVG MIDlet. Users are then able to scroll and zoom through the SVG 
content. Users may then choose to return to the SVGZ menu and continue browsing for other 
SVGZ content. 
Users may browse and view SVGZ content until either the AMS chooses to destroy the 
MIDlet due to lower task priority, or the users choose to exit the MIDlet. When the SVG 
MIDlet is destroyed, it moves into a destroyed state and releases all device resources. 
5.4.3 SVGZ Menu Generation 
One of the main tasks of the SVG MIDlet is the generation of a menu of SVGZ content. This 
task is performed without user requests and occurs during the start-up of the SVG MIDlet 
(Section 5.4.2). 
To generate an SVGZ menu, a request is sent to Amazon S3 to list the content contained in 
bucketz. Should the request be successful, Amazon S3 responds with an XML document 
representing the contents of bucketz (Figure 21). The Key elements of the XML document 
contain text representing the path for an SVGZ file. This path includes both the PPT topic and 
Page, which represents the actual SVGZ file. An example of such a path is 
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Algebraic_Fractions.ppt/Page001.svgz which demonstrates that the SVGZ file Page001.svgz 
is contained in the subdirectory Algebraic_Fractions.ppt. 
 
Figure 21: Amazon S3 ListBucketResult Extract 
Key elements 
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b)a)  
Figure 22: Documents and Pages Menus Generated by SVG MIDlet 
The XML document (Figure 21) is parsed using the lightweight XMLPull library (Section 
5.2.4.2) and the information is used to generate two menus namely the documents menu 
(Figure 22a) and the pages menu (Figure 22b). The documents menu is populated with all the 
PPT topics and for each item in the documents menu, the pages menu is populated. A menu 
hierarchy is therefore constructed having documents as the main menu, and the pages menu 
as a submenu for each item in the documents menu. Both menus represent the SVGZ menu 
and serve as a means for navigating through SVGZ content. 
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5.4.4 SVGZ File Retrieval 
Should the user request a selected file from the SVGZ menu, which entails selecting an SVGZ 
file from the pages menu (Section 5.4.3), an HTTP request is sent to Amazon S3 for the 
retrieval of the corresponding SVGZ file contained in bucketz. Should the request be 
successful, the response will be an XML message containing the SVGZ file. Processing the 
response entails the decompression of the SVGZ file by using the TinyLine GZIPInputStream 
library (Section 5.2.4.2). The result of the decompressed file is an SVG file which is used for 
the creation of a canvas and is set to be displayed by the SVG MIDlet (Figure 23). 
a) b)  
Figure 23: SVG File Rendered Zoomed Out and Zoomed In on SVG MIDlet 
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In order to provide scrolling and zooming functionality, the canvas implements a function 
that handles events caused by users pressing keys. This means that users may zoom in 
(Figure 23b), zoom out (Figure 23a), scroll vertically and scroll horizontally when viewing the 
canvas containing the SVG file. The user may at any time go back to the SVGZ menu. 
5.5 Conclusion 
The objective of this chapter was the application of AC3P (Section 4.4) as a proof of concept. 
The application of AC3P was achieved by the development of applications hosted by the 
cloud and mobile components of AC3P to facilitate the provision of PPT slides to feature 
phones. The application of AC3P addresses R4: How can the architecture design be applied to 
facilitate the provision of PPT slides to feature phones? 
The implementation domain for the application of AC3P (Section 5.2) involved the 
development of the conversion application (Section 5.3) and SVG MIDlet (Section 5.4). The 
development of the conversion application and SVG MIDlet was achieved by use of the Java 
programming environment and a number of third-party libraries and utilities. The conversion 
application is hosted on an Amazon EC2 instance and provides functionality for the retrieval 
of PPT files from bucketdoc; conversion of PPT files to SVGZ files; and the storage of SVGZ 
files in bucketz (Figure 24). The SVG MIDlet is hosted on the feature phone environment and 
is responsible for the generation of an SVGZ menu, and the downloading, decompressing and 
rendering of SVGZ files. 
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Figure 24: Application of AC3P 
The application of AC3P for PPT slide provision to feature phones was achieved. Chapter 6 
discusses a comprehensive evaluation of the application of AC3P to determine the level of 
efficiency and effectiveness it provides at PPT slide provision. The evaluation also indicates 
AC3P’s ability to facilitate the applications necessary for PPT slide provision. 
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Chapter  6 Evaluation and Results 
6.1 Introduction 
A survey provided an indication that the mobile phone capabilities of learners participating in 
the GMMDU mathematics workshops are limited to those capabilities typical of feature 
phones (Section 2.3). Various distributed computing architectures (Section 3.4) and their 
potential benefit to the mobile environment (Section 3.5) provided motivation for support of 
an architecture using Cloud Computing for content provision to feature phones (Section 4.4). 
The design of an Architecture using Cloud Computing for Content Provision (AC3P) was 
successfully applied to facilitate the provision of mathematics in the form of PowerPoint 
(PPT) slides to feature phones (Section 5.5). Consequently, the objective of this chapter is to 
evaluate the application of AC3P. 
The application of AC3P consisted of the development of two application components 
namely the conversion application (Section 5.3) and the SVG MIDlet (Section 5.4). The 
conversion application and SVG MIDlet are hosted on the cloud and feature phone 
environments respectively, and provide functionality for the provision of mathematics 
content in the form of PPT slides. These applications are evaluated in order to address 
research question R5: How efficient and effective is the application of the architecture at 
providing mathematics in the form of PPT slides to feature phones? 
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6.2 Evaluation Strategy 
Application efficiency is indicated by the performance and resource utilisation of a particular 
application (Ryan and Rossi 2005, Gani, Ryan and Rossi 2006). Performance and resource 
utilisation are therefore evaluated to determine the efficiency that the conversion 
application and the SVG MIDlet provide for the provision of PPT slides. The functionality of 
the conversion application for PPT slide provision involves first the retrieval and conversion 
of PPT content (A and B in Figure 25), followed by the storage of the converted PPT content 
(C in Figure 25). Converted PPT content is then available for use by the SVG MIDlet. The SVG 
MIDlet provides functionality for constructing a menu of converted content (D in Figure 25), 
followed by the retrieval and rendering of converted content (E in Figure 25). Efficiency 
measures are collected for the functionality of the conversion application (A, B and C in 
Figure 25) and the SVG MIDlet (D and E in Figure 25).  
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Amazon S3
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Conversion application
SVG MIDlet
Convert PPT 
to SVGZ Retrieve PPT 
file
Retrieve 
SVGZ fileRetrieve 
SVGZ list
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SVGZ file
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Figure 25: Functionality of the Conversion Application and SVG MIDlet 
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The effectiveness of the conversion application and SVG MIDlet is assessed by means of 
inspection of the content produced by the conversion application and its compatibility with 
the SVG MIDlet. Effectiveness is therefore evaluated for PPT conversion (B in Figure 25) and 
the rendering of SVGZ content on feature phones (E in Figure 25).  
The remainder of this section describes the evaluation strategy for the conversion application 
(Section 6.2.1) and the SVG MIDlet (Section 6.2.2). 
6.2.1 Conversion Application 
The process involved with the provision of a single PPT file involves first the retrieval of the 
PPT file from bucketdoc (A in Figure 25). The conversion application then converts the PPT 
file to a number of SVGZ files each representing a single slide from the PPT file (B in Figure 
25). The final step involves storing the resulting SVGZ files in bucketz (C in Figure 25), which is 
available for access by the SVG MIDlet (Section 6.2.2). 
The efficiency of the conversion application is indicated by performance and resource 
utilisation measures collected on the functionality of the conversion application (Section 
6.2.1.1). The effectiveness of the conversion application is demonstrated by means of 
inspection, which involves comparing the original PPT slides to the SVG files (Section 6.2.1.2). 
6.2.1.1 Efficiency Evaluation 
A performance evaluation determines the extent to which an application meets its required 
objectives (Saunders 2011). Resource utilisation indicates the resources used during 
application tasks (Ryan and Rossi 2005). The performance and resource utilisation of an 
application impacts on the conclusions that are drawn regarding the efficiency of the 
application (Ryan and Rossi 2005, Gani, Ryan and Rossi 2006). 
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Table 2: Conversion Application Performance Metrics 
Functionality Performance 
Metric 
Metric Description 
PPT retrieval  
(A in Figure 25) 
PPT Retrieval Time 
(ms) 
The amount of time taken to retrieve a PPT 
file from bucketdoc 
PPT conversion 
 (B in Figure 25) 
Conversion Time 
(ms) 
The amount of time taken to convert a PPT file 
to SVGZ files 
PPT File and Slide 
space savings (%) 
The ratio between PPT file and slide sizes and 
SVGZ file sizes 
SVGZ storage 
 (C in Figure 25) 
SVGZ PUT Time 
(ms) 
The amount of time taken to transfer all SVGZ 
files (from a single PPT file conversion) to 
bucketz 
 
The performance of the conversion application is indicated by the time taken to perform the 
main tasks involved with PPT provision (Table 2). PPT Retrieval Time and SVGZ PUT Time 
provides information pertaining to the network performance of Amazon Web Services (AWS) 
infrastructure. More specifically, these measures indicate in-cloud network performance 
between the Amazon EC2 instance and the Amazon S3 buckets. Conversion Time 
demonstrates the performance of PPT conversion. Since the conversion application converts 
PPT to a format suitable for feature phones, space savings is determined as an additional 
performance measure and indicates the extent to which PPT files and slides are compacted.  
Resource utilisation is monitored for all main tasks of the conversion application. The 
resource utilisation metrics pertaining to CPU utilisation and network usage (Table 3) 
demonstrates the extent to which Amazon’s cloud infrastructure supports the functionality 
of the conversion application for PPT provision. 
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Table 3: Conversion Application Resource Utilisation Metrics 
Resource Utilisation Metric Metric Description 
CPU Utilisation The percentage of processing power used 
Network In The amount of downstream data read 
Network Out The amount of upstream data written 
 
The performance and resource utilisation evaluation procedure for the conversion 
application involves first selecting a number of PPT files with varying types of content. PPT 
files are individually uploaded and performance measures (Table 2) are logged on the 
Amazon EC2 instance hosting the conversion application. CPU and network utilisation graphs 
are generated using Amazon CloudWatch (Amazon 2011a). These graphs demonstrate the 
peaks and trends of resource usage associated with the functionality of the conversion 
application. 
All performance measures collected are quantitative and are therefore analysed by means of 
descriptive statistics. Resource utilisation, which is also quantitative, is analysed by 
observation of trends that are indicated by the resource consumption graphs generated. 
Acceptable user wait-times are utilised to guide conclusions made on the efficiency of the 
conversion application in terms of times taken to retrieve PPT files; convert PPT files; and 
store the resulting SVGZ files. Although learners do not directly wait for PPT conversion and 
SVGZ storage, it may be interesting to determine the amount time that uploaders wait for 
SVGZ availability after uploading a PPT file.  
Acceptable times are those less than 10 seconds, and significantly small times are those less 
than or equal to 1 second (Nah 2004, Useit 2009). Significant space savings resulting from the 
conversion of PPT to SVGZ provides further information on the efficiency of the conversion 
application. Significant space savings are indicated by space savings greater than 50% (Adobe 
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2011). Efficiency is also indicated by the cloud’s ability to host the conversion application. 
More specifically, efficiency is demonstrated by resource utilisation trends indicating that the 
Amazon EC2 instance is capable of hosting the conversion application.  
6.2.1.2 Effectiveness Evaluation 
SVG quality in terms of attributes such as sharpness and texture detail has been analysed to 
indicate the effectiveness of raster image conversion to SVG (Battiato, Gallo and Messina 
2004). Since the conversion application provides mathematics in the form of PPT slides by 
converting it to Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG), effective conversion is indicated by the 
quality of the resulting SVG files in terms of colour, sharpness, font and content retention. 
The quality of the SVG content influences the readability of the SVG content. 
A representative sample of PPT slides is subjected to inspection in order to evaluate 
corresponding SVG file equivalence. Slides are selected from the PPT files used during 
performance and resource utilisation testing and are selected based on the various possible 
types of content, namely text, graphs, functions, geometry and pictures. A critical analysis is 
performed by comparing each of the selected PPT slides with the corresponding SVG file.  
The level of effectiveness of the conversion application is determined by the perceived 
quality of the SVG files. For the purpose of PPT provision, the quality of the SVG files is 
represented by the readability of mathematics concepts contained in the original PPT slides. 
6.2.2 SVG MIDlet 
After the conversion of a PPT file, the conversion application stores the resulting SVGZ files in 
bucketz (C in Figure 25). This converted content is available to the SVG MIDlet. 
The main functionality of the SVG MIDlet includes generating a menu of SVGZ files (D in 
Figure 25) and downloading, decompressing and rendering SVGZ files from bucketz (E in 
Figure 25). When launching the SVG MIDlet, the retrieval of an SVGZ file requires first the 
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generation of an SVGZ menu. Generating an SVGZ menu occurs only once for each instance 
of the SVG MIDlet. 
The efficiency of the SVG MIDlet is demonstrated by the performance and resource 
utilisation measures that are collected during the main functionality of the SVG MIDlet 
(Section 6.2.2.1). The effectiveness of the SVG MIDlet is indicated by means of inspection, 
which involves testing the compatibility of SVGZ content with the SVG MIDlet hosted on the 
feature phone environment (Section 6.2.2.2). 
6.2.2.1 Efficiency Evaluation 
Similarly to the conversion application, collecting performance and resource utilisation 
measures for the SVG MIDlet demonstrates the efficiency of the SVG MIDlet in terms of its 
functionality. 
Table 4: SVG MIDlet Performance Metrics 
Functionality Performance Metric Metric Description 
SVGZ menu generation 
 (D in Figure 25) 
Menu Generation Time 
(ms) 
The amount of time taken to 
generate a menu of the SVGZ files 
stored in bucketz 
SVGZ retrieval  
(E in Figure 25) 
SVGZ Retrieval Time 
(ms) 
The amount of time taken to 
retrieve a single SVGZ file from 
bucketz 
 
The performance of the SVG MIDlet is indicated by the amount of time taken to perform its 
functionality (Table 4). SVGZ menu generation time is mainly influenced by the latency 
involved with XML retrieval and the XML parse time required for parsing XML documents. 
SVGZ file retrieval time is mainly influenced by the latency involved with SVGZ file retrieval 
and decompression time. Latency, XML parse time and file decompression time have all been 
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discussed as performance measures (Iacob, Dekhtyar and Kaneko 2004, Lai and Nieh 2006, 
Saunders 2011). 
Resource utilisation is monitored on the main functionality of the SVG MIDlet. Resource 
utilisation metrics pertaining to heap memory usage and network usage (Table 5) 
demonstrates efficiency and the extent to which the feature phone environment is capable 
of hosting the SVG MIDlet. 
Table 5: SVG MIDlet Resource Utilisation Metrics 
Resource Utilisation Metric Metric Description 
Memory Usage The amount of heap memory used 
Network In The amount of downstream data read 
Network Out The amount of upstream data written 
 
The SVG MIDlet is evaluated using the Sun JavaTM Wireless Toolkit (WTK) platform emulator  
for CLDC devices (SunMicrosystems 2007). Menu Generation Time and SVGZ Retrieval Time 
are collected separately. SVGZ Menu Generation Time is collected for a number of various 
bucketz states. A bucketz state indicates the number of SVGZ files currently contained within 
bucketz. Menu Generation Time is collected for bucketz states of increasing numbers of SVGZ 
files. By plotting a frequency diagram of all SVGZ file sizes (Figure 26), SVGZ file sizes are 
categorised into small, medium and large file sizes. Small SVGZ files are those with sizes 
between 0 and 9999 bytes. Medium SVGZ files are those with sizes between 10000 and 
19999 bytes. Large SVGZ files are those with sizes greater than 20000 bytes. SVGZ files are 
selected from each SVGZ file size category and used for measuring SVGZ Retrieval Times. 
Both Menu Generation Time and SVGZ Retrieval Time are logged using the WTK platform 
emulator. Memory and network usage are monitored whilst collecting both Menu 
Generation Time and SVGZ Retrieval Time. The WTK platform emulator resource monitoring 
utility is used to monitor memory and network usage. 
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Figure 26: SVGZ File Size Frequencies 
Since both performance and resource utilisation measures captured are quantitative and the 
dependent variables used for measuring them are controlled, line graphs are plotted to 
indicate trends associated with the measures. Descriptive statistics are additionally 
computed for both performance and resource utilisation measures. 
Response time has been used to indicate the amount of time taken to retrieve resources 
over the Internet (Mulerikkal 2007). There are a number of proposed acceptable response 
times for resource retrieval (Nah 2004). The 10 second rule for acceptable user wait-times is 
used to determine the level of efficiency of the SVG MIDlet. More specifically, menu 
generation and SVGZ retrieval times are efficient for times less than 10 seconds. Memory 
usage for menu generation and SVGZ retrieval tasks is defined as being efficient for values 
falling below the heap memory specifications of feature phones (Section 2.3.1). Network 
usage is considered efficient for values that indicate insignificant financial costs involved with 
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SVGZ file retrieval. Since most of the surveyed learners use MXIT (Section 2.3.2), insignificant 
networks costs are those similar to the networks costs involved with sending MXIT messages. 
Since it is expected that each message sent using MXIT incurs a cost of less than 2 cents 
(Nitsak 2010), network costs incurred for SVGZ file retrieval are efficient for those costs less 
than 2 cents. 
6.2.2.2 Effectiveness Evaluation 
An inspection is conducted on the SVG MIDlet which involves testing the downloading, 
decompressing and rendering of SVGZ files with different types of content namely textual 
and graphical content. SVGZ files that are used for testing the effectiveness of the conversion 
application (Section 6.2.1.2) are selected for retrieval using the SVG MIDlet. 
The effectiveness of the SVG MIDlet is determined by the MIDlet’s ability to successfully 
download, decompress and render SVG content. Effectiveness is therefore indicated by the 
compatibility of SVGZ content with the feature phone environment. 
6.3 Evaluation of the Conversion Application 
The tasks involved with main functionality of the conversion application include the retrieval 
of PPT from bucketdoc, the conversion of PPT to SVGZ and the storing of SVGZ in bucketz. 
The conversion application is hosted on an Amazon EC2 platform environment (Section 6.3.1) 
and an experimental procedure is devised for collecting metrics pertaining to the efficiency 
and effectiveness of the conversion application (Section 6.3.2). The efficiency of the 
conversion application in terms of its main functionality is evaluated by means of 
performance (Section 6.3.3) and resource utilisation (Section 6.3.4) studies. Effectiveness is 
demonstrated by means of inspection of the resulting SVG content (Section 6.3.5). The 
efficiency and effectiveness of the conversion application is finally consolidated to provide a 
comprehensive evaluation matrix (Section 6.3.6). 
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6.3.1 Platform Environment 
The platform used for hosting the conversion application is an Amazon EC2 instance with the 
following virtualised resources (Amazon 2011b): 
 Processor: Intel Xeon E5430 @ 2.66 GHz and 2.96 GHz 
 Memory: 613 MB Random Access Memory (RAM) 
 Storage: 29.9 GB Local Disk Storage 
 System Type: 32-bit Operating System 
 Operating System: Microsoft Windows Server Datacenter Service Pack 2 
The Amazon EC2 instance type selected for hosting the conversion application is the Micro 
Instance type (t1.micro), and is the smallest instance template available from Amazon EC2. 
The smallest Amazon EC2 instance template is selected in order to demonstrate that minimal 
resources offered by Amazon EC2 infrastructure supports the functionality of the conversion 
application. Resource consumption graphs confirm whether or not the t1.micro instance 
template supports the conversion application (Section 6.3.4). 
6.3.2 Experimental Procedure 
A representative sample of PowerPoint (PPT) files is selected from GMMDU to evaluate the 
conversion application. The sample consists of 24 PPT files that are selected based on each 
PPT file’s predominant content type namely text, graphs, functions, geometry and pictures. 
The 24 selected PPT files have a total of 337 slides. PPT files are uploaded individually to 
bucketdoc and performance measures (Section 6.2.1.1) on the main functionality of the 
conversion application (Table 2) are logged. 
Resource utilisation is monitored by obtaining resource consumption graphs generated by 
Amazon CloudWatch (Amazon 2011a) during the functionality of the conversion application. 
Resource usage graphs are used to demonstrate trends and peaks associated with resource 
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utilisation. Because CPU and network consumption are indicated per minute, PPT files are 
uploaded every 2 minutes. The reason for uploading PPT files every second minute is the 
added latency involved with uploading PPT files from a local source. PPT files are uploaded 
every second minute in order to minimise inconsistencies involved with monitoring resource 
utilisation. The technological constraint involved with using Amazon CloudWatch for 
monitoring CPU utilisation is that there is no option to capture CPU utilisation every 2 
minutes. The CPU utilisation graph (Figure 27) therefore indicates a general CPU utilisation 
spike pattern over the entire duration of the testing process. This pattern is the result of 
uploading PPT files consistently every second minute. 
The mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum values are computed for all 
performance measures collected during the functionality of the conversion application. 
These descriptive statistics are used to determine whether the conversion application 
conforms to the benchmarks used for efficiency (Section 6.2.1.1). 
An inspection is finally conducted whereby 8 slides are selected from the PPT files used 
during performance and resource utilisation testing. Slides are selected based on 
predominant content types. Content types specifically observed are text, graphs, functions 
and geometry. Slides are also selected based on different font sizes. Each slide was compared 
to the corresponding SVG file resulting from conversion. Comparisons are made in order to 
determine the quality of the SVG files in terms of the readability of the different content 
types and font sizes. 
6.3.3 Performance Results 
Performance metrics are collected on the main functionality of the conversion application to 
determine its efficiency at PPT slide provision. Performance measures are particularly 
collected for PPT retrieval, PPT conversion and SVGZ storage (Section 5.3). For PPT retrieval, 
PPT GET Time is captured which indicates the amount of time taken to retrieve a single PPT 
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file from bucketdoc. Conversion Time, PPT File Space Savings and PPT Slide Space Savings are 
collected during PPT conversion. Conversion Time indicates the amount of time taken to 
convert a single PPT file to SVGZ files. PPT File Space Savings indicates the ratio between PPT 
file sizes, and the accumulated SVGZ file sizes associated with the PPT files. PPT Slide Space 
Savings indicates the ratio between individual PPT slide sizes and the corresponding SVGZ file 
sizes. SVGZ PUT Time, which indicates the amount time taken to store SVGZ files in bucketz, 
is collected for the task of storing SVGZ files.  
The sample size for all measures except PPT Slide Space Savings is 24. The sample size for PPT 
Slide Space Savings is 337 as the accumulated number of slides for all 24 PPT files tested was 
337. The time taken to retrieve PPT files is significantly less than 10 seconds which 
demonstrates efficiency in terms of PPT retrieval (Table 6). It is also evident that SVGZ PUT 
times are less than 10 seconds. Efficient retrieval times and SVGZ PUT times demonstrate 
acceptable in-cloud network performance between the Amazon EC2 instance hosting the 
conversion application and the Amazon S3 buckets. 
Table 6: Conversion Application Performance Results 
Functionality Measure n Mean 
Standard 
Deviation Min Max 
PPT retrieval 
PPT Retrieval Time 
(ms)  24 101 60 47 265 
PPT 
conversion 
Conversion Time 
(ms)  24 9389 4493 3497 19445 
PPT File Space 
Savings (%) 24 65% 10% 47% 87% 
PPT Slide Space 
Savings (%) 337 68 % 11% 37% 90% 
SVGZ 
storage 
SVGZ PUT Time 
(ms) 24 1020 781 234 3856 
 
The efficiency of PPT conversion is indicated by values pertaining to conversion time, PPT file 
space savings and PPT slide space savings. The central tendency of conversion times is less 
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than 10 seconds, which indicates efficiency (Section 6.2.1.1). Significant PPT file and slide 
space savings are achieved with a mean space saving being greater than 50%. Space savings 
are in fact as high as 87% for PPT files and 90% for individual slides (Table 6). Efficient 
conversion time and space savings indicate that the conversion application is efficient in 
terms of PPT conversion. 
6.3.4 Resource Utilisation Results 
The Amazon CloudWatch monitoring service (Section 4.3) is attached to the Amazon EC2 
instance hosting the conversion application. CloudWatch generates a number of resource 
consumption graphs for the tasks performed during conversion processes.  
 
Figure 27: Conversion Application CPU Utilisation 
Amazon CloudWatch particularly monitors the CPU and network resources used by the 
conversion application to retrieve, convert and store the 24 PPT files used during 
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performance testing (Section 6.3.3). CPU Utilisation indicates the average percentage of CPU 
power used per minute. Network In and Out respectively indicates the maximum amount of 
data transferred downstream and upstream per minute. 
By observation of the CPU utilisation graph generated by Amazon CloudWatch (Figure 27), it 
is evident that the CPU utilisation is consistent throughout the tasks performed by the 
conversion application. It is evident that most conversion tasks made use of 100% of CPU 
resources available on the instance. The 100% CPU utilisation during conversion tasks is 
attributed to the nature in which t1.micro instances provide computation resources. Micro 
instances provide short bursts of CPU resources which is well suited for tasks that occur 
briefly and periodically rather than constantly (Amazon 2011f). This nature of CPU utilisation 
is appropriate for the conversion application as the conversion application only performs a 
conversion task after a user uploads a PPT file to bucketdoc (Section 5.2.3). 
 
Figure 28: Conversion Application Network Usage (Data Read) 
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Figure 29: Conversion Application Network Usage (Data Written) 
By comparison of the bytes transferred downstream and upstream (Figures 28 and 29 
respectively), it is evident that the conversion application requires less data to be sent 
upstream than downstream. This result is expected as PPT files are larger than the 
accumulated SVGZ file sizes after conversion (Section 6.3.3). Network utilisation spikes 
evident in downstream and upstream do not necessarily produce the same patterns. 
6.3.5 Equivalence Study 
An inspection is conducted to determine the quality and readability of the SVG content 
resulting from the conversion of PPT to SVGZ. The perceived quality and hence readability of 
the SVG content indicates the level of effectiveness the conversion application provides 
when converting PPT slides to SVG files. 
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The slides containing the most bitmap content are the title slides (Figure 30a). It is evident 
that the corresponding SVG file does not effectively represent the original slide. The 
ineffective representation is due to the loss of picture quality resulting from bitmap tracing 
during conversion (Section 5.3). 
Slides containing simple text (Figures 30b and 31a) are effectively converted to SVG as the 
text contained in the corresponding SVG files are just about as readable as the original slides. 
It is also evident that bold text and text with larger font sizes (Figure 31a) is provided with 
more clarity in the SVG files. Slides containing text represented as formulae are effectively 
converted to SVG with regards to readability (Figure 30c). Readability is compromised for text 
containing superscripts and subscripts, as they are not clearly visible in the SVG files (Figure 
30d). This compromise in readability is attributed to the bitmap tracing that occurs during 
the conversion of PPT slides to SVG files. 
Slides containing graphical content in the form of graphs, such as bar graphs, are effectively 
converted to SVG as both the graphs and the text describing the graphs are readable (Figure 
31b). Graphical content in the form of functions (Figure 31c) are effectively converted as the 
function drawings, Cartesian planes, intercepts and points on the functions are visible. The 
tables and text associated with function drawings are also perceivably readable. In some 
cases, certain characters are not effectively converted such as the case with Figure 31c, 
where the character “□” is converted to an “i”. Graphical content in the form of geometry is 
effectively converted (Figure 31d) as line drawings, labels of points and edges are clearly 
visible. The text describing the drawings is also clearly visible having mathematical symbols 
such as “θ” preserved. 
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Original Slide Converted Slide
a) Bitmap content
d) Textual content (including superscripts and subscripts)
c) Textual content (formulae)
b) Textual content (smaller font)
 
Figure 30: PPT Slides Compared to SVG Files (Picture and Textual Content) 
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Original Slide Converted Slide
a) Textual content (larger font)
d) Graphical content (geometry)
c) Graphical content (functions)
b) Graphical content (graphs)
 
Figure 31: PPT Slides Compared to SVG Files (Textual and Graph, Function and Geometry Content) 
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Table 7: Synopsis of Slide Conversion Limitations 
Content type Limitations 
Picture 
 Complex pictures such as those evident in title slides are 
ineffectively converted 
Textual 
 Small font sizes such as superscripts and subscripts are 
ineffectively converted 
 Font sizes may be changed during conversion 
 Some characters may be changed during conversion 
Graphical 
 Loss of colour in the SVG files 
 Fine lines and shadings are not readable in the SVG files 
 
The clarity and readability of the SVG content is overall satisfactory. There are, however, a 
number of general limitations evident when comparing slide content to SVG content (Table 
7). The first and most obvious issue is the loss of colour. The second is the loss of small detail 
that is particularly evident with thin lines and small characters (Figures 30d and 31c). The loss 
of detail also occurs when lightly coloured lines (Figure 30d) are used in the original slides. It 
is also evident that some of the font sizes are changed (Figures 31c and 31d). Background 
shadings (Figure 31b) seem to be lost during the conversion of slide content to SVG content. 
6.3.6 Conversion Application Evaluation Summary 
The efficiency of the conversion application in terms of its functionality is determined by 
performance (Section 6.3.3) and resource utilisation measures (Section 6.3.4). Performance is 
concerned with the times taken to retrieve PPT files from bucketdoc, convert PPT files to 
SVGZ files, and store the resulting SVGZ files in bucketz. The amount of space saved from 
converting PPT to SVGZ was additionally included as a performance measure as the SVGZ 
files are ultimately retrieved from the feature phone environment. The effectiveness of the 
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conversion application is indicated by the resulting SVG files that effectively represent the 
mathematical content from the original slides. 
Table 8: Conversion Application Efficiency and Effectiveness 
 Metric Threshold Measure  
Efficiency 
PPT Retrieval Time < 10 seconds 0.1 seconds   
Conversion Time < 10 seconds 9.4 seconds   
PPT Space Savings  > 50% 65% and 68%   
SVGZ PUT Time < 10 seconds 1 second   
Cloud hosts conversion application    
Effectiveness Readability    
 
PPT Retrieval Time and SVGZ PUT Time (Table 8) are concluded as efficient as both measures 
fell significantly below 10 seconds. PPT Retrieval and SVGZ PUT times demonstrate 
acceptable network performance in terms of the data transmission rate between the 
Amazon EC2 instance and Amazon S3 buckets. A mean conversion time of 9.4 seconds 
indicates the efficiency of conversion. PPT files and individual slides are significantly reduced 
in size when converted to SVGZ. Efficient space savings is demonstrated by space savings 
measures of greater than 50% (Section 6.2.1.1). 
Both CPU (Figure 27) and Network utilisation (Figures 28 and Figure 29) demonstrates that 
the Amazon EC2 instance provides the resources needed to host the conversion application. 
It is in fact demonstrated that the smallest possible Amazon EC2 instance template, namely 
the t1.micro instance, provided the resources necessary to host the conversion application 
for PPT slide provision. Amazon S3 provided the storage services necessary to store both PPT 
files and SVGZ files. 
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The effectiveness of the conversion application in terms of the quality of the SVG files 
resulting from conversion is favourable for text, graphs, functions and geometry. The major 
limited factors are colour, small font sizes, shadings, pictures and any fine lines. Limitations 
related to small fonts and fine lines may be rectified by standardising acceptable fonts for 
slides that are to be converted using the conversion application. Limitations related to 
shadings and colour produce a larger problem in that slides that require colour and shadings, 
such as for the demonstration of 3 dimensional plans, are not suitable for conversion using 
the current conversion technique of the conversion application (Section 5.3). Pictures 
contained within slides produces a similar problem, and are not viable for provision to 
feature phones by use of the conversion application. 
6.4 Evaluation of the SVG MIDlet 
The main functionality of the SVG MIDlet includes the generation of a menu of SVGZ files, 
and the downloading, decompressing and rendering of SVGZ files from bucketz. For testing 
purposes, the SVG MIDlet is hosted on a CLDC/MIDP platform emulator (Section 6.4.1). An 
experimental procedure is devised for collecting efficiency and effectiveness measures on 
the SVG MIDlet (Section 6.4.2). The efficiency of the SVG MIDlet in terms of its main 
functionality is evaluated by means of performance and resource utilisation measures 
(Section 6.4.3). Effectiveness is demonstrated by means of inspection, which involves testing 
the compatibility of SVGZ files with the feature phone environment (Section 6.4.4). The 
efficiency and effectiveness of the SVG MIDlet is finally summarised by consolidating all 
findings in an evaluation matrix (Section 6.4.5). 
6.4.1 Platform Environment 
The platform used to monitor performance and resource utilisation of the SVG MIDlet is the 
Sun JavaTM Wireless Toolkit 2.5.2 for CLDC (SunMicrosystems 2007). This platform emulator 
targets CLDC/MIDP devices such as feature phones. The SVG API 1.0 (JSR 226) is enabled on 
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the platform emulator to support the rendering of SVG documents. Network throughput 
emulation is enabled at 33600 bits/sec. Network emulation is enabled in order to emulate 
the restricted network capacities evident in feature phones. 
6.4.2 Experimental Procedure 
A representative sample of 24 PPT files is selected from GMMDU to test the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the conversion application (Section 6.3.2). These 24 PPT files contained a 
total of 337 slides which are converted to 337 SVGZ files and stored in bucketz. 
The tasks involved with the functionality of the SVG MIDlet are evaluated separately. SVGZ 
menu generation is evaluated by collecting performance and resource utilisation measures 
for various different bucketz states. A bucketz state indicates the number of SVGZ files 
contained in bucketz. For convenience, 14 different bucketz states of increasing numbers of 
SVGZ files are used to collect performance and resource utilisation measures (Section 
6.2.2.1). The performance and resource utilisation associated with SVGZ retrieval is 
evaluated for 3 different SVGZ file size categories namely small, medium and large (Section 
6.2.2.1). 10 SVGZ files are selected from each file size category and tested for retrieval by the 
SVG MIDlet. A total of 30 SVGZ files are therefore tested for retrieval.  
All performance measures are collected and logged on the WTK console output. Resource 
utilisation is monitored for tasks performed by the SVG MIDlet, and is collected by use of the 
WTK resource monitoring utility. 
The mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum values are computed for all 
performance and resource utilisation measures collected during the functionality of the SVG 
MIDlet. Since performance and resource utilisation measures are collected by controlling the 
independent variables, line graphs are additionally generated to indicate any trends 
associated with performance and resource utilisation measures. The cheapest MTN GPRS 
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data bundle (MTN 2011) is used to demonstrate network costs incurred by the SVG MIDlet. 
More specifically, network costs are demonstrated at R1 per megabyte (MB).  
An inspection is finally conducted that involves testing the compatibility of the SVGZ content 
produced by the conversion application on the SVG MIDlet. For demonstrative purposes, a 
representative sample of 3 SVG files is tested for compatibility with the SVG MIDlet running 
on the WTK platform emulator. SVG files are selected based on predominant content types 
such as textual and graphical content. Compatibility is indicated by SVG MIDlet’s ability to 
successfully download, decompress and render SVGZ files. 
6.4.3 Performance and Resource Utilisation Results 
The main functionality of the SVG MIDlet is the generation of an SVGZ menu and the retrieval 
of SVGZ files. For menu generation, Menu Generation Time and Memory Usage are collected 
and analysed. Menu Generation Time indicates the amount of time taken to generate a 
menu of SVGZ files, and Memory Usage indicates the amount of heap memory used. SVGZ 
Retrieval Time, Memory Usage and Network Usage are collected during SVGZ retrieval. SVGZ 
Retrieval Time refers to the amount of time taken to download, decompress and render an 
SVGZ file. Network Usage indicates the number of bytes sent downstream and upstream 
during SVGZ retrieval. 
The sample size for Menu Generation Time and Memory Usage associated with menu 
generation is 14. More specifically, 14 bucketz states of increasing numbers of SVGZ files are 
tested for SVGZ Menu Generation Time (Section 6.4.2). The sample size for SVGZ Retrieval 
Time, Memory Usage associated with SVGZ retrieval, and Network usage associated with 
SVGZ retrieval is 30 (Section 6.4.2). The difference in sample size for evaluating SVGZ menu 
generation and SVGZ retrieval is attributed to the separate processes involved with 
evaluating menu generation and SVGZ retrieval. 
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Table 9: SVG MIDlet Performance and Resource Utilisation Results 
Functionality Measure n Mean 
Standard 
Deviation Min Max 
SVGZ Menu 
Generation 
Menu Generation 
Time (ms) 14 13957 7085 2851 24964 
Memory Usage 
(bytes) 14 338150 148858 116444 570792 
SVGZ 
Retrieval 
SVGZ Retrieval 
Time (ms) 30 5195 1674 2902 7916 
Memory Usage 
(bytes) 30 1073628 354805 628648 1606568 
Network In (bytes) 30 15724 6837 7360 27815 
 
The amount of time taken to generate a menu of SVGZ files is on average 14 seconds, which 
is greater than 10 seconds (Table 9). The mean of conversion times, although perceived as 
inefficient, is influenced by the nature in which menu generation is tested. Menu generation 
times are tested for increasing SVGZ file counts to a saturation point of 337 SVGZ files. 
Efficient menu generation is achieved for SVGZ file counts less than approximately 93 SVGZ 
files (Figure 32). Since the average PPT file representing a single mathematics topic consists 
of an average of 14 SVGZ files, a menu of approximately 6 PPT files may be generated in 10 
seconds or less. 
The amount of heap memory used during the generation of SVGZ menus is between 116 
Kilobytes (KB) and 571KB (Table 9). According to the specification table indicating the feature 
phone capabilities of surveyed learners (Section 2.3.1), memory usage associated with menu 
generation indicates that 100% of learner feature phones that are Java enabled support 
menu generation. The positive linear relationship between memory usage and SVGZ file 
count provides further motivation for restricting the number of SVGZ files in bucketz (Figure 
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33). By allowing no more than 93 SVGZ files to be stored in bucketz at any given time implies 
that the memory usage associated with menu generation is restricted to approximately 
250KB. 
Threshold
 
Figure 32: SVG MIDlet Menu Generation Time against SVGZ File Count 
Threshold
 
Figure 33: SVG MIDlet Memory Usage against SVGZ File Count 
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The amount of time taken to retrieve SVGZ files is, on average 5 seconds, which is less than 
10 seconds. SVGZ retrieval is therefore efficient in terms of SVGZ retrieval time (Section 
6.2.2.1). It is in fact evident that all the SVGZ files tested took less than 10 seconds to 
retrieve. This implies that small, medium and large SVGZ files are efficiently retrieved in 
terms of retrieval time.  
The relationship between SVGZ retrieval time and SVGZ size demonstrates a positively linear 
trend (Figure 34). SVGZ retrieval time is significantly lower than 10 seconds for SVGZ files 
with small and medium sizes.  
Small SVGZ files Medium SVGZ files Large SVGZ files
 
Figure 34: SVG MIDlet SVGZ Retrieval Time against SVGZ Size 
The average amount of memory used during SVGZ retrieval is 1 Megabyte (Table 9). The 
average memory usage associated with SVGZ retrieval indicates that that approximately 50% 
of the feature phones used by the surveyed learners support SVGZ retrieval (Section 2.3.1). 
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The SVG MIDlet is more efficient for SVGZ file sizes of less than approximately 12KB (Figure 
35). Restricting SVGZ file sizes to 12KB results in approximately 900KB of memory used for 
SVGZ file retrieval. According to the mobile phone usage survey (Section 2.3.1), it is evident 
that more than 80% of Java enabled feature phones have sufficient heap memory to support 
the retrieval of SVGZ files that are 12KB or less. 
 
Figure 35: SVG MIDlet Memory Usage against SVGZ Size 
The average number of downstream data transferred during PPT retrieval is 16KB (Table 9). 
The smallest amount of downstream data transferred is approximately 7KB and the 
maximum is approximately 28KB. These values demonstrate that the SVG MIDlet would incur 
an average cost of less than 2 cents per SVGZ file. An average network cost of less than 2 
cents per SVGZ file indicates insignificant network costs (Section 6.2.2.1), which 
demonstrates efficiency in terms of network usage. 
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The WTK platform emulator resource monitoring utility indicates that 0 bytes are transferred 
upstream per HTTP GET request. This value is negligible since only GET requests are sent to 
Amazon S3. 
6.4.4 SVGZ Compatibility 
One of the main tasks of the SVGZ MIDlet is the retrieval of SVGZ files. For the purpose of PPT 
slide content retrieval, the level of effectiveness of the SVG MIDlet is determined by the 
MIDlet’s ability to successfully download, decompress and render SVGZ files from bucketz. 
Three SVG files are selected based on different types of content. A slide containing textual 
content, textual content in the form of formulae and graphical content in the form of 
functions are selected for demonstrative purposes. All three SVG files are tested on the SVG 
MIDlet hosted on the WTK CLDC platform emulator.  
All of the selected SVGZ files are successfully downloaded, decompressed and rendered on 
the SVG MIDlet (Figure 36). It is evident that SVG files that are zoomed out are difficult to 
read due to the small screen sizes of mobile phones. SVG files are zoomed in to improve the 
readability of SVG content (Figure 37). It is evident that textual content, formulae content 
and graphical content are readable when zoomed in (Figures 37a, 37b and 37c). Owing to the 
screen size limitations evident on mobile phones, scrolling is required to read all content 
contained in SVG files that are zoomed in. 
Since the SVG MIDlet supports the downloading, decompressing and rendering of SVGZ files, 
the SVG MIDlet is effective at retrieving PPT slide content in the form SVGZ files. 
Effectiveness of the SVG MIDlet is further supported by accommodating for poor readability 
by providing zooming and scrolling functionality. 
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Figure 36: Zoomed Out SVG Files Rendered on WTK CLDC Platform Emulator 
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Figure 37: Zoomed In SVG Files Rendered on WTK CLDC Platform Emulator 
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6.4.5 SVG MIDlet Evaluation Summary 
The efficiency of the SVG MIDlet in terms of its functionality is determined by performance 
and resource utilisation measures. Performance is concerned with times taken to generate a 
menu of SVGZ files and retrieve SVGZ files. Resource utilisation is concerned with memory 
usage associated with SVGZ menu generation and SVGZ retrieval, and network usage 
associated with SVGZ retrieval. The effectiveness of the SVG MIDlet is determined by its 
ability to successfully download, decompress and render SVGZ files. 
Table 10: SVG MIDlet Efficiency and Effectiveness 
 Metric Threshold Measure  
Efficiency 
Menu Generation 
Time 
< 10 seconds < 10 seconds for 93 SVGZ 
files or less  
 
Menu Generation 
Memory Usage 
feature phone 
support 
338KB  
 
SVGZ Retrieval 
Time 
< 10 seconds 
5 seconds  
 
SVGZ Retrieval 
Memory Usage 
feature phone 
support 
80% feature phone support 
for sizes 12KB or less  
 
SVGZ Retrieval 
Network Usage  
< 2 cents 
< 2 cents per SVGZ file  
 
Effectiveness SVGZ Compatibility    
 
Menu Generation Time is less than 10 seconds and therefore efficient for SVGZ file counts of 
93 SVGZ files or less (Table 10). The memory usage associated with menu generation is 
efficient as all feature phones from the preliminary survey (Section 2.3.1) would provide 
sufficient heap memory to support menu generation. SVGZ retrieval times for all SVGZ files 
are below 10 seconds which indicates efficiency in terms of SVGZ retrieval. The average 
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memory usage associated with SVGZ retrieval, however, is only supported by approximately 
50% of the surveyed feature phones (Section 2.3.1). More than 80% of the surveyed learner 
feature phones would provide sufficient memory for retrieval of SVGZ files that are 12 
kilobytes (KB) or less. The network usage associated with SVGZ retrieval demonstrates that 
insignificant costs would be incurred for SVGZ file retrieval. It is therefore evident that 
efficiency was achieved in terms of network usage. 
The SVG MIDlet hosted on the WTK platform emulator for CLDC devices indicates that SVGZ 
files are successfully downloaded, decompressed, and rendered. Zooming and scrolling 
functionality improves the readability of the SVG content on the small screen sizes evident on 
feature phones. The SVG MIDlet therefore provides effective retrieval of PPT slide content in 
the form of SVGZ files.  
6.5 Conclusion 
The objective of this chapter was to evaluate the application of AC3P. The application of 
AC3P consists of the conversion application and SVG MIDlet, which were both developed to 
facilitate the provision of mathematics in the form of PPT slides to feature phones. The 
conversion application and SVG MIDlet were evaluated for efficiency and effectiveness. 
Efficiency was determined by conducting performance and resource utilisation studies, and 
effectiveness was indicated by means of inspection. The evaluation of the conversion 
application and SVG MIDlet addresses research question R5: How efficient and effective is the 
application of the architecture at providing mathematics in the form of PPT slides to feature 
phones? 
Evaluating the conversion application yielded performance and resource utilisation results 
that indicate efficient provision of PPT slide content. Efficiency is confirmed by significantly 
small times required to transfer files between the Amazon S3 buckets and the Amazon EC2 
instance hosting the conversion application. Sufficiently small conversion times and 
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significant space savings achieved from converting PPT files to SVGZ files indicate efficiency 
of PPT conversion. Resource utilisation graphs pertaining to CPU and network usage indicate 
that the smallest Amazon EC2 instance template supports the conversion application. 
An inspection involving the comparison of SVG files with original slide content indicates 
effective conversion of PPT slides to PPT files. SVG files are particularly effective 
representations of slides not requiring colour, shadings, fine lines, small font sizes and 
pictures. SVG files effectively represent text, graphs, functions and geometry. 
The SVG MIDlet is efficient in terms of the times taken for SVGZ menu generation and SVGZ 
retrieval. SVGZ menu generation time, however, is only efficient for SVGZ file counts of less 
than 93 SVGZ files. Memory usage associated with SVGZ menu generation is efficient for all 
bucketz states tested. The memory used for SVGZ retrieval is efficient for SVGZ file sizes 
equal to or below approximately 12KB. Restrictions on slide content are suggested to 
decrease SVGZ file sizes and hence improve SVG MIDlet efficiency in terms of memory usage. 
The network usage of the SVG MIDlet is efficient due to the significantly small average cost of 
less than 2 cents involved with the retrieval of an SVGZ file. 
An inspection was conducted on the SVG MIDlet which involved testing the compatibility of 
SVGZ content produced by the conversion application. The SVG MIDlet is successful at 
downloading, decompressing and rendering SVGZ files representing various types of content. 
Readability of SVG content is accommodated for by zooming and scrolling functionality. The 
effectiveness of the SVG MIDlet in terms of SVGZ compatibility is therefore confirmed. 
The results of the evaluation strategy for the conversion application and SVG MIDlet indicate 
that Cloud Computing may indeed be used to facilitate efficient and effective provision of 
mathematics in the form of PPT slides to feature phones. Chapter 7 concludes this study by 
summarising its contributions, achievements, limitations and future research. 
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Chapter  7 Conclusions and Future Work 
7.1 Introduction 
South Africa, particularly the Eastern Cape region of South Africa, is experiencing a crisis in 
the education of Science and Mathematics (Section 1.1). The Govan Mbeki Mathematics 
Development Unit (GMMDU) attempts to address the mathematics shortages in the Eastern 
Cape region by the provision of additional mathematics resources in the form of PowerPoint 
(PPT) slides (Section 1.2). It was discovered that learners participating in the GMMDU 
mathematics workshops possess low-end mobile phones (Section 2.3). The feature phones of 
these learners, although constrained in terms of device resources, may provide a means for 
on demand access of the mathematics resources provided by GMMDU. The capabilities of 
the feature phones used by the learners demonstrate potential for the use of distributed 
computing to facilitate the retrieval of mathematics in the form of PPT slides (Section 1.1). 
There are a number of distributed computing architectures and paradigms that provide 
potential benefits to the mobile environment (Section 3.5). Cloud Computing is a distributed 
computing architecture that may particularly benefit the resource constrained mobile 
environment by the provision of off-device resources (Section 3.5.4). 
The aim of this dissertation was the design of an architecture using Cloud Computing to 
facilitate the provision of mathematics in the form of PPT slides to feature phones. An 
Architecture using Cloud Computing for Content Provision (AC3P) was designed using 
knowledge gained on the mobile phones of learners (Section 2.3), and knowledge gained on 
distributed computing architectures (Section 3.4). AC3P was designed by making use of a 
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number of Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) architectural considerations (Section 4.4). A proof 
of concept was achieved by the application of AC3P (Section 5.2). The application of AC3P 
consisted of the development of the conversion application and SVG MIDlet that provided 
functionality for PPT slide provision. The conversion application and SVG MIDlet were 
subsequently evaluated in order to determine the efficiency and effectiveness of 
mathematics provision in the form of PPT slides (Section 6.2). 
The objective of this chapter is to highlight the achievement of the research objectives 
pertaining to the thesis statement (Section 1.5): An architecture making use of Cloud 
Computing can be designed to facilitate the provision of mathematics in the form of 
PowerPoint (PPT) slides to feature phones. The theoretical and practical contributions of this 
research are clarified (Section 7.2) followed by the benefits (Section 7.3), limitations (Section 
7.4) and potential future work (Section 7.5). 
7.2 Research Contributions 
The research objectives that guide the confirmation of the thesis statement (Section 1.5) 
were: 
O1. To confirm the capabilities of mobile phones used by learners participating in the 
GMMDU mathematics workshops. 
O2. To gain a comprehensive understanding of distributing computing architectures and 
their potential benefit to the mobile environment. 
O3. To determine how an architecture making use of Cloud Computing may be designed 
to facilitate the provision of content to feature phones. 
O4. To determine how the architecture may be applied for the provision of PPT slides to 
feature phones. 
O5. To determine the efficiency and effectiveness of the application of the architecture 
at providing mathematics in the form of PPT slides to feature phones. 
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Research questions were devised based on the research objectives. These research questions 
were addressed by the chapters of this dissertation (Table 11). 
Table 11: Research Questions and Associated Chapters 
 Research question Chapter 
R1 What are the capabilities of mobile phones used by learners 
participating in the GMMDU mathematics workshops? 
 
Chapter 2 
R2 What is distributed computing and what potential benefit does it 
provide to the mobile environment? 
 
Chapter 3 
R3 How can Cloud Computing be used for the design of an 
architecture that facilitates the provision of content to feature 
phones? 
 
Chapter 4 
R4 How can the architecture design be applied to facilitate the 
provision of PPT slides to feature phones? 
 
Chapter 5 
R5 How efficient and effective is the application of the architecture at 
providing mathematics in the form of PPT slides to feature 
phones? 
 
Chapter 6 
 
By addressing the research questions, the corresponding research objectives were achieved. 
The achievement of all research objectives had confirmed the thesis statement. The 
methodology involved with addressing the research questions had provided a number of 
theoretical (Section 7.2.1) and practical contributions (Section 7.2.2). 
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7.2.1 Theoretical Contributions 
The theoretical contributions of this research were achieved by the design of an Architecture 
using Cloud Computing for Content Provision (Section 7.2.1.1) and the formulation of an 
evaluation strategy to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the application of AC3P for 
PPT slide provision to feature phones (Section 7.2.1.2). 
7.2.1.1 An Architecture using Cloud Computing for Content Provision (AC3P) 
Research question addressed: R3 - How can Cloud Computing be used for the design of an 
architecture that facilitates the provision of content to feature phones? 
The capabilities of the learner mobile phones, although limited, indicated the potential for 
hosting Java applications (MIDlets) that connect to the Internet (Section 2.3). Insight gained 
on distributed computing (Section 3.4) and its potential benefit to the mobile environment 
(Section 3.5) demonstrated the potential use of service-oriented distributed computing for 
the mobile environment. Cloud Computing may particularly provide off-device resources to 
resource constrained mobile phones in order to support functionality that would otherwise 
not be supported by the mobile phones (Section 3.5.4). 
Given the capabilities of feature phones (Section 2.2) and the potential of Cloud Computing 
for the mobile environment (Section 3.5.4), an Architecture using Cloud Computing for 
Content Provision (AC3P) was proposed for content provision to feature phones (Section 4.4). 
AC3P (Figure 38) employs a number of architectural considerations obtained from existing 
work in Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) and Mobile SOA (Section 4.2). A three-tier 
architecture for mobile phones was adapted by exclusion of a middle-tier responsible for 
business logic (Section 4.4.3). A two-tier architecture is therefore used between Amazon S3 
and feature phones, having Amazon EC2 seamlessly handle processes required for content 
provision. A common theme in MCC is the extension of device resources to the cloud 
(Section 3.5.4). In AC3P, off-device resources are provided by facilitating content storage in 
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Amazon S3 and content processing in Amazon EC2 (Section 4.4). Amazon EC2 and S3 
therefore provide computation and storage resources required for the provision of content 
to feature phones. An additional architectural consideration is the use of HTTP REST as a 
communication layer between mobile phones and the cloud (Section 4.2.3). The use of REST 
is said to be well suited for the resource constrained mobile environment due to server and 
client agreement on protocols for invocation and response. 
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Figure 38: Content Provision Architecture (AC3P) 
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The cloud component of AC3P is responsible for facilitating the storage and processing of 
content (Figure 38). AC3P provides services at two different layers in the Cloud Computing 
stack namely Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) and Platform as a Service (PaaS). Amazon EC2 
provides computational services at the IaaS layer and Amazon S3 provides storage services at 
the PaaS layer. Original content is uploaded to an Amazon S3 bucket. An Amazon EC2 
instance automatically retrieves the original content, processes the content, and stores the 
resulting content in additional Amazon S3 bucket that is dedicated for storing processed 
content. The bucket storing processed contented is available to feature phones that host a 
MIDlet responsible for the retrieval of processed content. Communication between the 
MIDlet and the Amazon S3 bucket occurs via HTTP REST. 
7.2.1.2 Evaluation Strategy 
Research question addressed: R5 - How efficient and effective is the application of the 
architecture at providing mathematics in the form of PPT slides to feature phones? 
In order to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the application of AC3P (Section 
7.2.2.2), it was necessary to devise an evaluation strategy (Section 6.2). Since the application 
of AC3P consisted of the development of the conversion application (Section 5.3) and SVG 
MIDlet (Section 5.4) that are respectively hosted on the cloud and feature phone 
environments of AC3P, the evaluation strategy was split into evaluating the conversion 
application and SVG MIDlet. 
Testing the efficiency of the conversion application (Section 6.2.1.1) and SVG MIDlet (Section 
6.2.2.1) involved collecting performance and resource utilisation measures on their 
respective functionality. Performance measures for the conversion application included the 
times taken to perform functionality as well as space savings achieved from content 
conversion. Resource utilisation measures for the conversion application included Amazon 
EC2 instance CPU and network utilisation. Performance measures pertaining to SVG MIDlet 
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functionality included the times taken to perform tasks. Resource utilisation measures for the 
SVG MIDlet included memory usage and network usage.  
Table 12: Efficiency Guidelines 
Application 
component Metric category Guideline 
Conversion 
application 
Performance 
Task times < 10 seconds 
Space savings > 50% 
Resource utilisation 
CPU usage Supported by EC2 
Network usage Supported by EC2 
SVG MIDlet 
Performance Task times < 10 seconds 
Resource utilisation 
Memory usage < Heap memory 
specifications 
Network usage Insignificant financial 
costs (< 2 cents) 
 
In order to confirm the efficiency of the conversion application and SVG MIDlet, a number of 
efficiency guidelines were used (Table 12). A 10 second rule was used to confirm the 
efficiency of task times. Space savings were efficient for values greater than 50%. CPU and 
network utilisation of the conversion application was efficient provided that Amazon EC2 
supported functionality for PPT slide provision. Memory used by the SVG MIDlet was efficient 
provided that the feature phones of surveyed learners (Section 2.3.1) support such memory 
usage. Network usage was efficient for insignificant financial costs involved with retrieving 
SVGZ files. 
In order to test for the effectiveness of the conversion application and SVG MIDlet, 
inspections were conducted which involved testing the quality of the converted content 
produced by the conversion application, and the compatibility of converted content with the 
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SVG MIDlet. For the purpose of PPT slide provision to feature phones, PPT slides with various 
types of content were compared to the corresponding SVG files. The SVG MIDlet’s ability to 
download, decompress and render SVGZ content was additionally inspected to determine 
effective PPT slide provision. 
7.2.2 Practical Contributions 
Practical contributions of this research involved a preliminary mobile phone usage survey 
(Section 7.2.2.1), the application of AC3P (Section 7.2.2.3) and its evaluation (Section 7.2.2.4). 
7.2.2.1 Preliminary Mobile Phone Usage Survey 
Research question addressed: R1 - What are the capabilities of mobile phones used by 
learners participating in the GMMDU mathematics workshops? 
A preliminary survey was conducted to collect information pertaining to the prominence of 
feature phones amongst learners participating in the GMMDU mathematics workshops 
(Section 2.3). Additional information was collected on the mobile phone usage behaviour of 
learners (Section 2.3.2) and their potential acceptance of having mathematics on their 
phones (Section 2.3.3). 
Results indicated that learners predominantly make use of feature phones that are capable 
of Internet connectivity via GPRS and EDGE (Section 2.3.1). Feature phones are also typically 
capable of hosting Java applications and transmitting data via Bluetooth. The battery life, 
internal storage memory and heap memory of the feature phones are considered limited 
when compared to devices such as smartphones. 
The usage behaviour of learners indicated their familiarity and frequent use of the Internet 
for Web browsing, MXIT and downloading of music (Section 2.3.2). Usage behaviour also 
indicated that most of the surveyed learners make use of Bluetooth. 
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The majority of surveyed learners favoured the idea of having mathematics on their mobile 
phones (Section 2.3.3). Learners that favoured the idea of mathematics indicated that 
mathematics on their mobile phones would benefit them due to on demand access of 
mathematics. Learners that did not favour the idea of mathematics indicated that 
mathematics on mobiles phones would be unfeasible, and that mathematics is better 
understood when explained verbally. 
7.2.2.2 Application of AC3P 
Research question addressed: R4 - How can the architecture design be applied to facilitate 
the provision of PPT slides to feature phones? 
As a proof-of-concept, AC3P (Section 4.4) was applied by the development of two 
applications namely the conversion application (Section 5.3) and the SVG MIDlet (Section 
5.4). The conversion application and SVG MIDlet were developed to facilitate the provision of 
mathematics in the form of PowerPoint (PPT) slides to feature phones. 
Since PPT slides are not suitable for feature phones (Section 5.2.1), it is necessary to convert 
the PPT slides to a format compatible for feature phones. Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) was 
proposed as the converted content due to its compatibility with many feature phones, and 
the numerous benefits it provides (Section 5.2.2). Evidence of improved network costs 
associated with the transportation of compressed SVG (SVGZ) motivated the use of SVGZ as 
the content format to be provided to feature phones. 
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Figure 39: Application of AC3P 
The conversion application is hosted on an Amazon EC2 instance and facilitates functionality 
for the conversion of PPT to SVGZ (Figure 39). The conversion application is particularly 
responsible for the retrieval of PPT from bucketdoc, conversion of PPT to SVGZ, and the 
storing of SVGZ in bucketz. The SVG MIDlet is hosted on the feature phone environment and 
provides functionality for the retrieval of SVGZ content. In order to retrieve SVGZ content, 
the SVG MIDlet generates a menu of SVGZ files and provides functionality for downloading, 
decompressing and rendering SVGZ content. 
7.2.2.3 Evaluation of the Application of AC3P 
Research question addressed: R5 - How efficient and effective is the application of the 
architecture at providing mathematics in the form of PPT slides to feature phones? 
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The main objective of this research was to determine whether an architecture making use of 
Cloud Computing can facilitate the provision of mathematics in the form of PPT slides to 
feature phones. An architecture design (AC3P) and application thereof demonstrated that 
Cloud Computing may indeed be used to facilitate PPT slide provision. The feasibility of PPT 
slide provision was demonstrated by the evaluation of the application of AC3P. More 
specifically, the feasibility of PPT slide provision to feature phones was demonstrated by 
evaluating the efficiency and effectiveness of the conversion application and SVG MIDlet. 
The evaluation strategy that was devised for the evaluation of the conversion application and 
SVG MIDlet (Section 6.2) was applied by collecting performance and resource utilisation 
measures to indicate the efficiency of the conversion application (Section 6.3) and the SVG 
MIDlet (Section 6.4). Inspections were conducted on the conversion application and SVG 
MIDlet to indicate effectiveness in terms of SVG quality and SVGZ compatibility. 
Conversion application evaluation 
The efficiency of the conversion application was determined by the times taken to retrieve 
PPT files from bucketdoc, convert PPT files to SVGZ files and store the resulting SVGZ files in 
bucketz. The amount of space saved by converting PPT slides to SVGZ files was additionally 
collected as a performance measure. CPU and network usage were monitored in order to 
indicate Amazon EC2’s ability to host the conversion application. An inspection was 
conducted to determine the effectiveness of the conversion application in terms of SVG 
quality produced. SVG quality was determined by comparing SVG files to the corresponding 
PPT slides. 
Results pertaining to time and space saving measures indicated that the conversion 
application was efficient at providing PPT slides. CPU and network usage indicated that the 
smallest Amazon EC2 instance template provided sufficient resources to facilitate the 
functionality of the conversion application. Amazon S3 provided the storage facilities to store 
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PPT files and SVGZ files. The cloud component of AC3P therefore provided the necessary 
computation and storage resources to facilitate PPT slide provision.  
PPT slides with text, tables, graphs, functions and geometry were effectively presented by 
the SVG files resulting from conversion by the conversion application. Content requiring 
colour, small font sizes, shadings, pictures, and fine lines were not effectively converted using 
the conversion application. It is suggested that effective conversion may be improved by the 
standardisation of the types of content in PPT slides that are to be made available to feature 
phones via the conversion application. 
SVG MIDlet evaluation  
Performance measures pertaining to the times taken to generate SVGZ menus and retrieve 
individual SVGZ files were collected to demonstrate the efficiency of the SVG MIDlet. Heap 
memory and network usage provided additional information on the efficiency of the SVG 
MIDlet by indicating whether the feature phone environment is capable of hosting the SVG 
MIDlet. An inspection was conducted on the SVG MIDlet which involved evaluating whether 
or not SVGZ content was successfully downloaded, decompressed and rendered on the SVG 
MIDlet. Successful rendering of SVG content indicated the effectiveness of the SVG MIDlet. 
Results pertaining to the times taken for SVGZ menu generation demonstrated efficiency for 
SVGZ file counts below approximately 93 (Section 6.4.3). All SVGZ retrieval times were 
efficient. Memory usage associated with SVGZ retrieval was efficient for SVGZ file sizes below 
approximately 12KB. Memory usage associated with SVGZ menu generation indicated 
efficiency for all possible bucketz states. The network usage associated with SVGZ retrieval 
was efficient due to insignificant financial costs that would be involved with SVGZ retrieval. 
It was indicated by inspection that the SVG MIDlet successfully downloaded, decompressed 
and rendered SVGZ files retrieved from bucketz (Section 6.4.4). Readability for small screen 
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sizes was catered for by zooming and scrolling functionality. The SVG MIDlet was therefore 
effective in terms of compatibility. 
7.3 Benefits of Research 
This research demonstrated that Cloud Computing can be used to facilitate the provision of 
mathematics in the form of PPT slides to feature phones. There are a number of benefits 
derived from this research namely the provision of mathematics on demand; the provision of 
Office documents to feature phones; and the extension of resources to the cloud. 
Provision of mathematics on demand: Mathematics is currently available to learners via 
school, GMMDU mathematics workshops and GMMDU DVDs. Many learners participating in 
the GMMDU mathematics workshops are disadvantaged in terms of their socio-economic 
status and do not have access to computers. This research provided a solution for the 
provision of mathematics to learners’ mobile devices, and hence provided a solution for on 
demand provision of mathematics. Mathematics content in the form of text, functions, 
graphs and geometry were successfully provided to the feature phone environment. 
Provision of Office documents to feature phones: One of the by-products of this research was 
an application that converts Office documents to a format supported by feature phones. The 
conversion application only demonstrated the conversion of PPT to SVGZ, but supports the 
conversion of XLS, XLSX, DOC and DOCX to SVGZ. Furthermore, content may not be restricted 
to mathematical content. PPT slides containing other types of content such as physics or 
chemistry may be provided to feature phones. 
Extension of resources to the cloud: This research demonstrated that services provided by 
Cloud Computing may extend the limited resources of feature phones. The extension of 
resources was achieved by having Cloud Computing compute services handle resource-
intensive tasks involving the conversion of PPT files. Storage resources were extended by 
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having the cloud store the converted content. The benefits provided by Cloud Computing 
were therefore the provision of off-device computation and storage resources. Additional 
off-devices resources such as network capacity were provided by Amazon EC2 in order to 
support to provision of mathematics. 
7.4 Limitations of Research 
Although providing a number of benefits, this research has a number of limitations in terms 
of the original content, security, cost-effectiveness, and the content providers. 
Original content: Content types, namely text, formulae, geometry, functions and graphs that 
were supported for provision to feature phones are only those that are static. More 
specifically, no slide animations or streaming media was considered for provision to the 
feature phone environment. 
Feature phones: Only feature phones that are JSR 226 (SVG) enabled were accounted for by 
the implementation of the SVG MIDlet. Although there are third-party SVG libraries available 
to support SVG rendering on feature phones that are not JSR 226 enabled, there is 
uncertainty regarding the difference in performance between JSR 226 and third-party SVG 
libraries. 
Security: The Amazon S3 bucket responsible for storing converted content is made publicly 
accessible to feature phones hosting the SVG MIDlet. As a result, HTTP requests sent from 
the SVG MIDlet do not require authentication headers and the generation of HMAC-SHA1 
tokens. 
Cost-effectiveness: The architecture (AC3P) depicts that an Amazon EC2 instance runs 
indefinitely whilst waiting for PPT files to be uploaded (Section 4.4). This is not cost-effective 
due to the fact that Amazon Web Services (AWS) charges Amazon EC2 instance usage per 
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hour. A mechanism should be incorporated into AC3P that allows Amazon EC2 instances to 
be used only when PPT files are uploaded. 
7.5 Future Work and Recommendations 
The objectives achieved by this research provide clear evidence for future research. A 
number of future research categories have been identified namely PPT slide animation 
provision; Amazon S3 content retrieval; XML document pruning; Bluetooth for content 
retrieval; SVG MIDlet adaptation for feature phones not JSR 226 enabled; and content 
uploading to Amazon S3. 
PPT slide animation provision. The content focused on for provision to feature phones in this 
research was PPT files. Only static content types such as text, formulae, graphs, functions, 
geometry and bitmap images were supported for provision to feature phones. Future work 
may entail providing non-static content types such as animations. 
Amazon S3 content retrieval. Amazon S3 provides a REST and SOAP API for access to Amazon 
S3. In this research, Amazon’s REST API was used for retrieving content. Future work may 
entail investigating the performance of accessing data stored in Amazon S3 by using its SOAP 
API. There are a number of Amazon S3 SOAP libraries available for the J2ME environment. 
These libraries may be adapted to suite content retrieval functionality.  
XML document pruning. The transferring and processing costs involved with retrieving XML-
based content from Web Services are problematic due to the verboseness of XML 
documents. This was evident in the SVG MIDlet as parsing was required to generate a menu 
of SVGZ files. XML pruning has been employed to reduce the complexity of XML documents 
by only preserving data attributes required by the client side (Natchetoi, Kaufman and 
Shapiro 2008). The XML response that is parsed by the SVG MIDlet contains many attributes 
that are not required for the generation of a menu of SVGZ files (Section 5.4.3). Future work 
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may involve the pruning of XML responses generated by Amazon S3 before being 
downloaded and parsed by the SVG MIDlet. Pruning processes may be facilitated by Amazon 
EC2. 
Bluetooth for content retrieval. The wide use of Bluetooth amongst mobile devices has 
resulted in a number of efforts that make use of Bluetooth for ad-hoc networks that are 
suited for applications that handle voice transmission, audio streaming, context-aware 
applications and Internet access points. Using ad-hoc Bluetooth networks for the retrieval of 
data via the Internet, for example, could be achieved by dynamic path discoveries to a 
central Internet access point. A simpler solution could simply involve a central point 
responsible for holding data required for dedicated mobile applications. Mobile phones that 
are in range could retrieve data from this access point instead of accessing the data via the 
Internet. The mobile phone usage behaviour of learners participating in the GMMDU 
mathematics workshops indicate that most learners make use of Bluetooth (Section 2.3.2). 
Future work may therefore involve adapting the SVG MIDlet to suite content retrieval via 
Bluetooth. 
SVG MIDlet adaptation for feature phones not JSR 226 enabled. One of the limitations of this 
research is that the SVG MIDlet was developed using JSR 226 (Section 7.4). This implies that 
feature phones that are not JSR 226 enabled do not support the SVG MIDlet. Future work 
could entail adapting the SVG MIDlet to provide SVG support by making use of a third-party 
SVG libary for MIDP (Section 2.2.5). More specifically, the TinyLine SVG libary for J2ME 
(TinyLine 2010a) may be used to render SVG files contained in bucketz. Making use of a third-
party SVG library would imply that the SVG MIDlet would be supported by a larger range of 
feature phones. 
Content uploading to Amazon S3. The content providers in AC3P (Section 4.4) are the 
GMMDU personnel. The workstation component of AC3P consists of the desktop computers 
used by GMMDU personal. GMMDU personnel are responsible for uploading PPT content to 
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bucketdoc. The workstation component of AC3P was not primarily focused and therefore no 
application to support the uploading of PPT files was developed (Section 5.2.4). Future work 
may involve the development of a desktop application that provides access to Amazon S3, 
and the functionality to support the uploading of PPT files to bucketdoc. 
7.6 Conclusion 
The thesis statement of this research (Section 1.5) was:  
An architecture making use of Cloud Computing can be designed to facilitate the provision of 
mathematics in the form of PowerPoint (PPT) slides to feature phones. 
The goal of this research was the design and application of an architecture making use of 
Cloud Computing to facilitate the provision of mathematics in the form of PPT slides to 
feature phones. An Architecture using Cloud Computing for Content Provision (AC3P) was 
designed based on a number of architectural considerations for Mobile Cloud Computing 
(Chapter 4). AC3P was successfully applied as a proof of concept with the development of the 
conversion application hosted on cloud infrastructure, and the SVG MIDlet hosted on the 
feature phone environment (Chapter 5). The conversion application and SVG MIDlet provide 
functionality for the provision of PPT slides to the feature phone environment. Both 
applications were subsequently evaluated in order to determine the efficiency and 
effectiveness they provide at PPT slide provision (Chapter 6). Efficiency was evaluated by 
means of performance and resource utilisation measures and effectiveness was evaluated by 
means of inspection. Results demonstrated that the conversion application and SVG MIDlet 
are efficient in terms of the functionality they provide for PPT slide provision. The conversion 
application and SVG MIDlet are effective in terms of SVG quality and SVGZ compatibility with 
the feature phone environment. It was demonstrated that the conversion application and 
SVG MIDlet are successfully hosted on the cloud component and feature phone environment 
of AC3P.  
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The goal of this research was therefore successfully achieved with the design of AC3P and the 
application thereof to facilitate the provision of mathematics in the form of PPT slides to 
feature phones. AC3P and the application thereof may be used for the provision of content in 
other domains such as for content other than mathematics. 
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Preliminary Survey Appendices 
Appendix A: Parental consent form 
Dear Parent/Guardian 
My name is Jean-Pierre Joubert, and I am currently a Masters student at the Nelson Mandela 
Metropolitan University. I am currently doing my research in the provision of mathematical learning 
resources provided by the Govern Mbeki Mathematical Development Unit (GMMDU) to learners on 
their mobile phones. In order for the research to continue, I require information pertaining to the 
mobile technologies that your child possesses. The reason for selecting your child as a potential 
participant is strictly due to their participation in the workshops held by the GMMDU. 
 
The research I am conducting forms part of the GMMDU vision. Following one workshop held at the 
NMMU Missionvale campus, I would like to hand out a short paper-based survey to your child asking 
them about the mobile technologies they possess, and the frequency of their Internet, MXIT and 
Facebook usage on their mobile phone. If you do agree that your child participates in this survey, then 
the next step I will take is to ask that your child agrees to participate as well. Your child’s participation 
in this survey will require that both you and your child provide consent independently. All information 
provided by your child in this survey is strictly confidential. No personal information will captured (no 
information that can be linked to you or your child’s identity). 
 
Please note that both you and your child have every right to refuse participation in this survey and may 
withdraw from participation in this survey at any given time. Any questions in the survey that your 
child feels uncomfortable answering may be left out. 
 
If you do agree for your child to participate in this survey, then please complete the certificate of 
consent located at the bottom of this page. 
 
Thank you for taking the time to read this information, 
Best Regards, 
Jean-Pierre Joubert (Cell: 084-5893241) 
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Certificate of Consent 
 
I have read the foregoing information, or it has been read to me. I consent voluntarily for my 
child to participate as a participant in this survey and understand that I have the right to 
withdraw her/him from the survey at any time. 
 
Print Name of Child to participate _______________________ 
Print Name of Parent or Guardian __________________ 
Signature of Parent of Guardian___________________ 
Date ___________________________ 
(Day/month/year) 
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Appendix B: Mobile phone usage survey 
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Appendix C: Ethical clearance 
 
